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INTRODUCTION 
The following study is an effort (1) to measure the ex-
tent to which children in the sixth grade practice associational 
thinking while reading social studies material, and (2) to eval-
uate the effect of planned program to develop associational 
re ding ability with sixth-grade children. 
Durrelll define this type of reading thusa 
'Associational reading' is concerned with uses-
pplications, comparisons, criticisms, and other 
ideas brougnt to reading by the child. Such read-
ing is in contrast to the thorough type in which 
the child merely attempts to underst nd the given 
material rather than to add his own thoughts and 
interpretations. 
In associational reading the material read " erves to stimulate 
thoughtn2 and the pupil re ponds "independently of the ubject 
matt r. n:3 
This study is concerned with two phases of associ tion 1 
reading of social studie material: (1) the ssociation of 
guestions and (2) the a aoei tion of activities . An example of 
n assignment to measure these two phases of association 1 read-
ing might be, "As you read this story think or questions to ask 
related to the story. Then think of activities you and your 
Inurreii, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading Abil-
ities. New York: World Book Company, 1940, P• 3~. 
2ill£. , P• 244. 
3rb1d. , P• 231. 
xii 
cl ssmates could do to help you find answers to your questions." 
Courses of study and curriculum guides point out th t 1t 
is desirable for pupils to have a part in th planning of class-
room activities. If pupils are to participate effectively in 
te eher•pupil planning, they need to develop skill in associa-
tional thinking. At the pres nt time the ability to do ssoci-
ation 1 re ding is usually taught incidentally, if at all. 
M rdenl found in her investigation with thirty-five 
seventh-grad pupil th t 1reeted te ehing results in pupil ' 
improving their bility to raise questions for further research 
and suggesting aetivitie related to their reading. 
!Avis Harden, "Assoo1at1onal Reading Abilities of the 
Seventh Gr der." (Unpublished aster' Thesis, Boston Univer-
sity, School of Edue tion, Boston, 1941). 
'· 
CHAPTER I 
REV OF RESEARCH 
Thinking ~ ~ Q2_! ~ Education 
It is gen r lly agreed among duo tors t t on of the 
mot import•nt ims of education is th development of th pow-
rs of thought. In discussing the aims of education, Bod 1 in-
die te in this tatem nt the 1m ort nee h lac on teaching 
pupil to think: 
The concern is not with the strengthening of 
mental faculties, nor with the acquisition nd 
org n1zation of information nor yet with th 
formation of s-R bonds, but 1th the cultivation 
of thinking. For th po er to think is the du-
e tio,nal kingdom of heaven; if we seek it per-
i tent1y, other thing i11 be added unto u • 
Th F'r sident's Connnission on Righ r Educ tion2 reports: 
Insof r as ducation is not 1ndoctr1n tion, 
it is discovery, and discovery is the product 
of inquiring. Arousing nd stimulating intel-
lectual curio ity, ch nneling this curiosity 
into active and comprehensive investig tion, 
and d~eveloping skill in gathering, an lyzing, 
and evaluating vidence--these should consti-
tute the primary job of every t cher from th 
elementary grade through the university •••• 
Abili ·ty to think nd to reason, within the 
limit set by one's mental ca city, should be 
the distinguishing mark of an educated erson. 
Is. H.:--ode, Conflicting Psf§hologies .Q! Learning 
(Boston: D. c. Heath and Comp ny, ~29), p. 273-274. 
2~fghElr Education for American Democracy, Volume I; 
Establis ~the Goals, A~port of the Presldent*s Commission 
on Higher uca tion ( ashington: U. s. Government Printing Of-
fice, 1947), PP• 57-58. 
I 
st t sa 
In discussing the ai of general ducation, Crossl 
erely to gain great de 1 of information, 
however carefully and critically it may have 
been scrutinized, is not enough. It must b 
utilized lso to serv the individual in the 
olution of his proble • Th1 involves the 
r organization of the ide cquired into u 
ful forms for the furthering of individual nd 
social purpo e • Such result is acco lish 
by reflective thinking or by what y be called 
"ere tive thinking 1 the process that r com-
lb1ne old knowl dg to form new and us ful con-clusions, and th t converts th po r of knowleds fro p ss1v to an acti e tat • 
2 
In commenting on the valu of thinki , wey2 s rize 
thu : "It conv rt otion th t i r ly pet1tive, blind, nd 
impulsiv into intelligent action." 
That our school h v not b en v r,y uccesstUl in helping 
pu il develop kill in laborativ thinking is ~plie in this 
statement by Juddz3 
If by ny mean the educational syste can 
discov r how to pro ot even in the slight st 
asure the de lo ment of the high r mental 
proc ses, great dv ntage will be gained for 
civiliz tion •••• The least tully el bor ted di-
vi ion of ducational psychology i that h1ch 
d~als with the high r mental proc s a. 
lNe 1 M. Cro s, Social Chang , General Education, and 
Reading," Chapter II of Readinf in the .lementary School, Forty• 
eighth Yearbook of th tiona Society for the Study of Educa-
tion, art II (Chic go: University of Chicago Pr ss, 1949), P• 5. 
2John Dewey, ~ __ Think (Boston: D. c. H ath and Co -
pany, 1910), P• 7. 
3charles H. Judd, Fducation ~ Cultivation of !h_ Higher 
Mental Processes (New Yorkz The omlllan Co., 1936T, p. 4. 
' _/ 
Thinking _ng Reading 
Concerning the nature of the re ding process, Ga teal 
co ents: 
The more xt nsiv the res arch on reading, 
the mor com 1 x the proces seems to be. In 
order to m ke bis fforts most fruitful, th 
teacher should understand, as ole rly s pos-
sible, the n tur of thi complex activity. 
Gates2 in pr senting Yearbook Committe 's conception ot 
the reading proce s st te : "It reading should b developed 
3 
s a compl x organization of tterns of higher ental process. 
It can and should brace all typ of thinking, al t.lng, 
judging, imagining, reasoning, and problem-solvin ." 
Durr 113 report : 
Ther ar many signifio nt higher ental 
processes to be considered in re ding pro-
gr if r ding is to be of gr ate t valu to 
the child. One of the more tmportant one is 
laborative thinking which consists of such 
abilities s making comparisons or applications, 
se ing relationships betw en r ading and other 
expert nce , asking ertin nt qu stion , dding 
illustrative incident • discovering top1 a for 
further study, suggesting cl ssroom or personal 
ctivities rel ted to re ding, or other ev1-
d no s of pertinent associations with the mat -
ri 1 re d. 
1Ar£hur I. Gate , "Char cter and Purpose of the Ye r-
book," Chapter I of Readinf !a the Elementarz School, Forty-
1gb. th Yearbook of the Nat onal-soclety for the StUdy of Educ 
tion, P rt II {Chicago: University of Chicago re s, 1949), p. 3. 
2Loc. ill• 
3nonald D. Durrell, "Development of Comprehension and In-
terpretation," Chapt r IX of Reading 1g ~ Elementarz School, 
Forty-eighth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of 
Education, Part II (Chic go: University of Chicago Press, 1949), 
P• 202. 
4 
~ Nature g! ~ Thinking Proces!J 
Philosopher such as John Dewey are pr1 rily concerned 
with the complete act of thought. Dewey1 present only one com-
plete act of thought which include the following five steps: 
(1) suggestions in which the mind leaps forward 
to a possible solution (2) an 1nt llectual1zat1on 
of th~ difficulty or perplex! ty that bas been 
~ (directly experienced) into a problem to be 
solved, . qu stion for which the answer must b 
soughtJ (3) the use of one suggestion after an• 
other as lead-idea, or hypoth sis, to initiate 
and guide observation and other operations in col-
lection of factual material; (4) the mental elabo-
ration of the idea or supposition as an idea or 
supposition (reasoning, in the sens in which re -
soning 1s part, not the whole, of inference); 
and (5) testing the hypothesis by overt or imagi-
native etion. 
However, Dewey2 later stat s, "The five pha es, terminals, 
or functions of thought, that we have noted do not follow one an-
other in a set order." 
Symond 3 believes that ewey oversimplifies th psycho-
logical understanding of the ought process. In an experimentaL 
study involving introspective techniques and c rr1ed on for one 
semester with a group of interested tudents in Education, 
Symonds arrived at an analysis or nineteen different processes 
of thought. Two of the thought processes described by Symonds 
ar (1) the nalysia of framing a question and (2) an analysi 
of selective recall. 
!Dewey, .QR. ill•, P• '<t (j; 
~ 2~., P• 115. 
3Perc1val M. Symonds, Education and the Psychology of 
Thinki!!& (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company;-1936}. -
5 
Framing ~ Question 
The following essentials for framing a question ar thus 
stated by Symond, : 1 
a. the possession of a driv , a want, a pU%'-
pose, a goal, a problem to be solved 
b. having a certain familiarity with th 
field, and noting certain r la tlonsh1 
in the field 
e. recognizing a gap in the relationships 
that prevents one from being abl to act 
in the situation 
Select! ve Recall !:ru! ~ UiP:her Mental Processes 
It is emphasiz d by Symonds2 that "Select! e recall is 
very important process in all forms of higher thinking." Judda 
explains the difference bet een memorization and selectiv re-
call thus: 
Memory supplies what may be thought of a the 
raw materials, but the mind, in setting up a con-
nection between one item and another, as it must 
in application and inference, draws on past and 
pres nt experienc for more than a single contri-
bution. Where memory supplies everal items, it 
presents these in series which is hardly more 
than a temporal s quence. ~he higher mental 
processe associate, or integrate, the items nd 
thus build up new, subjective whole, The asso-
ciation, or integration, of item in the higher 
mental processes is of a different order from the 
mere sequential association which appears in mem-
orization, 
lsymonds, ~· cit., P• 47. 
2~., P• 190. 
3Judd1 £2• 2!1•• p. 19. 
Th1nk1gg ependent on Experience 
ewey,l Glas r, 2 St1llman, 3 and Judd~ support Symonds'S 
observation th t all thinking i dependent on a background of 
experienc • 
/Thl.nk1ng £!!! lli!, Taught 
6 
Tyler'a6 research with college stud nt produced experi-
mental data to show th t " emortzation of facta frequently f il 
to result in the develo ent of higher mental proc sses. If the 
higher mental processes of application of principles and infer-
nee re really to be cultivated, learning conditions appropri-
ate for their cultivation are necessary." 
Through an experiment carri d on for ten weeks with 106 
seventh grade pupils, Marden7 found th t the thirty-five pupils 
lnewey, 22• £!!., PP• 15-16. f q(O 
2Edward • Glaser, An Exp r1ment in ..!ill!., Development ,2! 
Critical Think!~, TeacherST College, Contributions to Educ -
t!on, No. ai3, ~w York Te chers' College, Columbia University, 
1941·, P• 410. 
3J3essie • Stillman, Traini, Children 12, Study ( Bostonz 
D. c. Heath and Company, 1928), P• 7. 
4Judd1 22• £!!., P• 19. 
5symonds, ~·£!!•, PP• 12•13. 
6Ralph • Tyler, easur1ng the Results of College In-
struction," Educational Research Bulletin XI, y 11, 1932, 
P• 257. 
7Avis Marden, "Assoc1at1onal Reading Abilitie of the 7th 
Grader," (unpublished Master t s Thesis, Boston University School 
of Education, Boston, 1941), pp. 215-216. 
7 
in the experimental group made significant gains in their abil-
ity to sugge t activities related to reading in the social 
studies. Significant gains ere also de by these thirty-fiv 
pupils in their ability to rais questions for further research 
related to their reading. 
Stillman 1s 1 research with seventh and eighth graders in-
dicated more active thinking in classes where inquiring is en-
couraged. 
An investigation by Helseth2 "establiShes certain defi-
nite possibilities in the d velopment of skill in thinking, more 
effectively by children studying United States history when they 
are encouraged to ask questions and to answer their own questions. 
Such development was, in this study, found sufficient to b t n-
gibly evident in a school year in a contrast of the children's 
words in the classroom in September and in ay. In the fall the 
pupils had no questions exc pt when the teacher demanded ques-
tions from them. They did not criticize nor relate questions 
nor see practical applications of them. By spring, the children 
were demanding consideration of questions which had arisen in 
their own minds during activities outside the classroom •• • • 
Ther was improvement al o in the pupils' abilities to solve 
questions proposed." 
lege, 
1926, 
Is tillman, .2E.. ill• 
2rng Olla Helseth, Children's Thinking, Teachers' Col• 
Columbia University, Bureau of Publications, New York, 
P• '74. 
a 
Several e earch studies on critical thinking give ev1• 
dance that this type oT thinking responds w 11 to teaching. 
laser's1 study with twelfth grade English classes showed that 
the speeit.to teaching or various skills in criticizing and eval-
uating ideas produced significant gains t the end of a ten-week 
p r1od. Retesting after six-month interval showed that the 
abilities learned during th experiment were retained. 
Kay2 made a study with high school seniors to an wer 
one of the questions r~is d by Glaser,3 namely, "To what ex-
tent can ability to think critically be improved by adequate 
re ding procedures?" In Kay's study, a pretest as given of 
-certain ability. Then that ability was taught nd follow-up 
test given. This testing progrwn showed an improvement of 
17.4 percent in the pupils' ability to form their own conclu-
sion, 22.3 p reent in the ability to d1 cern the author's pur-
pose, 14.2 percent in the ability to make comparison of oon-
Aioting or correlating ideas by the same author or different 
~uthors, and 5.7 percent on the ability to discover 1nacoura-
c1e , inconsistencies, or omissions of essential information. 
Arnold' 4 experim nt i th pupils in grades five and six 
lGlaser, .QE.• .ill• 
2sylvia Kay, "Critical Reading: Its Importance and Devel-
opment," English Journal, 35:3851 September, 1946. 
3Glaser, ~· £!!., P• 43. 
4Dw1ght L. Arnold, "Tea ting Ability to Use Data in the 
5th and 6th Grade," Educational Res ~rch Bulletin, 17:255-259, 
December 7, 1938. 
9 
showed that critical thinking can be taught in these grades 
when speciflc instruction is given. Then, too, a testing pro• 
gram conducted by ~ rightstone1 to determine the extent to which 
elementary school children practice critical thinking hil 
reading in the social studies revealed that in those el sa-
roo where crttical thinking was a major teaching objective 
and here provision was made for its practice, the quality of 
pupil thinking was higher. 
Burt2 has given much attention to the development of rea-
soning processes in children and has developed a series of rea-
soning problems graded by year which could serve as a test of 
the development of reasoning ability. 
Low Correlation between Elaborative Thinking end Intelligence 
There appears to be a low correlation between ability to 
practice critical thinking and the abilities measured by intel-
ligence tests. The correlation of composite stand~d score 
for the entire battery of the Watson-Glaser Teat3 1th the Otis 
-
lJ. ~ayne Wr1ghtatone, AEpraiaal of Newer Elementart 
School ractices (New York: Teacher f Co!Iege, aoiumb1 Un ver-
sity, 193s), P• 194. 
2cr,r11 Burt, "The evelopment of Reasoning in School 
Children,' Journal~ Experimental Pedagpgx, 5:66•77, 121-127, 
1920. 
3G. B. tson and E. M. Glaser, The Watson-Glaaer Test 
of Critical Th1nk1n~ ( anual) (Yonkers, NeWYorkJ ~orld Bo~ 
COmpany, !§42), P• • 
10 
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l"d n' 2 tu showe c rrelat1 n of • 
perirnen 1 
bet e n the 
Xuhl - n er- n r.A. nd t b111ty to do labo tive think-
!ng. 
Sktlla in 
-
AU 
tunctio 0 not 1 
ntal f't.tno t1 on. 
c1ent expr s 1on or 
1 
1 
ldiiiser, 
2 !a~ n, 
0 • 
.!U!.• 
:l:t!!nktne; Tend tp e mc1f1c 
ftg8 sho th t " t1c1enc,- 1n one mental 
1c t or as ur qu 1 tfte1 00'1 1n noth 
r otic nd train ng are neces tor etf'i-
ent 1 1\lnct ons " 
_ill., p 17 -177. 
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CHAPTER II 
CONSTRUCTION OF MATERIAL 
In order to measure the extent to which Children in the 
sixth grade practice assoc1ational thinking while reading in 
the soei 1 studies and to evaluate the effect of a planned pro-
gram to develop associational reading ability with sixth-grade 
children, it was necessary to construct n assoc1ational read-
ing test and to prepare teaching materials. Every effort was 
made to build material that would be interesting, thought pro-
voking, and suitable for use with children in the sixth gr de. 
Simple sentence structure was used and the Rinslandl word list 
served as a guide in the selection of vocabulary which ould 
be ithin the age range of the children. Background material 
for preparing this material was gathered from many sources 
such as newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, radio programs, sci-
ence and social studies textbooks, teacher's guidebooks, and 
encyclopedias. 
Table I shows the chief sources of background material. 
1Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary 
School Children (New York: The Macmillan eompany, 1945). 
TABLE I 
CHIEF SOURCES OF BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
Author Title Publisher Date 
Barrows, H. H., ~he American C2n- Silver Burdett, 1946 
I. P. Parker, and Mnents New York 
c. w. Sorensen 
Craig, G. s. 
Fraiser, George w. 
Knox, • w., G. K. 
Ston , • Meister, 
and D. Wheatley 
Lansing, M., w. L. 
Ch s and A. Nev-
ins 
Moore, Clyde B. 
Tiegs, Ernest Ad• 
ams Fay 
~ ~ Knowledse Grolier Society, 1951 
Inc., New York 
Britannica Junior Encyclopaedia 1949 
Compton's Pic-
tu:rid Elie:yC'IOpt-
d1a. 
New Ideas 1n 
'Scl"ence -
The Seasons Pass 
- -
The Wonderworld 
Of" sci enoe 
- ........................... 
Makers of the 
Am.ericas-
Build1 ng Our 
World -
RiChards Topical 
Encyclopedia 
Br.t tannic a., Inc., 
Chicago 
Compton & Co., 
Chicago 
Ginn & Company, 
Boston 
1952 
1946 
The L. • Singer 1947 
Compan,, Syracuse, 
New York 
Bert bner'a 1 New 
York 
D. c. Heath, 
Boston 
Scribner's 1 New York 
Richards Co., 
Inc., New York 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1944 
Your Count£fmand Ginn & Company, 
Mine: OUr :er!- Boston 
1951 
can Ne1Siibors 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
CHIEF SOURCES OF BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
Author 
ppl 1 G., and P. James 
Title 
At Ho on Our 
'§'r~--
or ld Book Encz-
ciope~ 
Publisher 
The Jlacm1llan 
Company, New 
York 
Field Enter-
prises, Inc., 
Chicago 
13 
Date 
1947 
1951 
An analysis was made of the content of the science and 
social studies textbook listed in Table I. From this analysis 
it was possible to determine the content areas common to many 
of th se textbooks. Eight o~ the most common areas were se-
lected for use in preparing material including (1) biogr phy, 
(2) invention, (3) industry, (4) transportation, (5) communi-
cation, (6) customs, (7) natural resources, and (8) physical 
environment. 
Description g! Test! 
Two forma ot an associational reading test were con-
structed. Each included: 
1. Examiner's Directions 
2. Directions to Pupil 
3. scoring Chart 
4. Sampl Exercise 
5. One re ding selection in each of the 
follow! ng reas : 
a. biogr phy' 
b. invention 
c. industry 
d. transportation 
~. communication 
f. customs 
g. natural resources 
h. physic l environment 
a. Direction for Scoring 
The Examiner's direction · ar : 
1. Pass out t at ookl ts. 
2. Test booklets must not be opened. Pencils 
hould be left on the desks. 
3. Have pupils fill 1n the blank in the upper 
right-hand corner of the test eov r, 1 st 
name first. Then h ve pupils pl ce p neil 
on the desk again. 
4. Say, "This is test of your skill, in reading. 
During the te t I will not answer que tiona; so 
listen c refully now. Aa I read aloud, you 
read to yourself the directions on the cover f 
your test booklet." 
5. Read orally to the children the "Directions to 
Pupil" on tb cover of the test bookl t. 
6. Now say, "Turn to Page 1. It is a sample. 
Read 1t to yourselv s a I read it aloud • . 
Read orally the sampl dir etions, sampl story, 
and the exercise a completed on Page 2. Then 
ask, "Are there any questions?" 
7. After answering questions, say, "Rememb r you 
may write as you read, you may have as much time 
as you need, and you must place your pencil on 
your desk when you hav finished. Now take p n-
cils. Ready--turn." 
a. When approximat ly 90 per cent of the pupils 
h ve placed their pene11 on their d sk , s y, 
"Stop." 
9. Collect eare~ully all test bookl ts. 
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The "Directions to Pupil" which are printed on the cover 
of e oh test booklet read thuss 
1. You will need Sharp penctls and an r ser. 
2. Read carefully. 
t 
3. rk n tly n thoughtfully. 
4 y u 
5. 
11 w1 
uo a 70 need. 
,ou fin1 h1 put r c11 on your 7 quietl7 t you a t until 
~er coll ot your teat bookl t. 
18 th 
l ad! e t. 
1a ua d in bot . ro 
DIRF..OTIO l 
'l'h1a storJ 1& don for you. It h w how t 
15 
ot 
I, II, III• IV, , VI, II1 VIII. Aa yo th1 to bout 
lon. think t TIOI to aa and AOTIVIT to do to h lp 
you find • r stl 118• 
Throug)). the oentur1 a our anoeatora 1 arned h to • ve, 
knit, e, 1nt f1n1 h t t 1 rtber or wool, fl 
• 
silk, and o tton. I th1 w th l'Oduc tiful t b• 
rlc • OW 'V 1ch t 11 t tiona 
on t e uppl nd du b111ty of th t brio • 
In 1 391 ~r 
n7lon. Th f1rat 
Tb af r t 
1rs of ho 1e17 
arc labo~ tor1ea t uPont cam 
u • or nylon 
ot lon, 
•• 
for ad1 ' stook1 
t n 5 1 00 ,000 
• 
Th mak1 or n lo 1 ve17 1ntere t1 proces • 7lon 
t rta lit aa a salt, c b1nat1on or two ohe !cals. The d1t~ 
t rent wa 1n w ioh n'flon 1s un nd t tch d k 1t 
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suitable for different purposes. The 1ze of nylon is measured 
in deniers. 
Today nylon is used in many j1nds of manufacturing. The 
strength, long wear, toughness, light weight, easy .wasbing and 
fa t drying qualities of nylon make it especially desir ble not 
only for stockings but for many kinde of clothing. 
As I read this sto17 I thought of question about nylon 
and activities I could do to help me tind answers to my ques-
t1ons. 
I. Here are the questions suggested to me by the story. 
1. What were some of the beautiful fabrics which our 
ancestGPs produced? 
2. How did they weave, knit, dye, print and finish 
the natural fibers? · 
3. Who made the :first fabric? 
4. When was the first fabric made? 
5. \1hat were the factors which set limitations on 
the supply and durability of wool. flax, silk• 
and cotton fabrics? 
6. ere are the research laboratories of DuPont 
located? 
7. Where 1s the nearest pl ce to our school wh r 
nylon is being made? 
8. How is nylon made? 
9. V~t are some of the different ways ln which 
nylon is wound and stretched? 
10. What is a denier? 
11. 
12. 
1 • 
1 .. 
1 • 
1 • 
7. 
lB. 
• 
II. 
l 
• 
2. 
• 
• 
• 
7 
e. 
• 
10. 
In w t k1 0 ut ot 1 1 bel 
u e toda 'i 
1 11710 to I r , 11gbt in w 1 t, 
t dry1 ? 
t kin or othing ar ro n lon? 
t 1s th 1 lo of nylo ? 
1 n 1 n 
0 w1 that 
t 0 bl tu • nyl 
H 8 n lon at17 1 a v 
lo i ov 
i 11 t t a or to do, he 
t on ut n)'lon. 
n 
-
• 
r t tab 1e 
nd 
• 
on 0 o t n l n to s a 
k t nylon 1'0 u ta. 
v bull t1n ordd1 1a 
f1 0 1 tr1 0 nyl • 
Coll ct let s a n eli ping • 
thin t 
d on t t1on 
11 t lgbt, 
n7lon. 
t n lon 1 tough, 
, and at t dr. 
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w1 
tro , 
u1ckly. 
~. 
11. Have an exhibit of samples of many different 
kinds of fabrics. 
12. Give a report on how nylon i made. 
As a pupil read each selection in the te.st booklet, he 
wa asked to think of guest1ons about the selection and ctiv-
1"t1es an his classmates could do to find answer to his 
questions. After reading ach selection, the pupil (1) listed 
the questions h thought of as he read the story, s.nd ( 2) mad 
a list of the related activ1tie • 
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The complete test, Form A and Form B~ appears in the Ap-
pendix. The selections immediately fo l lowing, taken from the 
test, exemplify the eight areas under which all materials were 
classified. 
rea 1 --- Biography 
THE KINO OF BASEB !.L 
e have not always ha.tl big i orld Series game in America. 
Do you know how peopl became interested in ba eball? 
Many years go in a Southern city lived a little boy 
named George Herman Ruth. He was brought up in an orphanage. 
At n early g , he was given the opportunity to play with a 
big baseball team. You have probably guessed that this fellow's 
nickname was Bab Ruth. Babe Ruth later played in several m -
jor leagues for twenty-two seasons. He appeared in m ny large. 
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cities and small towns and in many countries. 
Once Ruth was asked what he liked best 1n the world and 
what he would do 11' h had a million dollars. He replied, "What 
I like best in the orld, even better th n b s ball, is kid , 
and if I had a million dollars, I'd use it to get private home 
for every orphan in the country, so none of the would have to 
go to an orphan's asylum." 
Often wh n he v1si ted sick and crippled eh1ldr n in 
home and hospitals, he told them baseball stories and gave them 
gifts which he autographed for them. 
One of the many intere ting storie told about Babe Ruth 
w s the time he found a little newsboy crying because he had not 
sold his papers. Babe took the papers and old them for him. 
He got anywhere from a dime to a doll r tor each copy. 
Babe Ruth was ~e moat popular player that baseball has 
ever known. He made many p ople happy, young and old. A mil• 
lion boys will tell you he was - "one grand guy." 
Area 2 ·-- Invention 
THE ALPHABET 
n you were little, you said your A B C's. Now you 
call it the alphabet. Did you ever stop to think what it would 
be like not to have an alphabet? How would you write 
Row could you read this page? 
letter? 
There was a time when people could communicate only by 
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t lking with each other. Think how it would be if you couldn't 
writ to your friend to visit you. You would have to go to his 
house to invite him or have someone else deliver your message--
all through talking and remembering. 
Long, long ago people r~alized that they could not get 
along w1 thout wri tlng down their thoughts. so the Egyptians be-
gan to use pictures to let others know what they wanted. At 
first these pictures were not used as words. Th ywere ideas 
in the mind of the writer. Later each picture as used as the 
sound of a word. Still later the pictures came to represent 
the first sound of a word. 
Peopl who liY d in the Sinai peninsula about 4000 years 
go learned something about the way the people 1n Egypt wrot ; 
so they borrowed what they needed nd improved upon it. Then 
they passed their alphabet on to another group of p opl • the 
Pho n1c1ans. 
It too)J a long time to develop the alphab t e use today. 
There is a history behind each one of our twenty-six letters. 
However, even our alphabet 1e not a perfect on • There are sev-
eral different kinds of alph bets in use throughout the orld 
today. Do you know which is the most nearly perfect lphabet or 
why it takes the Chinese so long to write? 
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Area 3 --- Industry 
ICE OREA 
The most popular food at a party, a picnic, or even t 
home is 1ee cream. .Vi th its many flavors 1 t can suit the t ste 
of each and every member of the family. It is nourishing and 
wholesome as well as delicious . 
It was first made in hand operated freez rs consisting 
of two compartments. Care had to be taken not to get the salt 
from the outside comp rtment into the cream. The crank, which 
was attached to the dasher, had to be turned by hand for about 
twenty minutes. 
Today commercial ice creams are made on the same general 
prino1 lea . There are many large plants throughout the United 
States where 1c cream is made . Often the ice ore m is p eked 
in "dry11 ice before 1t is shipped to stores. 
ere m varies greatly. Even 1n on~ store prie 
from twenty-fiv to fifty eenta a pint . 
The eost of iee 
might range 
Ice cream can also b made in electric refrigerators at 
home, but it is not as fluffl nd smooth as the old-fashioned 
ice cream, or the up-to-date commercial product. 
any varieties such as frozen polar oars , 1ee- eream pies# 
nd cake rol ls have been created to tempt our sweet tooth. lee 
cream is served in variety .of ways . Wba. t would we do today 
without the great ice cream industry? 
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Ic cream as known to the early Romans. It as erved 
in Franc and Engl nd in the 17th c ntury. George ashington 
often bad ice cream at ount Vernon. Dolly adison w s the 
fir t miotress of the · it Hous to serve ice ere to h r 
gu t • 
Area 4 ••• Tr naportation 
BO TS 
For any thousands of years. people h ve tr vel d on the 
wat r. During the Stone Age an discovered that some thing 
float. He tied together bundle of reeds to m ke a raft. ext 
man le d to make canoe from log • Thes first canoe were 
called ugouts. Thousand or years later, men invented oars. 
T ho nici ns developed ships called g lleys. The galleys of-
t n used thr e hundred oarsmen. 
The next 1m ortant d1 oovery in boat came when n 
le rn d ho to make the power of the ind move his ships. How-
ever, he oon realiz d that ails were not enough beoau e when 
the 1nd died down the sh1 would not move. So of the best 
sailing sh1 a ere built in tba Unit d State in the 19th cen~ 
tuey. 
re recent develo menta in water transportation were the 
ate bo t and motor shi s. The invention of the compass also 
helped navigators. There are many specialized types of boats 
oil tankers, ore boats, fruit ships, and retriger tor ships. 
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Today we use hundred of products such as coffee, bananas, rope 
and rubber which are brought to our oount17 by ship. 
Area 5 ··- Communication 
THE TBLEGRAPH 
The word "telegraph" means to write afar off. T legraph 
i the name of the marvelous instrument which was invented by 
samuel F. B. Morse. It is a device for sending messages to a 
distant place by means of signals which repr sent words or ideas. 
~Jn 1844, ~e first message sent over the telegraph wire 
was, "Wh t hath God wroughtJ" This message show how the peo-
ple, using this instrument for the first time, felt about th 
wonder of such an invention. 
The first method of sending messages by telegraph is 
known as the manual method. This is a system or dots and dashes. 
When telegraph operator presses the key of his instrument, 1t 
clicks. A sounder at the other end of the line responds to this 
click in small fraction of a second. This sound may be sent 
to almost any plaee in the orld, from one distant point to an-
other. 
This system of dots and dashes is not used as much today. 
A more modern method of automatic telegraphy is used in sending 
more than three quarters of the world •s telegrama. It baa been 
found that mes•agea can be sent more quickly and more accurately 
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through the use of this new ethod. Also, tel graph operators 
can be trained more rapidly nd e sily for this m thod of tele-
gr phy. 
In early colonial times, it would take about t enty days 
for message to be d livered from Boston to New York . Today, 
a an can lift his telephone receiver, ask for the telegraph 
company, and g1 ve his messag to the waiting oper tor, who 
write it immed1 tely on a noiseless typewriter. The signals 
re sent flashing over the w1r 1 and the s ge is delivered 
in a matter of minutes or very few hours . 
Sending messages is only one of t he many uses of the 
t legr ph. Money, photographs, and message in one's own hand-
writing can be sent over the wires. The correct time is giv n 
hourly to thous nds o£ persons by t legraph. Colorful t legraph 
blanks are provided at no extra cost for special greetings on 
hol1d ys and other days of remembrances . Probably the sending 
of stock market quotations nd the spre ding of world- wide new 
ar two of the most important tasks performed by the telegr ph 
com anies of toda7. 
Are 6 --- Customs 
TRAILERS 
T~ailer hav become 
quick and satisfactory manner. 
from one location to anoth r. 
means of getting shelter in 
A trailer can b mov d asily 
Ther are many different kinds 
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ot trailer homes. 
For about $5,000 it is possibl to buy a trailer that 
bas complete bathroom, a kitchen with a gas stove, an electric 
refrigerator, a hot water he ter, fan to remove odors and air 
conditioning. The breakfast nook will seat six people. Th two 
bed rooms are equipped with double beds. 1th the pres of 
button or two, each room can be made private with hidden sliding 
doors. 
A range-management expert tor the United States Depart-
ment of the Interior has invented a horse-house trailer. The 
trailer cabin can b lifted oft the truck. The cabin has hot 
and cold running water, a cooking stove, and bunk beds for four. 
Und r the cabin is a space to carry a horse and when the hors 
is outside the bunk bed fold down. All this fits on stand-
ard ickup truck. 
Another type of trailer is equipped with telescoping 
rooms so that by merely turning a crank tor 100 revolutions a 
trailer can double its size. 
One man has a boarding house on eels. This trailer is 
built to accommodate ight boarders. In this way the owner is 
able to earn a living nd to liv in luxury. 
Each state has laws to control the maximum width and 
length of a trailer that may travel on its highways. There are 
many trailer parks throughout the United States. 
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Area 7 ••• Natural Resources 
A STORY ABOUT SOIL 
The sqil may b called a tactory because it help produce 
the food that we eat. Th soil is a. living d working factory. 
The seeds that are put into the soil are f d, nourish d., and 
helped to grow into plants which we n ed. 
The soil can do all these things b cause 1 t i alive and 
changing. It was first formed by the wind, rain, and un which 
chipped and wore way big rock into tiny pieces. The soil con-
tains bits of plants and leaTes that have decayed as well aa 
very small creatures that can not b 
taina water and gas. 
The soil on top, hich ma7 be 
deep, is called "topsoil.M It is 
een. The soil also con• 
few inches or few feet 
darker color than the soil 
underne th which is called "subsoil." The subsoil is finer and 
not a rich as the topsoil because the roots of plants have 
tak n much of the food out of it. 
If the farm r p1ants the same crops every year. the soil 
w ars out. He must rot te h1 crops. This means growing dif-
ferent plants 1n a field each year. Then different foods are 
taken from that plot. Clover and alfalfa are good crops to 
grow in a field. 
~her are many different kinds of soil. Some kinds are 
sand, sandy loam, silt loam. and clay loam. Soil is held 
tog ther by rocks, water, and air - all of which help it to 
live. Soil is very 1mpo~tant to us. Th soil teeds plants, 
plant feed animals, and both plants and animals feed us. 
Area 8 ·-- P}llsical Environment 
TRER 
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Many times you have heard people talk about th e ther. 
e ther is of gr t importance in many kinds of work such as 
~ishing, farming, and av1at1on. Years ago peopl tried to pre-
dict the weather by the colors of the sunset, how the birds 
flew. and by other signs. Today acient1f1c knowledg is used 
to predict the weather. 
The United States Weather Bureau in Washtngton, D. c., 
makes several weather :reports each day. The work of this Bu-
re u includes m ny activities. There are at least f1v fore-
cast centers and about four hundred obs rving stations in the 
United States, Canada, Alaska, and the West Indies. Weather 
repo~ts are al o received by radio from ships t sea. Barom-
eters, thermometers, anemomet rs, wind vanes, and oundirig 
balloons are some of the instruments used to predict weather 
conditions. 
The daily forecasts which we hear on the radio or read 
in the newspapers have been shown to be correct from 85 to 90 
per cent of the time. Therefore, each time you hear a weather 
2 
crt, 1 1n e no ut 0~ ten or 1 orreot. 
e ther ur te well n for 1. ts · tly we th 
• 'l'he ure u l o has n A rolo !cal D1 V1 ion h1eh doe 
much work to bel !a tors. 
T 1r, the at r t t 1r oo , and t 
eath r. 'l'o man 1 ny thi a bout we th r. has 
1 m not only how to 
flo a an o t 1rr1 la 
w t er, w!.ll am why he 
blow, drain taU • 
1 c oe1at1o 1 r ad1 
th wr1 tet-, 1 t was ne s to den 
s nses. 1nat1on or t 
er, but ho to ~ v nt 
tud7 o out 
h1ne , cloud fly, 1n 
t w con tru t by 
ama tor ac r1 
re on on t:rl 1 :run pu 11 
ot t 
11 he 
t st how d th t o e luativ crlt 1 ust b t b-
for r pon e co ld b aoor • Thu , 1n order for a 
up 1' qu at1on to 'b ace 
cr1te 1 • 
n ct1v1ty sugg t d by 
ble 1t h d to et t follo 1 
r lev nt to th r ding 
not 
up11 had t t th tollowi cr1• 
t ria 1 order to co tableJ 
1. The suggested activity must be relevant to 
the re ding selection or to some question 
raised by th pupil after he had read the 
1 ction. 
2 The suggested ctivity must be fe ible. 
3. The suggest d activity must b writt n in 
th form of a statement. 
4. The meaning of the stat ment must be 1ntel-
llg1bl • 
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The coept ble responses of pu il's qu stion re then 
cla s1f1 d und r leven he ding , na ely, (1) o, (2} Which, 
(3) t, {4} How, (5) n, {6} Wher, (7) Why, {B) c n, (9) Is, 
re, , or er , (10) Do, do s, or did, and (11) Have or h e. 
pil w 
cr d1t d for each ace ptabl res onse. 
Th co pt ble re ponses of activ1t1e augge t d by pu-
cla sified under eighth dings, namely, (1) R ding, 
(2) rit1ng, (3) T lking, (4) Listening, (5) Collecting, 
(6) Dr tizing, (7) Ob rv1ng, and (8) Constructing. One 
w scor d for e ch acceptabl response. 
A pupil's score of the soci tional ding t st con-
slated of the combined numb r of ce pt ble r pon e on qu 
tion and suggested activities. 
The ol s1fications of question and aot1viti 11 ted 
above ere the r sult of an ttempt by the writ r to classify 
the many kinds of qu stions a k d by pupil and the typea of ae-
t1v1t1 s o rried on in the many classrooms in which she had ob-
served over a seven-year p riod. 
The scoring chart which follow wa d vis d to clas 1fy 
the kind of question nd etivitie whiCh a pupil might 
zo 
suggest in the association 1 reading test. 
SCORING CHART 
Questions Aotivitie 
Who___________ When. __________ _ Reading Colleoting~-----
Which ere ________ __ riting Dramatiz1~~-----
t. ________ ~ WhY. __________ _ Talk1ng Observing~-------
How·----~----- Can·--------~~ Listeni~Q----- Constructing~----
Is~ are, was, were ________ ~--
Do, does, did. ________________ _ 
Have, has ____________________ _ 
Total Score . Total Scor --------~ 
A copy of each for of the ssoeiational reading test 
will be found 1n the App ndix. 
~ Reliability 
To determine the reliability coefficient between the two 
for of th aasooiational reading test, both forms of the test 
ere administered to group of thirty-three sixth graders who 
were not to b used in the tudy. The testing was carried on 
over a t o-day period befor this study was begun. On ~e first 
day one half of the pupils took Fonn A while the other half of 
th cl ss took For B. On the following day the pupils who had 
taken Form A took Form B, and the pupils who had taken Form B 
took For A. The coeff1o1ent of correl tion between the two 
test forma 1a .955. The reliability coefficient between the 
two forms of the test as based on th initial v rsu final 
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test score made by the children in the control group ia • 33. 
The relationship betw n the tw forms of th ssocia-. 
tiona! reading test r ported in the following table is based 
upon the t st scores made by the ninety-a ven childr n in the 
control groups. 
For N 
A 97 
97 
TABLE II 
COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION& FOR 
ASSOCIATIONAL READING TEST 
FORM A AND FORM B 
Mean (Test Score) s. D. s. E.m 
48.46 23 . 48 2.38 
48.43 22.3 2.26 
a - Product-moment method of correla t1on 
P. E.r 
.933 .009 
Statistically the correlation between the two forms of 
the a soci a t1onal reading test 1 s pos 1 tt ve and high. 
f llow1ng 
b 11 
u th 
tb n 
1t1ng 
oov r t oh t t ook1 t s pr1 t th 
g ph •bout rub r .• 
ny '1 r . o o n r u t In 1 n pl n 
r the gun r4 t e. Th s e 
n tol ho h d 
th 
f 
0 1 ck o :u op • 
o rub enc1 r s fro It wa b t r 
c b th ,. ha n in • Th y call 
b r. Rubb r co a ro ~ubber tr ea • 'l'h gro 
1n row like our pp~ tr • The ree need great c r a 
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•• tr e 1 r tob t ped hn1 1 tl e 
1x y r ol • In de t bark of th tree 1s so th1 
t t loo 11k lk. It o 11 d lat x. It is th1s 1 X 
that So 0 h olothoa w war as w 11 
n; hi • u. V8l7 ad or ubber. 
Pu 11 wr 1 ruct opy th 1 ctlon qu1o 1,-
08 1 le in tb 8 d 1n the te t ooklet. To 
nut re allo ed forth w:r1t1 • The cor 
co nt1ng th r of 1 tt a nu 11 d t n 
1v1d1ng th1 numb by cor sho e numb r of 
1 tt J! r minut a u 11 a ble to r!t • 
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T 
ncy-on le tions ro tt n 1 in 1 th 
fro 125 t 0 ord n inclu 1 th e nt aa 
1n h t t. ollo 1 1 0 0 8 ct n r1tte 
£ ch f t.h e1 t con nt rea ~ 0 '1 ot 11 t t .. 
ls 11 found 1n th p 1 
LL RO RS 
r a 2 --· Invention 
IO 
Later a tungsten filament uas used beoaus 1t would l at . 
longer and be more efficient than a filament made from carbon. 
So tungsten lamps have 301 000 atts. These lamps are us d in 
motion picture industry, in se rchlights, and in sever 1 other 
ways. 
Today e find that the fluorescent light is very effie1 nt. 
Fluoreso,ent light tubes give off various colors. The coating on 
the inside of the tube d termines the color. If zinc silleat 1 
used as a coating, green light is given off. · 
Lamps are made in a gre t variety of siz s, shapes, nd 
eo lora. use lainps in many way • 
Area 3 --- Indu t£l 
PETROLEUM 
As far back as history goes, man knew about p troleum. 
Oil wa form d from organic matt r. In nc1ent times, even 
though trol um or oil was lmown, it as not greatly used or 
as it valued. 
011 was used as rem dy by the Indian medicine men. 
The Seneca Indians used oil in trading with oth r trib s. Thi 
tribe of Indians also discovered that oil uld burn. The way 
by which they gathered oil 1 an interesting story. 
The f1rst drilled oil ell in the world was in Titusville, 
Pennsylvania. If w er to visit an oil field w ould se 
many tall structures, much apparatus, and many unusu 1 building • 
Scientists through their m ny inventions have eh nged 
petroleum into num rous forms. Gasolin 1 plastic , and perfumes 
are among the valuable products made from p troleum. The rapid 
d$Velopment of motor ~ehicles nd airplane bas 1ncre sed the im-
portance of p trole • Today, the petroleum industry is of 
gr t importance to all of us. 
A;rea 4 --- . Transportation 
THE STORY OF AmPLANES 
Leonardi da V1no1, one of the orldts most famous artists, 
w a great ly 1ntere ted in the idea th t a flying machine could b 
built. Nearly 450 years ago he invented the propellor. 
iaohines which were lighter than air were the first one 
used. There were balloons Which rose into ~e air by means of 
hot air. The f~rst passengers rode in this k1nd of balloon. 
L ter, gas was used to lift the balloons. Balloons never wer 
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Since the beginning of orld War II, the demand for m te-
r1 la to id in national defense has set a limit on the number ot 
televi ion sets nufactured. It i expected that television 
will have a wonderful future s soon more terials are r • 
l sed tor civilian use. 
Area 6 --- Customs 
H ES - THEN AND 0 
very long ti e a men lived in trees. Th se people 
wer call d tree dwellers. They chose their homes in tre s that 
w re near rivers or lake • They ate their food raw. 
Later, after men had 1 am d to build fires, th y could 
live in c ve • It was dark and d inside the c ves. Th n xt 
homes ere mad from sticks and nimal skins. 
During the iddle Ag a, the noblemen liv d in castles 
which w re very strong and difficult to c pture. The serfs 
liv d n r the castle • Their homes were one-roo hous s. 
Towar the end of the Middle Ages, many town and cities 
w r built. Th home wer much bett r. During th1 period, 
Gothic architecture was d velop d. 
In early America, most of the homes wer log cabin • 
Fireplaces wer used for he tlng the homes as well s for cook-
ing. en, omen, and children had to work very bard. 
Today, homes are very comfortable. ny of our modern 
ho e conveniences have been mad possible becau e man ha 1 arned 
to make thing cheaply nd quickly. any differ nt material are 
now used in building house. Several kinds of workm n who did 
net help blild hous s in the 18th century are needed today. od-
ern homes include aingl houses, two or thr e family houses, 
ten ment houses, apartments, hot ls, housing projects, and trail-
ers. 
Area 7 ---
NERALS 
inerals are one of our natural resources. The United 
tates has a good supply of such minerals coal, iron, copper, 
zinc, and petroleum. e depend on other nations for ganeae, 
nickel, and tin. Uranium is scarce and is found in only a few 
places in the world. Steel 1 made from sever 1 minerals. 
W must be careful how we use our minerals. Metals and 
other minerals are used in making machines. Wars have used 
great quan t1 ties of minerals. e are often careless in mining 
minerals. There are many ways by which we can use our minerals 
wisely. One way is to save scrap metal so that it can be used 
again. Then, too, plastics will help us to con erve some of 
our pr e1ous metals. 
Area 8 --- Physical Environment 
THE EARTH 
The Earth is a large globe. It rotates in the sky carry-
ing wl th it the millions of people who live on 1 t. The people 
don't e~en feel that they re moving. Some of thes people are 
tr vel1ng at r te of ne rly a thousand miles an hour. Other 
people who live on the parts of the rth called the North and 
South Pol s travel at a speed le s than one mile an hour. This 
rot ting of the Earth makes day and night. In certain parts of 
the Earth, night sometimes lasts for three months. 
The . surface of th Earth is mde up of land and w ter. 
Water covers much of the Earth. From under the surface of the 
Earth come valuable miner ls. Some parts of the Earth have a 
hot climate, while other parts have almost continual cold. The 
climate Changes gradually as you go north or south. There are 
hot placea on the Earth Where 1t i very dry, and hot places 
where it is very wet. The same is true of cold places, some are 
wet and some are dry. 
W get food from the Earth. Different kinds of plants, 
animals, and fish grow in the places Where the land or water nd 
the climate are best for them. So do people live on the parts 
of the Earth which suit them best. 
There are many wonderful things to be learned about our 
Earth. 
The next step was to prepare lists of various kinds of 
questions and otivities. During a three-year pe~iod the writer 
h d kept a running list of many kinds of questions asked by pu-
pils in some fifty intermediate grade classrooms. For several 
years careful observation had also been made by the write of 
the variety of ctivities carried on in these classrooms in con-
nection with social-studies teaching. These questions and 
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•ctiv1t1ea wer classified unde~ the same headings as those used 
in scoring the te t, and two charts we~e constructed. One 
how d. various kinds Qf ctivitiea; the other indicated various 
kinds · of questions which pupil might ask fter h had read a 
selection. Copiea of thes charta follow. 
KINDS OF ACTIVITIES 
1. REA.DI G 
Textbooks 
Library books 
Duplicated materials 
Newspapers 
Magazines 
P~phl.eta 
Dictionaries 4. 
Encyclopedia 
Atlas 
World Almanac 
Reports 
2. LIS'l' ING 
Concert 
Community resource 
speakers 
Recording 
R d1 o programs 
Storytelling 
Special reports of 
classmates 
3. WRITING 
Letters 
Arrangements for excur-
sions, 'guest speakers, 
etc. 
Send for · sample.s. exhib-
its, research mater! ls. 
Diary or log 
Reports on special topics 
Caption far pictures 
Stories to accompany slides, 
pictures, etc. 
Compose songs, poems, play, 
skit, pageant, etc. 
Outlinea and swmnarie 
Qu.es tt. ons for quiz pro• 
gram 
CONSTRUCTING 
Posters 
Some useful art1cl 
Photography 
Murals 
Original drawing --crayon, 
pencil, pen, brush 
Odeling--olay, pla ticine 
U e of wood, paper, card-
board, ete., in construct-
ing 
Slides 
Movies 
Sculpture 
Painting 
Cartoona 
Pictorial charts, graph 
Scrapbooks 
Time lines 
Maps--pictorial, outline, 
project 
Marionette or puppets 
Weather charta 
Graph --bar, line, picture 
Cooking 
Sewing 
5. 
KINDS CTMTI (Continued) 
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Q T ION WORDS -
• 
T'l or 2 . 
ater1 la 
Oro 
Induatr1 
QUES IO 
BIO ! 
Geographic cond! t1one 
a tu 1 r aoul"o a 
Sl e or ah 
Bela tt onm!p 
Reaeons-o us •- rpoeea 
ent 
Steps 
tJaea 
Solut1 na 
Posa1b111t1e 
Resource 
OBDS US BY: 
Chang a 
o tt!ona 
Ett ota 
pl 
laoea 
boce l:" a 
Uloda 
Sk!lla 
Inventions 
taco 1e 
Occu t! 
I&wa 
Ouato 
Pro ucta 
ta 
ld. 
ORT S 
QUEST IO :'lORDS 
A. THE SEVE QUESTION WORDS USED BY REPORTERS (Continu d) 
3. WRY? 
Happ ned 
Mad 
Collected 
Affected 
Discovered 
Changed 
Heard 
Shom 
Reproduced 
Grown · 
Used 
Planned 
Built 
Manuf otur d 
Learned 
Felt 
Oons true ted 
Traded 
Looked 
4. HO t 
Accepted 
Successful 
Needed • necessary 
Useful. 
True 
Important 
Chang d ~ xohang~d 
Named 
Called 
Tried - undertaken -
begun 
Done 
Difficult - hard • 
dangerous 
Think 
Settled 
Came 
Went 
Built 
Concern d 
Invented 
Accomplished 
Brought about 
Tr vel ed 
Infl uenced 
Governed 
Controlled 
Communicated 
Compar d 
Helped 
Lived 
Furnished 
Taken 
Known 
Contributed 
5. WHEN? 
6. WHERE? 
7. WHO? 
B. OTHER QUESTION WORDS 
1. cAin 
2. IS? or ARE? 
3. WAS? or WERE? 
4 . DO? DOES? or DID? 
5. HAVE? or HAS? 
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These two charts formed an integral part of the teaching 
materials. 
A copy of the Teacher's Guide which was 1fl'itten to x• 
plsin how the lessons were to b taught will be found in the 
Appendix. 
Description g! Lessons 
Lessons were planned to cover a seven•week period, dur-
ing which time two lessons a week wer to be taught. EaCh le -
son was for forty-fiv minutes, as this was tbe average daily 
time allotment for soo1al·stud1ee teaching 1n the elaa rooms 
selected for use in this investigation. The teaching of thea 
lessons was to be taken from time ·usu lly alloted to the so-
cial studies teaching. 
Three types of lessons were . planned, namely, {1) teacher 
present tion followed by small group work, (2) teacher presenta-
tion followed by individual work, and (3) individual work. 07 
of the lessons were followed by class discussion. 
A folder containing work sheets for the fourteen lessons 
was provided for each pupil. On the inside front cover of 
these folders was printed the question chart already described 
in this chapter, and on the back cover was printed the cl.aas1-
f1eat1ons of act1v1t1es. 
Tabl In shows the overall plan for the fourteen lessons 
for the experimental group. 
Lesson 
I 
II 
ni 
IV 
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TABLE In 
LESSON PLA.N OUTLINE 
Type of Lesson 
Teacher pre.senta-
tion and small 
group work fol-
lowed by elase 
discussion 
Te cher presenta-
tion and indi vid-
ual work followed 
by class discus~ 
sion 
Teacher present • 
t1on and small 
group work fol ... 
lowed by class 
discussion 
Teacher presenta-
tion and individ-
ual work followed 
by class discus-
sion 
Reading Content 
Biograph'J 
Daniel Boone 
W. lt Disney 
Biograph7 
Daniel Boone 
a1t Disney 
Purpose 
To introduce pupils 
to the following 
"question" words: 
w~o, which, what, 
_-::"n-:• Viher , wli:v:. 
and how. 
-
1. To g1ve pupils 
practice in the 
use of the seven 
"que tiontt words 
present d ! Les-
son I. 
2. To present vari-
ous kinds of ac-
tivities, namely, 
reading, listen-
ing, writing, con-
struction, observ-
ing, talking; col• 
lecting, and dram~ 
atizing. 
Biography 1. To introduc ten 
Benjamin Frank- additional "ques• 
lin tion" words. 
Will Rog r 2. To give practice 
Invention . 
El.ectrlo 
Lights 
Printing Press 
in the use of 
these ten "ques-
t1 on" words. 
1. To g1v 
praot1c 
various 
words. 
further 
in using 
"question" 
2. To help pupils 
evaluate their 
questions. 
Leason 
v 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
TABLE III(Continued) 
LESSON PLAN OUTLI 
Type of Lesson 
Teacher presenta-
tion and individ-
ual work 
Te cher presenta• 
tion nd a 11 
group work fol-
lowed by olas 
diacusaion 
Individual wo:dc 
follow d by 
cla s discu sion 
Teacher presenta-
tion and a 11 
group work 
Reading Content 
Invention 
Steam 
u. s. ne'7 
Industry 
P troleum 
Indust17 
Motion Pic-
ture 
Tran portation 
Au tomobilea 
Airplane 
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Purpose 
1. To g1 ve pupils 
practice in sug-
gesting activit! a 
r 1 te to th 
reading selections. 
2. To help pupils 
evaluate their a -
lected act1vit1e • 
3. To give pupils 
raotio in sug-
gesting qu stions. 
1. To give pupil 
rae tice in sug-
gesting questions 
and c t1 vi ties re-
lated to a sp ~ 
ading sel ction. 
1. To g1 ve u 11a 
ractice in sug-
ges t1 ng o ti vi ties 
related to sp -
cifio qu tiona. 
l. To giv pupils 
further practice 
in suggesting a 
variety or qu s-
tion r levant to 
a specific reading 
sel otion. 
2. To help pupils 
val t e their 
que tiona. 
Lesson 
IX 
X 
XI 
XII 
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TABLE III(Continued} 
LESSON PLAN OUTLINE 
Type of Lesson 
Individual work 
followed by class 
discussion nd 
small group work 
Individual work 
followed by class 
discussion 
Ind1 vidu 1 work 
and sma 11 group 
work, both tol• 
lowed by clas 
discussion 
Ind1 vidual work 
followed by class 
discussion 
Readlng Oontent 
Communication 
Television 
u. s. Post 1 
System 
Oustoma 
Homes • Then 
and Now 
Purpose 
1. To giv practic 
in suggesting ac-
tivit! s r lated 
to specific r ad-
ing selections. · 
2. To help upils 
evaluate th il" 
suggested c ti v .. 
!ties. 
1. To g1 ve pupils 
pract:tc in sug-
gesting ctiv1t1es 
related to spe .. 
c1.fic que a t1 ona. 
2. To help pupils 
evaluate their 
suggested ae ti v-
iti ea. 
Natural Resources 1. To give pupils 
Forests practice in sug-
rinerala gesting questiona 
and act1v1t1ea re-
lated to sp c1f1e 
reading election • 
Physical Envir-
onment 
Sound 
gn ts 
1. To give pupil 
practice in sug-
gesting activi.ties 
rel ted to spe-
cific questions. 
2. To give pupils 
practic in aug• 
gesting activiti s 
related to a spe-
cific reading se-
lection. 
Les on 
XIII 
XIV 
sonsJ 
D1r 
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TABLE III(Cont1nued) 
LESSO LAN OUTLINE 
Type or L sson Reading Content Purpos 
Individual ork 
followed by class 
discussion 
Physic I Envir-
onment 
The Earth 
1. To review tb 
various kinds of 
"question" words. 
2, To give up!l 
praetic in using 
these words. 
j 
Individual ork 
follow d by class 
discussion 
Physic l Envir-
onment 
Air 
1. To rev1. the 
eight different 
kinds of activi-
ties. 
2. To g1 ve pupil 
pr ctice in ug-
ges ti. n various 
kinds of activi-
ties rel ted to 
sp e1f1o que tlons. 
Following ar sample of each of the thr e types of lea-
Sample Le eon - Teacher Presentation Followed by 
Smll Group Work 
4. 
s. 
a. 
to Teacher: 
Read to pupils the story about Daniel Boone. 
Read to pupils the list of qu stion words printed 
inside the 'front aover of their gr en folders. 
Ask pupil to give orally questions related to the 
story. 
List questions on blackboard. 
Have t least one question for each of the follo lng: 
who, hieh, hen, ~ where, what. and h2!• 
Encourage pupils to ask questions using other ques-
tion words. 
7. Have pupils read to themselves the story about 
Walt Disney. 
s. 1v1d class into small groups with a leader for 
each group an ask pupils to list on the spac 
provided, questions related to the story aoout 
Wa.l.t Disney. 
9. Remind pupils to refer to the list of question 
words printed on their green folders. 
10. Ask one pupil from each group to read orally the 
questions suggested by members of his group. 
LESSON' I 
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When a newspaper reporter goes out to cover a story~ 
there are seven question words that help him to get the impor-
tant news. These seven question words are: who, hich, hen, 
why, mere, what, and how. 
If your mind is--alert when you read, most 
suggest questions to you. As yo\11' teacher reads 
lowing story bout Daniel Boone, try to think of 
question for each of the seven question words. 
DANIEL BOONE 
stori s ill 
aloud the fol• 
t le st one 
Daniel Boone was one of the best hunters who ever liv d. 
When an1el was a boy there were many Indiana in the United 
States. Daniel's home was in a forest and he spent much of hi 
time bunting. 
When Daniel became a man he went to live in Kentucky. 
One day while Boone and his friend, James Stewart, ere out 
hun t1ng they wer surrounded by Ind1 ans. It was about a week 
before the two men were abl to get away. Once the Indians cap-
tured one of Daniel' · Child~en. Boone found his little girl in 
an Indian village and rescued her. Another time when Daniel 
and his friends were eaptured, he made the Indians believe tha. t 
he was very hap y to go to the Indian village. He even tried 
to do many things that the Indians did. The Indian Chief liked 
Boone so well that he kept him even though he let Daniel's 
frl ends so home. Of course Boone was very sad but he pretended 
to be happy. 
any interesting stories have been ritten about the ad-
ventures of this great hunter. He continued to hunt wild ani-
mals until he as eighty years old. 
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As you read this story about Walt Disney, think of ques -
tions related to the story. 
WALT DISNEY 
Have you ever heard of a mou e tm t is orth over mil-
lion dollars? Do you know Mickey Mous ? Mell, Walt Dian y is 
the n ~rho made Mickey ouse so popular thB. t he ha e b come a 
mill1ona1r • 
Although Mr. Disney was born in a large city, he spent 
moo t of his boyhood in the country. He enjoy d th farm animals. 
He liked to draw pictures of them. 
Walt started ork1ns when he was only nine years old. 
Later he used many of his drawings for moving pictures. On day 
h decide to put into a p1otur funny little mouse that a 
crawling over his desk. r . Dian y made such good dr wing or 
iekey · ouse that hen people first sa the moving pictur they 
didn't kno that 1t s alt Disney's voice hich made the 
squeaking sounds. It takes many different dra ings to have 
Mickey say just one oro. Also, many different colors are u ed 
to m e a ckey Mouse picture. 
Today we se Mickey's p1ctur many plao s besides at the 
movies. ·1ckey is the be t known of alt Disney's eharact rs. 
Now try to write t leas'r one question for each of the 
seven question ord us d by newspap r reporters. The list of 
question rda on your green folder will help you think of 
questions. 
Who? 
Which? 
When? 
Wh:y? 
Where? 
What? . 
!!2.. 
Now list any other questi ons related to the story about Walt 
Disney --------------------------------------------------~----
Sampl Leason - Te cher Presentation 
Followed by Individual Work 
Direct! ons to Teacher a 
1. Work out w1 th pupils the exercise about th Story 
of Steam. 
2. Us the following criteria for evaluating th 
activities suggested by pupils: 
a. Is the ctivity related to the story? 
b. Is the activity pecifie? (e.g.--Does it 
tell where to write, what to construct, 
what to observe, what to dramatize, what 
to display, etc.?) 
3. Use the printed list of activities on the back 
of the green folder as a guide. (This list 1s 
general rather than specific.) 
4. Have children work individu lly on "LESSON V 
(CONT.) "• 
LESSON V 
THE STORY OF STEAM 
When water is heated it turns to steam and expand • 
This expansion or "getting bigger" has force to push. Thi 
"pueb" cannot be held back. 
Probably the first machin driven by steam was invented 
in the ncient city of Alexandria about 500 B.c. A Greek named 
Hero invented that .first crude steam engine. So far as the an-
cient people were concerned this engine was not used to help 
them do their hard work. However, after many years laves ere 
fr ed and labor became expensive. Then men becam interested 
in fi nd1 ng ways of doing things easier and cheaper. 
The need for great quantities o~ coal was responsible 
for the development of the steam engine. One of the first men 
to contribute to the perfecting of the steam engine was Otto 
Von Guerecke. Then an Englishman perfected an extremely simple 
steam pump. In 16981 Thoma Savery invented a cooling device. A French scientist d1 scovered that s tean could be used to dr1 ve 
a piston in a cylinder. Thomas Newcomen invented an engine 
which as used. in coal mines for about seventy•f,.ve years. 
James Watt gave us the steam engine very much aa we have 1t now. 
The steam engine 1s only one of the many us being made 
of steam today. 
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Here ar some questions related to the story you have just read. List at least one otlvity for each question. 
1. o was the ~ench ecientist th t discovered that steam 
couldbe used to drive a piston? ActivJt:r= --~ ------~-
2. Which w igh more- water or steam? ct1vitya ____________ _ 
5. When did James Watt invent h1s steam ~ngine? 
Act1VI'tit 
4. ~Y w s the need for great quant1tie 
for e development of the steam ngine? 
of coal r spons1ble 
ActivitYt 
5. Where could we go 1D see 
Acti Vi t:y: 
steam engine? 
6. What r some of the many uses being made of steam today? 
ActiVity: 
7. ;How is a steam eng1n built? Activitz: 
a. Q!a a steam engine go as fast as a Diesel engine? 
Aet1v1tya 
9. Is it more expeb.siv to run a steam engine than a Die el 
engine? Ao t1 vi ty t 
LESSON V (CONT.) 
Re d to yourself this story about United States money. 
Then wrl te as many qu stlons as you can think of related to the 
story. 
U ITED STATES MONEY 
Long year ago people who lived in our country did not 
have money like we have. They didn't really need money. After 
a while people were able to grow more things in their gardens 
than they needed for their own families. Sometimes they traded 
things with their neighbor • This was called barter. 
At one time peOple used to wear money on strings around 
their neoks. en boys and men wore them. When the Pilgrims 
came to our country they found Indians using beads for money. 
The beads w re made from the shells of certain fish. This kind 
of money was called wampum. Not all the beads were the same 
color. The color of the beads was important. 
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The money we use today is made of eit~er metal or paper. 
P nnies, nie ls, dimes, quarters, and half dollars are called 
coins. All coins are mad.e 1n a mint. There re thl'ee mints 1n 
our country. There are many new coins de each y a.r. You can 
tell in which of the mints each penny was made if you xamin 
the penny carefully. Sine 1909, tb picture of one of our 
famous presidents ha been on eve~ penny. 
--~--~-----~---~-~--
Now make list of question rel ted to the story you have just 
read. The list of question words .printed on your green folder 
will help you think or questions. 
Sample Lesson - Individual Work 
Directions to Teacher: 
1. Have pup1ls work individually on the exerc1s 
about ot1on Pictures. 
2. Class evaluation of ctiviti s sugge ted y 
individual pupils. 
Use the following criteria for evaluating the 
questions: 
a. Is the question related to the story? 
b. Is the question stated clearly? 
o. Is there a good variety of question 
words being uaedf 
LESSO VII 
Read to yourself th following story. 
THE STORY OF OTIOR PICTURES 
Did you ever stop to think that a motion picture may 
have as many a 90,000 epar te photographs pa sing through a 
lantern at rate of twenty-two every second? That is one of 
th secrets of motion picture • Many still pictur s pas b -
for your eyes so quickly that your eyes deceive you and mak 
you think that the pictures move. 
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motion picture f11 is a thin strip of transp rent cel-
luloid little over an inch and quarter wide. The f11m comes 
in strips two tbous nd feet in length. Each picture is smaller 
than an ordinary post g stamp. To make a full-length motion 
picture, cam ramen often use thirty thouaand feet of fl • They 
make more th n f1ve thousand individual pictures. 
Motion picture companies go to much trouble and expense 
to give reality to the pictures they make. Scenario writers, 
directors, and produo r spend much time in planning pictures. 
Art1 ts sketCh the scenes where vents are supposed to take 
plac • Carp nters nd scene-mak rs, costumes and m ke-up people, 
help to make the pictures ppear to b very r al. 
If you w re to vi it a otion pictur company "on loca-
t! on, " you would see people in costume with faces that pp ar to 
be ov rpa1nted. You would hear the director telling the actors 
what to do, how to act, nd then you would see them practice 
again and again befor they begin to make the picture. You 
would see large metal re:f'l ctors that throw light upon the ac-
tors' t oea, and microphones over the heads or the ctors, 
catching the speech and sending 1t to be recorded upon the 
film. 
In anoth r place writers would be planning the picture 
so that it will b interesting. In the property room your guide 
would Show you something that looks like a large d partment 
stare. On your tour you would s eamach1ne called a moviola. 
~oday mot1on picture work draws the most talented writ-
ers, the most ple sing actors, and this industry makes jobs tor 
many kinds of workers. Huge sums of money re pe.id to reproduce 
the best-selling books. Motion p1etur show us many unusual 
and dangerou soen s. 
~~--~~---~-~---~ 
Here is list of questions related to the story you h ve just read. After you have read eaoh question, list one or more 
activity. The list of activities on the back of your green 
folder will help you think of some !nt resting activities. See 
how ny different kinds of aotiv1t1e you ean think of. 
1. __g, made the fir t motion picture? ---------~--~--
2. !!!2_ selects the best-selling books?-----------
3. Who were some of the first actors in otion p1etur s? 
-
4. ~ are some of the costume designers and rodue r ? 
::f· BO!ton Umversfty 
School of Educatiol\ 
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5. Which motion picture actors appear on t levision? --------
~ was the first motion picture made? -----------
7. M.hx do acto~s us a great deal of make-up? ---------------
a. Why does it take so ny photograph to make a motion 
picture? ----------------------------------------------------
9. Where was the first motion picture made? ----------
10. Where are the motion picture companies located? ~-----
11. !h!1 does "on location" mean? ---------------------------
12. ~ are the names of the motion pictur companies? __ _ 
13. What are the different kinds of workers employed by the 
motion picture companies? -----------------------------------
14. !!2!. much money does an actor make?--------------
15. How mueh doe it cost to produce a motion plcture? 
--- -------
16. ~ 1s a motion picture de?---------------
17. How is film cut? 
--- -------------------------------------
18. !!:! many cameras used t one time in making a motion 
picture? ----------------------------------------------------
19. 122 children ae tors have to go to school? ----------
20. H!! television hurt th motion pictur industry? --------
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21. _!!_ the first motion pictures very different from the 
ones w have today? ------------------------~---------------
A copy of all the te ehing 
the Appendix. 
ter1al will b found in 
Th lessons we:r tried out 1 th a cla s of th1rty1 s1.xiat 
grad children not used in tm final study. Their teacher r -
ported that the dir otion w re cl ar and th t th children 
pp ared to enjoy the xereise • No tt pt w s m de to val-
u t tb effeot1vene s of tne te ching with this group. 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
Selection _ng Statu! s! Popul tion 
In seeking population to participate in this experi-
ment, it was desired to have groups representative of variou 
socio-economic gronps. Through the Rural Supervisory Group in 
Connecticut it was possible to choose any of the schoola in 
th eighty towns oper ting under rural supervi ion. Six of 
the eleven rural superv1s~rs were sked to assist in the carry-
ing out of this experiment. ~ writer met with these super-
visors several times efore the experim nt w s st rted to ex-
plain the purpose of the investigation, the testing progr m, 
and the te ehing mater! ls for the experimental group. The 
supervisors explained the stud~ to various competent sixth~ 
grade teachers with whom they worked nd reported to--the--wr1-ter 
the name of thos teachers who would be interested in partici-
P ting in the study. Thus it as possible to have the coopera-
tion of twenty classrooms representing ixteen commun1t1e for 
use in this study. Since the sixteen oommuniti r pre ented 
various counties in Conneat1out, there as a w1de r nge in 
soo1o-economic backgrounds on the part of th pupil • 
Children from ten of these classrooms were to form th 
experimental group; whereas children from the rem ining ten 
classrooms were to form the control group. In all classrooms 
S5 
th grouping waa heterogenaou • Social promotion w s in prac-
tice throughout the sixteen communiti s. 
Preltmin ~I Testins 
battery of four tests was administered to the 551 chil-
dren in these twenty classrooms. Each teacher cooperating in 
the study administered the tests to the pupils in her cla s. 
All teachers had had previous experience with testing rograms. 
The testing began on April 1, 1952, and ended on A ril 11, 1952. 
An xam.inat1on of standardized reading tests revealed 
that there was no test va1lable to me sure the assoc1at1onal 
re ding b111ty of a ixth grader. Therefore, the two forma of 
the ssociational reading test constructed by the writer nd 
described in the pree ding ch pt r were used. In th prel1~1· 
n ry testing, half of aeh el ss was given Form A of the asso-
ci tion 1 reading test; wherea , the othev half of th class 
w s given Form B. 
A speed of h ndwr1t1ng exeroisel, the 2!!! Quick-Scoring 
ental Abili tz Tests--Beta ~= ~ '§.2, and the !ow Every-
Pupil Tests ~ Basic Sk111 --!!!! !3 completed the preliminary 
battery. 
1Prepared by the writer. 
2Published by ~ orld Book Compan7, 1939. 
3published by Houghton Mifflin Company, 1943. 
Final Testing 
!thin week after the 1 t te ching exerc1 
pl ted 1n the xp rimental group, e ch cl ss in both 
com-
peri en 1 and control groups w gain t st d in ti n 1 
re 1ng b1l1ty. pupil who took For A on r 11 ry t t-
ing too Fo • , h re s, a pu 11 who ha d Form B took Fo 
A. 
A copy of e ch te 
the Ap nd1:x. 
u e in this udy will be fo n in 
£coring A soc1at1onal Reading ~ 
n ib r of t cher and student te ch r as 1 t in 
th coring of th a oc1at1on re ding te t . On hundr d 
t t el cted at random wer core by two p r on independ-
ntly a check on the reliability of th coring . Th re-
11 b11 ty coeff1e1 nt 
t t t d cr b 
Tr n1ng !!:.!!!! .Exr>=.;;..;:;..;:;..;;.=-. 
.977. Th di ction f r co 1 g 
in the p cedin c pter. 
Ob rvation of te cher t work in var ou cl roo 
n 1nt rv1 w by the writ r ith the six supervisors cooperat-
ing in thi study 8 v good picture ot th t cher in both 
the eri ntal nd control grou • Th tr 1n1ng b ck-
ground vari d from tbr e to f1 y r beyon high c ool. T ach-
in er1 no rang d fro n to twenty- two y r • The rang 
in both tr 1ning and xp r1 no s p roxi tely the s fo 
the teacher of both the experimental and control group • 
\ 
.!!!!._ .2£. Teaeh1p.g terials 
The use of the teaching materials with the experimental 
group began immediately following the April aohool v cation and 
cover d seven eek period. The exact dat are not stated, 
vh time of th vacation period v ried in the different oom-
un1 tie • Th te ching materials were used ur1ng the regular 
social studies tim • Th re were no restrictions plac~on th 
control group in regard to teaching associatlonal reading 
skill • 
S veral timee during the xperi ent the writ r vi it d 
five of the experimental classrooms to ob erve the reaction of 
pupil and teachers to the teaching mater! l • The superv1 ora 
assisting in this e.xperim nt oba ved the use of th material 
in the remaining five exper ental classrooms. The con ensue 
of opinion seemed to be that the teaCher and childr n enjoyed 
the t aching aterlal • This was evidenc•d some hat by the 
fact that many children asked to keep the completed exercise 
and the accompanying een folder. However, several teacher 
felt that it would have been bett r to have ha the lesson 
brok n up into smaller teaching units nd thus spread the teach-
ing over a longer period of time . 

2. Equivalent groups of 97 control -
97 experimental. 
Ini ttal T!i}sting 
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During the first two weeks in April, the following tests 
ere given to 551 children in twenty sixth-gr de classrooms: 
1. Aasoc1ational Reading Testl 
2. Speed of Handwriting Testl 
3. Iowa Every- up::tl Tests of asic Skills--
Teat A: Silent Re ding Comprehension -
Form M2 
4. Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test 
Beta Test: Fonn B3 
Children from ten of these classrooms ere to form the 
experimental group; whereas, children from the r t1a::tning ten 
cla arooms were to fo~ the control group. 
Table IV shows the results of the initial testing on all 
oases in the experiment 1 and control groups for which complete 
data are available. 
Constructed by the writer. 
2pnblished by Houghton Ufflin Company, 1941. 
3Publ1shed by Wor ld Book Company, 1937. 
I 
ULT 0 I TIAL STI LL CA 
• 58.44 
c 18.23 56.09 
Th tor th r1 ental rou on th 1n1 1 1 
oc1 t1 n 1 r d.1ng t t 1 .17 com r d 47.24 t r the 
oontr 1 roup. Tb d!f:f r nee of s b n th r1 n 
n control oups 1 2.07. Th ditf r nee th 
control group. ( 'l'b rang or • COl" in oc1 tio 1 re d-
1 111 t 0 0 1 9.) 
ntal tor th e er ental 1 147.23 
e to 147.47 r he control g ou • Th 'ditf r nee of 
en b nth xper1 ell 1 an control oups la .24. The 
1 tereno 1 1n f or of th control rou: • 
n t 1 age 1 fro 100 to ~~ 7 nth • ) 
tn 
Th n 
up 1a 8 .. 4 oo 
eh1 v ment aoor o the e ri nt 1 
to 56.09 f r th control. Tb if' r-
eno of 
2 3 • 
b tw en th •xper1m nt 1 and contr l roupa 1 
d1.ff 1 in t vox- of exp r1 nt 1 group. 
(~e r ng 1n r w core on tb I t et 1 fr 25 to 109.) 
of h ndwr1t1 cox- for the e er1 nt 1 up Th 
1 5.23 como re to 6 • for th oont ol. Th dtf renee of 
neb t exp r1 nt control grou 1 1.25. The 
d1ff c 1 in t vor of th xp r nt 1 roup. ( Th nu 
...... - -· --~--~----~~-----~-
1 
of 1 tter per minute in th handwriting exercise rang from 
35 to 94.) 
Growth 1n ~A----~~----~----~ 
T bl V show the in1t1 1 ssoc1at1onal reading te t r -
sults on all cas for which compl t data re vailabl x-
p rim ntal an control group • 
Groups 
• 
Cont o 
T 
group on 
r d to 
No. 
192 
180 
T LEV 
INITIAL TEST 
ASSOOIATI ONAL REA IN G--ALL CAS 
Mean S. D,. s. E.m Di.ft'. 
45.1'7 25,68 1.85 
2,0'7 
47,24 25.13 1.8'7 
s. E.d C. R. 
2.63 .787 
ble V shows that the mean core for the xper1ment 1 
the initial ssocia tional re ding test is 45.17 oom-
4'7. 24 for th control group. Th difference of men 
b tween the experi~ental and control group is 2.07. The crit-
ic l ratio of th1 differ noe is .787 wh!oh !a not aignif1c nt 
but in favor of the control group. 
T ble VI show the final soo1at1onal re ding teat m-
sult on 11 case in the experimental and control group for 
which complete data are available. 
T! LEVI 
FI AL TEST 
ASSOCIATIO AL READING--ALL CASES 
Groups o. ean S. D. S. E.m Dlff. S. E.d C. R. 
• 192 '72.97 28.29 2.04 20.61 
Control 180 52.36 25.43 1.89 
Table VI show that the mean soor for the experiment 1 
group on the final ssociat!on 1 reading test is 72.97 com-
pared to 52.36 for th control grou • The difference of m ana 
between the exp ri ent 1 and control grou s 1 20.61. Th 
cr1 tical t1o of this differenc is 7.41 which is significant 
and in favor of the e ri ntal group. 
Tabl VII shows th g in in ssoo1 tional reading for 
all case in the oontrol g oup. 
Test o. 
TABLE VII 
GAIN Ill ASSOCIA'l'IO AL RFA ING 
CONTROL GROUP--ALL C S 
ean s. • S. E. Diff. S. E.d C. R. 
Initial 180 47.24 25.1!5 
5.12 2.66 1.92 
Final 180 52.36 25.4:3 1.89 
An analysis of the dl ferenee in mean scores for the 
control group shows a gain of 5.12 on the assooiatlonal read-
ing test. The critical ratio is 1.92 which does not in ioate 
significant gain for the control group dt~ing a seven-week 
period. 
Table VIII shows the gain in assoeiational reading for 
all cases 1n the experimental group. 
Test 
TABLE VIII 
GAIN IN ASSOCIATIONAL READING 
EXPErtiMENTAL GROUP-wALL CASES 
No. .1ean S. D .. S. E m Diff• S. E.d 
Initial 192 45 . 17 25. 68 1. 85 
27. 80 2 . 76 
Final 192 72 . 97 28.29 2 . 04 
C. R. 
10. 07 
€3 
An analyst of the difference in mean scores for the ex-
perimental group shows a gain of 27 . 80 on the so cia tional 
r ading test . The critical ration 10 . 07 is significant . 
Table IX shows the differenoe in g in for all cases in 
the experimental and control groupe . 
TABLE IX 
DIFFERENCE IN GAIN IN ASSOCIATIONAL READING 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS--ALL CASES 
Stat! tic 
No . 
Gin 
Diff. 
s. 
C. R. 
Experimental 
192 
27.80 
2.76 
22.68 
5.92 
Control 
180 
5.12 
2.66 
The difference between the mean gain for control and 
experiment 1 groups on the associ tional reading test is 22.68. 
The critical ratio 5.92 is statistically significant. The dif ... 
terence 1 in favor of the experimental group. 
Equivalent Groups 
On the basi of the initial test results, individual 
children were match d in each group in the following re as 
1. Associational reading abil1t.J 
2. Mental age 
3. Reading achievement 
4. Speed of h ndwriting 
Th children were matched first on associ tional read ... 
1ng scor s and then on mental age, because in the opinion of 
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the writer the e appear d to b the most important variable • 
Thr e points leeway was allow d in m tohing associational read-
ing scores; whereas, five months' leeway was allowed in match• 
ing mental age. A rang of six points on the raw te t cor 
was granted in matching reading achievement. Th ape d of 
handwriting scores were matched a closely as po s1ble. 
I 
Ini tia1 Testing - !qu,1va1ent Group 
T ble X show the initial test results of the two quiva~ 
lent groupp. 
Group ~.ssoc .• . 
!i!ean 
Exp. ' 
u: . F. 45.'72 
47 50 
Control 
• F. 45.77 
52 45 
TABLE X 
RESULTS OF INITIAL TESTING 
EQUIVALENT GROUPS 
(97 in each group) 
Read. Jl • A. R~Etad1 ~ 
S, D. Mean s. D. !Mean s. n. 
22. 50 148.72 19. 62 59.61 19 . 82 
22 . 42 148. 82 19.22 59.69 19. 93 
Handwritina . 
Mean s. D. 
64.08 14.26 
64.01 14.82 
ta presented in T ble X how that the control and 
experiment 1 groups ar approximately qual on the basi of 
' 
four variable • All data presented 1n the following pages re 
figur d on the basis of these equivalent groups. 
Since, from the analysis of the preliminary d ta, the 
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with critical ratio of 2.576 or better will be interpreted 
lFrederlek c. Mills, Statistical Method (New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1938), P• 471. 
, 
s statistically significant. 
. 
Table XI shows the 1n1t1al assoe1at1onal reading test 
re ult for the equivalent groups. 
TABLE XI 
INITIAL TES'.l' 
A SOOIATIONAL R I G--EQ.UIVALENT GROUPS 
Group No. Mean s.· D. 
E.x.p. 97 45.72 22.50 
.os 
Control 97 45.77 22.42 2.29 
.016 
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The mean score on the initial test for the experimental 
group 1s 45.72 as com r d to 45.77 f'or the control group, 
The difference .05 1 1n f vor of the control grou • The crit-
ical ratio .016 is not s1gn1f1oant. 
Table XII show the assoc1at1onal reading test results 
on the final testing for the equivalent groups. 
Group o. 
Exp. 97 
Control 97 
T LE XII 
FINAL TEST - ASSOCIATIONAL READING 
EQUIVALENT GROUP 
ean S. D. S • . E.m D1f:f. s. E.d C. R. 
'74.20 24.58 
23.07 
51.13 23.47 
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A comparison of the two means on the assoclational read• 
lng test reveals a wide difference between the experimental and 
control groups in assoo1at1onal r ding. The difference 23.07 
shows critical ratio of 6.69. The differeno can be inter-
preted to have ocourr d by chance far le s :frequently than one 
time out of one hundred and i statistically significant. 
T ble XIII shows the gain for the control group in asso-
ciational re ding. 
Test No . 
Initial 97 
Final 97 
TABLE XIII 
GAIN IN ASSOCIATIONAJ., READING 
CONTROL GROUP 
Mean S. D. S. E.m Diff. S. E.d C. R. 
45.77 22.42 
3.30 1.62 
51.13 23.47 
n analysis of the d!fference in mean scores for the 
control group shows gain of 5 .• 36 on the aasocia tional r d-
ing test. The critica2 ratio 1.62 is not significant. 
Table XIV shows gain for the experimental group in as-
ociat1onal reading. 
Test No. 
Initial 97 
Final 97 
TABLE XIV 
GAlN Ill ASSOOIATIONAL READING 
EXPERIMENTAL ROUP ' 
ean S. D. 
45.72 22.50 
74.20 24.58 
S. E.m Diff. S. E. d C. R. 
2.28 
2.49 
28.48 3.38 8.42 
The experimental group shows a mean gal n of 28.48 
points. The critic l ratio 8.42 is statistically s1gn1f1eant. 
Table XV shows the difference in gain in assoe1at1onal 
reading for the experimental and control groups. 
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TABLE XV 
DIFFERENCE IN GAIN I ASSOCIATIONAL READING 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
Statistic E.xpe%'1m ntal Control 
No . 97 97 
Gain 28. 48 5.36 
S. E. 3.38 3. 30 
Diff. 23.12 
s. E.d 4 . 72 
c. B. 4 . 90 
The difference between the mean gain for the control 
and experimental groups is 23. 12. This difference is in fa-
vor of the experimental group. The cr1t1eal ratio 4.90 is 
sta t!stieally sign1:f'1oant. 
~ Differences !a Assoe1at1onal Reading 
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Table XVI shows the initial associ t1onal reading scores 
mad by th boys. 
Group 
Exp. 
Control 
TABLE XVI 
INITIAL ASSOCIATI ONAL READI NG 
SCORES OF BOYS 
·•. ', 
.. . . .. •,I, 
Test No., n s. D. s. E.Dl Diff. 
Initial '47 43.62 22.15 3.23 
1.62 
Initial 51 42.00 22.07 3.09 
s. I? •• d c. R. 
c 
4.47 .362 
'!'he mean score for t e boys 1n the experiment 1 group 
on the initial assoc1at1onal reading test is 43.62 compared 
to 42.00 for the boys tn the control group. The difference 
of means bet een tb e:xp r1ment. 1 group nd the control group 
1 1.62 in f vor of the eXperiment 1 group. The or1t1cal 
ratio of this differenc is .362 which 1a not 1gn1f1eant. 
T ble XVII shows the initial ssoc1at1onal rea 1ng 
scar s mad by the girls. 
Group 
E.xp. 
Control 
TABLE XVII 
INITI L ASSOCIATI ONAL READING 
SCORES 0 GIRLS 
.. 
Test No, 'Mean S. D. s. E.m D1ft. 
In1 t1a~ 50 47.84 22.98 3.25 
2..27 
Initial 46 50.11 22.31 3 .. 29 
s. E.d C. R. 
4.62 .491 
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The mean score for the girls in the experimental group 
on the initial association 1 reading test is 47.84 c pared to 
50 . 11 for the girl in the control group. The difference or 
means be.tween the experimental and control group is 2.27 in 
favor of the control group . The critical ratio of this differ-
ence is . 491 Which is not aign1f1eant. 
Table XVIII shows comparison of the initial as ocia-
tional reading a ore made by the boy and the girl in the 
experimental group. 
TABLE XVIII 
C P RISON OF INITI L SSOCIATIONAL READI G 
SCORES E BY BOYS A GIRLS 
EXPE'R ENTAL GROUPS 
Sex Test No . en S. D. s. E.m Diff. s. E.d O. R. 
Boys Initial 47 43. 62 22.15 3. 23 
4 . 22 4 . 58 . 921 
Girls Initial 50 47.84 22 . 98 ~. 25 
In the experimental group the mean initial ssooiat1onal 
reading te t score for the boys is 43.62 as compared to 47.84 
for the gbols. The dif'ferenee of 4.22 is in favor of' the gix-ls . 
The eritioal ratio .921 is not statistically significant. 
Table XIX shows comparison of the initial assoeiational 
r ading scores made by boy and g1r1s in the control group . 
TABLE XIX 
CO PARISO F I .L T A.L ASSOOIATI ONAL _ FADI NG 
SCORES MADE BY BOYS ND GIRLS 
CO ROL GROUP 
''• 
Sex Test No. M· an S. D. s. E .. m !Dttf. s. E. C. R. 
Boys Initial 51 42.00 22.07 3.09 
e.11 4.51 1.80 
Girl Initial 46 50.11 22.31 3.29 
· I n the control group the boy have a an of 42.00 on 
the initial soei tion 1 re ding test as compared to m an 
of 50.11 for the girl • he difference of 8.11 1 in f vor 
of th girls. Th or1t1cal r tio 1.80 is not st ti tie lly 
significant. 
Table XX shows th ·inal associ t1onal r eading seor s 
of boy • 
Groups Test 
Exp. Final 
Control Final 
T LE 
FINAL ASSOCIATIONAL READING 
SCORES OF BOYS 
No. ltean S. D. S. E. D1f.t. 
47 73.19 21.87 3.19 
25.88 
51 47.31 20.47 2.8, 
s. d c. R. 
4.29 6.03 
73 
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The mean score for the boys in the experiment ~ group 
on the final association 1 reading test is 73.19 cor par d to 
47.31 for t boys in th control group. The difference of 
ean between the experimental and control groups 1 25.88 in 
f vor of the .xper!m ntal group. Th cr1 tieal r tio of' this 
diffe enee i 6.03, hich is significant. 
Tabl XXI shows the final assoc1at1onal reading scores 
of girl • 
Groups Test 
Exp. Final 
Control Final 
TABLE XXI 
FINAL ASSOCIATIO AL READING 
SCORES OF GIRLS 
. 
No. Mean s. • s. •m D1tf' . 
' 
50 76 . 16 22 . 98 3 . 25 
21. 66 
46 55 . 59 24.64 3.63 
s. E.d C. R. 
4.87 4.45 
The mean score .for tbe g1rl ~ in the experimental group 
on the final ssoe1at1onal reading t st is 76.16 co p red to 
55.59 for the girls in the control ;roup. The difference of 
me ns between the exp r!mental and control group is 21. 66 in 
f vor of ·the experimental group. Th crl t!ca·l r tio of this 
difference is 4 . 451 Which is significant. 
Table XXII shows a comparison of the final assoc!ational 
reading scores mad by boys and girls in. the experimental group. 
S X 
Boya 
Girls 
T L XXII 
COlfPAP.ISON OF FI L ASSOCIATI 0 L REA I G 
SCORES lADE BY BOYS ND GIRLS 
EXPERI _AL GRou-o 
Test No• ean 8. D. s. E.m Dift. S. E.d 
., I ., 
Final 47 73.19 21'. 87 3.19 
2,97 4.55 
Final.. 50 76.16 22.98 3.25 
.•. 
' 
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C. R. 
.653 
In the experimental group the boys have a mean of 73.19 
on the final ssoe1 tional r ading test s compared to a mean 
of 76.16 for the girls . he difference of 2.97 is in favor of 
the girls. The critical r tio .653 is not significant. 
Tabl XXIII show a comparison of the final associational 
reading scores made by boy and girls in the control group. 
TABLE XXIII 
· CO' A RISON OF FINAL ASSOCIATIONAL REAm NG 
SCORF.S DE BY BOYS AND GIRLS 
CONTROL GROUP 
' 
Sex T t No . ean s. D. s. E. Di.ff. s. 
.. m E.d c. R. 
" 
Boys F1nal 51 47.31 20.47 2.87 
8.28 4: .65 1.7 
I 
Girls Final 46 55.59 24 .. 64 3.63 
In the control gro the boys have a mean of 47.31 on 
the final ssociati onal re ding teat as compar d to a me n o~ 
55.59 for the girl • The difference of 8.28 is in f vor of 
th girls. The critic 1 ratio 1.79 is not statistically ig-
nificant. 
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Table XXIV shows a comparison of gains mad in a socia-
tional re ding by boy and girls in the experimental group. 
Se 
Boys 
Girls 
TABLE XXIV 
CO ARISON OF GAIN MADE IN 
ASSOCIATIONAL READ! G BY BOYS AND GmLS 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
o. 
47 
50 
lean 
Gain 
29.57 
28.32 
s. B. 
Gain 
4.60 
Ditt. s. 
1.25 
C. R. 
.193 
The difference between the mean gain for boys and girls 
on the associational reading test ia 1.25. The difference 1a 
in f vor of the boy • The critical ratio .193 is not statis-
tic lly significant. 
Tabl XXIVA shows a comparison of the m an mental ag~a 
of boy and girl in the experimental group. 
Sex 
Boys 
Girl 
4'7 
50 
TABLE .XXIVA 
COMPARISON OF MEAN MENTAL AGES OF 
BOYS ND GIRLS--EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
S. D. 
147.23 18.4 2.68 
150.32 19. 79 2.79 
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3.87 .798 
The differenee between the m n mental g fo~ boy nd 
girl 1 3.09. This d1ff rene 1 1n favor of th girls. Tb 
critical r tio .798 is not tat1st1cally 1gn1ficant. 
T ble XXV how com rison of gains made in associ -
. 
t1onal ~e ding by boy and girls in th control group. 
'l'ABIE XXV · 
CO [PARISON OF GAIN MADE IN 
ASSOCIATIONAL READING BY BOYS AND GIRLS 
CONTROL GROUP 
S x No. Mean Gain S. E. Gain Diff. S. E.d C. R. 
Boy 51 5.31 
6.46 .026 
Girls 46 5.48 4 . 90 
The difference between the mean gain on the ssoo1ational 
r ding t st for boys and g1t'ls is 1.1. The d1ffereno is in fa-
vor of the girls. The critical ratio .026 i not statistic ll:y 
s1gn1fic nt. 
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'l'abl X.XVA hows com arison of th mean m ntal age 
of boys and girl in the control group. 
T LE XXVA 
CO PARI SON OF :AN MENTAL AGES 
0 BOYS AND GIRLS--CONTROL GROUP 
Sex 
ean 
M.A. S. D. D1ff. s. E. C.R. 
Boys 
Girls 
51 
46 
149.59 18.39 
148.31 20.89 
2.57 
1.29 .01 .322 
3.08 
The difference between the mean ment l ag for boya and 
girls is 1.29. Th d1ffer~o 1 !n favor of the boys. The 
oritioal r t1o .322 1 not tat1stioally s1gnif1o nt. 
-.E=:mT;,;,;;;.,;;;A=L !Q! !!ill Q£1! .il ASSOCIATIO AL READING 
The oh1ldr n in the exp r ment 1 and control group 
were div1d into higher and o r group on the basis of 
ntal g • 
Table XXVI shows a comparison of the mean ental ag 
of the higher 50" and the low r 50~. 
TABLE XXVI 
COMPARISON OF MEA AL AGES 
HIGHER AND LOWER GROUPS 
. ean 
Group No. 1! . A. S. D. s. •m Diff. S. E.d c. R. 
EXp.-H1gh 50% 48 164.50 10.39 1.49 
31.37 2.28 13.76 
Exp.-Low 50% 48 133.13 12.00 1.73 
Oontrol-H.50% 48 165.31 10.23 1.48 
32.71 2.25 14.54 
Oontrol-L.50% 48 132.60 11.74 1.69 
Th data presented in Table XXVI show that th diff r-
enee b tween the mean mental age of the higher 50% and that 
of the lower 50~ is highly significant. 
Table XXVII shows the initial a~sociational reading 
score m de by th equivalent groups on the basis of high 
mental age. 
TABLE XXVII 
INITIAL ASSOCIATIO AL READING SCORES 
ON BASIS OF HI GH MENTAL AGE 
Group No . Mean S. D. S. E.m Diff. S. E.d C. R. 
Exp. 48 53.19 21.18 3.06 
Control 48 52.93 22.16 3.20 
.26 4.43 .059 
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The mean initial aasociational reading test score of 
children with high mental ages in the experimental group is 
55.19 compared to 52.93 for those in the control group. The 
difference of means between the experimental and oontro1 
groups is .26 in favor or the experim ntal group. The r1 ti-
cal r tio .059 1s not . 1gnif1cant. 
eo 
Table XXVIII shows the initial assoc1at1onal reading 
score made by the equivalent groups on the basis of low mental 
ag • 
TABLE XXVIII 
INITIAL ASSOCIATIONAL READING SCORES 
ON BASIS OF LOW MENTAL AGE 
Group No . Mean s. D. s. •m D1ff. S. E.d c. R. 
48 38.04 20.17 2.91 
.'77 4.20 .183 
Control 48 38.81 20.99 3.03 
The m an in1.t1al associational reading test score of 
children w1 th low mental ages in the experimental group is 
38.04 compared to 38.81 for those in tbe control group. The 
difference of means is • 7'7 in favor of the control group. 
The critical ratio .183 is not significant. 
Table XXIX shows comparison of the initial associational 
reading test score made on the basis of high and low mental 
ages in the experimental group. 
TABLE XXIX 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL ASSOCIATIONAL READING 
SCORES ON BASIS OF HIGH AND LOW 
MENTAL AGES ... -EX.PMUMENTAL GROUP 
Mental Age No. Mean S. D. s. E.m Dlff. S. E.d C. R. 
High 50% 
Low 5<>% 
48 53.19 21.18 
48 38.04 20.17 
3.06 
2.91 
15.15 4.22 
In the experimental group the mean initial assoc1a-
tional reading score for children with high mental ages is 
53.19 as compared to :58.04 for children with low mental ages. 
The difference 15.15 is in favor of children ith higb mental 
ag s. The critical ratio 3.59 is significant. 
Table XXX shows a comparison ot the initial associa-
tional reading test scores made on the basis of higher and 
lower mental ages in the control group. 
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TABLE XXX 
CO ARISON OF INITIAL ASSOCIATIONAL READING 
SCORES ON BASIS OF lllGH AND LOW 
MENTAL AGES• ... CONTROL GROUP 
ental Age No. an S. D. s. E.m Diff. • •4 C. R. 
High 50% 
Low se»( 
48 0.93 22.H 3.20 
48 38.81 20.99 3.03 
14.12 '· 1 3.20 
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In the control group the mean initial associ tional read-
ing score for children with high mental ages is 52.93 compared 
to 38.81 for children ith low mental ages. The difference 
14.12 is in f vor of children with high mental ge • The crit-
ical r t1o 3.20 is significant. 
Table XXXI shows the final assoo1at1onal reading scores 
made by the equivalent group on th ba 1s of high mental ge . 
TABLE XXXI 
FI ~L ASSOOIATIONAL READING 
SCORES 0 BASIS OF HIGH MENTAL AGE 
Group No. Mean s. D. s. E. 
Exp. 48 83.83 30.20 4.36 
Control 48 58.21 22.48 3.24 
Dttt. S. E.d C. R. 
25.62 5.43 4.72 
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The mean final associationa1 reading test score of chil-
dren with high mental age in the experimental group is 30 . 20 
compared to 22 . 48 for those in the control group. The differ-
ence 25.62 is in f vor of the experimental group . The critical 
ratio 4.72 is significant. 
Table XXXII shows the final assoc1ational re ding seores 
mad by the equivalent gro~ps on ~h ba is of low mental age . 
Group No. 
Ex.p . 48 
TABLE :XXXII 
FINAL ASSOCIATIONAL READING 
SCORES 0 BASIS OF LOW MENTAL AG 
ean s. • S. E.m D1ff. S. E.d C. R. 
22. 36 4. 66 4 . 80 
Control 48 44.35 22. 06 3.18 
The mean final associational reading test score of chil-
dren with low mental ages in the ex erimental group is 66. 71 
compared to 44 . 35 for those in the control group. The differ-
ence 22.36 is in f vor of the experimental grou • Tb critical 
rat! 4.80 is significant. 
Table XXXIII shows a comparison of the fin 1 associational 
reading test sco~es in the exp r1mental group on the basis of 
high nd low mental ages . 
TABLE XXXIII 
COl PARISON OF FINAL ASSOCIATIONAL READING 
SCORES ON BASIS OF HIGH AND LOW 
MENTAL AGES-- XPERIME1fl'AL GROUP 
Mental Age o., Man S .. D. 
High 50~ 48 83.83 30.20 4.36 
17.12 5.53 3.10 
Low 50% 48 68.71 23.63 3.41 
In th experimental group the mean final associ t1onal 
reading teat cor for childr n with high mental ges 1 
83.83 as compared to 66.71 for Childr n with low m ntal ge • 
The difference 17.12 ia in favor of children w1th high mental 
ages. The critical ratio 5.10 is significant. 
Table XXXIV shows a comparison of the final as ociatlon 1 
reading test score 1n the control group on the ba is of high 
and low mental ages. 
TABLE XXXIV 
COMPARISON OF FINAL ASSOCIATION L READING 
SCORES ON BASIS OF HIGH AND LO 
MENTAL AGES--CONTROL GROUP 
Mental Age No. ean s. D. S. E.m D1ff. S. E.d C. R. 
High 50% 48 58.21 22.48 
Low 50% 48 44.35 22.06 
3.24 
3.18 
13.86 4.54 3.05 
In the control group the m nn final assoc1at1onal read-
ing score for children with high mental ages is 58. 21 as com-
pared to 44~35 for children with lo mental ag s . Th differ-
ence 13.86 is in favor of children with high mental age • The 
critical ratio . 3 . 05 1s 1gnif1cant. 
Table XXXV s~ows a eompari son of gal n made in assoc1a-
t1onal reading by thos& po~t1ons of the experimental group t 
differing mental age levels. 
TABLE XXXV 
COMPARISON OF GAIN IN ASSOCIATIONAL READING 
MADE BY THOSE PORTIONS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
AT DIFFERING MENTAL AGE LEVELS 
Sta t1st1c High 50% Low so% 
No . 48 48 
Gain 27 . 64 28. 67 
s. E. g 5 . 33 4 . 48 
Diff. 1 . 03 
s. 
·d 6 . 96 
c. R. .148 
In the experimental group the difference between the 
mean ga-in on the assoelational reading test for children with 
high mental ages and t hose wi th lo m nt 1 ages is 1.03. The 
difference is in favor of children with lo mental ges . The 
critic 1 ratio .148 is not significant • 
. 
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T ble XXXVI shows a comparison of gain made in aasocia-
tional reading by those portions of the control group at dif-
fering mental age levels . 
TABLE XXXVI 
COMPARISON OF GAIN IN ASSOCIATIONAL READING 
MADE BY THOSE PORTIONS OF THE CONTROL GROUP 
AT DIFFERING MENTAL AGE LEVELS 
Statistic High 50% Low 5o% 
0" 4S 48 
in 5.28 5 . 54 
s. E.g 4 . 55 4. 39 
Dlf'f. . 26 
s. E.d 6.33 
c. R. .041 
In the control group the difference between the mean 
gain on the assoc1at1onal reading test for children with high 
m ntal ages and those with low mental ages is . 26 . The differ-
ence is in favor of children with l ow mental ages . The criti-
cal ratio . 041 1s not significant. 
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The ch1ld:ren in t a.xperi ental an control rou s w re 
d1v1d d 1nt h1 h r an grou on tb b is · their read-
lng o ~ o tb Io t at. 
0 r:t ·on of th 
of t ~ h1gher SO% w th th t ot th 1 r 50%. 
C ( ARI 0 
III 
TABX.. "!. VII 
an t t or 
e d ta r ente 1n T le a ow t t the d1f• 
f J"en between read1 t at scor ot th high r 50 
d t of tb lo r 5~ 1 b1 hl7 1gnif1oant, 
able . III sbow.e th 1ntt1al a oct t1ona d1 
core de by the equlv lent gr ups on the b sis or high 
r dins cores on the Iowa test. 
IUIT~AI. ASS"'OI T~. O \!_, R'R I~~ ~COJiE<' 
ON lf. SIS OF HIGH ".ADIF'' SCOR'ES 
'=* -; . .. .· , .. 
Group 'l' st No. ean D• s .. ' IH.:_f. &.E.d ~.R. • ·m 
• 
-
Exp .. In1t1al 48 56 . 55 21 . 84 3 . 15 
. 1. 18 4.41 . • 268 
Control In1t1 1 48 55. 38 21. 31 !3:•08 
The m an 1fiit1al ssociat1ona1 reading test ~core of 
child:r n with high re ding scor s in the e:xper_m ntal group 
is 56 . 56 compared to 55 .~9 for those !n the eontrol group. 
The difference 1 . 18 1s 1n fa or of the experiment 1 g~oup . 
The cPitic 1 ratio . 268 is no~ significant • 
.. 
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T b XXXIX shows the initial association l re ding 
scores made b the equivalent groups on the baai of low re d-
1Lg scoros on the. Iow test. 
. 
~ABLE XXXIX 
I TIAL ASSOCIATION}. L R!.. DING SCORES 
0 1 BASIS OF LO RE DING JCOI ES 
r.roup i•l.test No . ean s. D. s. :ro ~tf. J.:J•m 
. c. 
. 
' 
Exp. In1ti 1 48 34 . 60 17. 71 2. 56 
1 . 90 
Control Initial 48 35. 5.0 19 . 90 2. 87 
===-~~· == 
. ~. 
~. E. d p. R. 
3 . 85 . 494 
The mean initial ssociational re ding test score of 
childr n w1th low reading scores in the xper1mental group 1 
34 . 60 compared to 36. 50 for thos in th control group . The 
difference 1. 90 is in f vor of the control group . Th er1t1• 
e 1 ratio . 494 is not s1gnif1c nt . 
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Table XL shows a comparison of the initial a sociationsl 
reading test scores made on the basis of high and low re ding 
scores in the experiment l group. 
TABLE XL 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL ASSOCIATIONAL READING SCORES 
ON BASIS OF HIGH AND LOW READING SCORES 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Reading Score No. Mean S. D. ~. E. D1f'.f. S. E.d O. B. 
High 5~ 46 66 . 56 21. 84 3. 15 
21. 96 4 . 06 5.41 
Low 50~ 48 34 . 60 17. 71 2 . 56 
In the experiment l group the mean initial ssociational 
re ding score for Children with high reading scores ia 56 . 56 
s compared to 34. 60 for children with low reading scores . Th 
difference 21. 96 is in favor or children with high reading 
scor s . The critical ratio 5. 41 is significant. 
T ble XLI shows comparison of the initial associatlonal 
reading test scores made on the basis of high and low reading 
core in the control group. 
TABLE XLI 
CO PARISON OF INITIAL ASSOCIATIONAL READING SCORES 
ON . BASIS OF HIGH AND LOW BEADING SCORES 
CONTROL GROUP 
Reading Scores No. Mean s. D. s. E.m D1ff. s. E.d o. R. 
High 50% 48 55,38 21,31 3.08 
18.88 4.21 4.48 
Low so% 48 36.50 19.90 2.87 
In the control group the mean initial as oc1ational 
reading score for children with high reading scores 1s 55.38 
as compar d to 36.50 for children with low reading scores. 
The difference 18.88 is in favor of ohildre~ with high read-
ing cores. The critical r tio 4.48 i significant. 
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Table XLII shows the fi ns.l associ a tional read1n& test 
scores mad by th equivalent groupe on the b s1 of high read-
ing scores on the Iowa test. 
TABLE XLII 
FIN L ASSOCIATIONAL READI G SCORES 
0 BASIS OF HIGH READING SCORES 
Group No . M an S. D. S. E.m Diff. S. E.d C. R. 
Exp. 48 85.54 23.49 3.39 
Control 48 60.48 22.40 3.23 
25.06 4.68 5.35 
The mean final assoclational reading test score of 
children with high reading scores in the experimental group 
is 85. 54 compared to 60. 48 for those in th control group. 
The difference 25. 06 1 in favor of the experimental group. 
The critical r t1o 6 . 35 is significant. 
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Table XLLII shows the final assoeiational reading test 
scores made by the equivalent group on the b 1 of low read-
ing scor son the Iowa te t . · 
TABLE XLIII 
FINAL ASSOOIATIONAL READING SCORES 
ON BASIS OF LO iV READING SOORES 
Group No . Mean s. D. S. E.m Ditf. S. E.d c. R. 
Exp . 48 65 . 40 21. 56 3. 11 
22. 98 4 . 38 5 . 25 
Control 48 42 . 42 21. 44 3.09 
'.Ph mean final asoci tion 1 reading teat score of eh11-
dren with low reading scores in th experimental group 1 65. 40 
compared to 42. 42 for those in the control group. The differ-
enee 22 . 98 is in favor of the experimental group. The eri tical 
ratio 5.25 is si gn1f1 cant. 
Tabl XLIV shows a comparison of the final aasociational 
re ding test score in the experimental group on the basis of 
high nd low reading test seor on the Io a test. 
R ad. 
TABLE XLIV 
COMPARISON OF FINAL ASSOCIATIO AL READING SCORES 
0 BASIS OF HIGH AND LO READING SCORES 
EXPERD ENTAL GROUP 
Score o. Mean S. D. s. E.m Diff. s. E.d 
High 50}( 48 85 .. 54 23.49 3.39 
20.14. 4.60 
Low 50% 48 65.40 21.66 3.11 
C. R. 
4.38 
In the exper~ental group th mean final a oeiat1onal 
reading test scor for childr n with h1gh re ding score 1 
85.54 as compar d to 65.40 for children with low reading 
scores. Th differenc 20.14 1s in f vor of children 1th 
high reading scores. Th critical r tio 4.38 is significant. 
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Table XLV . shows eompari on of the final assoc1at1onal 
re ding t st score in the control group on the basis of high 
and low reading test scores on th Iowa test. 
TABLE XLV 
C PARISON OF FINAL ASSOCIATIONAL READING SCORES 
0 BASIS OF HIGH AND LO READING SCORES 
CO TROt GROUP 
Re d. Score · No. Mean S. D. S. E.m Diff. S. E.d C. R. 
High 50" 
Low 50% 
48 60.48 22.40 3.23 
48 42.42 21.44 3.09 
18.06 .47 4.04 
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rn · the control group the mean fina1 assoc1at1onal read-
ing score for children with high reading scores is 60.48 as 
compared to 42.42 fo:r children 1th low reading scores . The 
diff renee 18.06 is In favor or childX"en w1 th high re ding 
scores. Th critical ratio 4.38 is s1gn1f1cant. 
T ble XLVI shows a comparison of gain made in assoc1a-
t1onal re ding by those portions of the e~per!merital group at 
differing re ding achieve ent levels as measured by the Iow 
te t . 
TABLE XLVI 
COMPARIS.ON OF GAIN IN ASSOCIAT"IONAL READING 
'MADE BY THOSE PORTIONS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
AT DIFFERING READING AOmE'VEME.NT LEVELS 
Sta t1st1c High 50% Low 50% 
No . 48 48 
Ga. in 28. 98 50. 80 
S. E.g 4 . 63 4 . 03 
Diff. 1. 82 
s. E.d 6.14 
c. R. . 296 
In the experimental group the difference between ·the 
mean gains on the assoe!ational reading test for children with 
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high reading achievement and those with low reading cbiev ment 
1 1.82. Th difference is in favor of children with low read-
1ng achievement. The critical r tio .296 is not significant. 
Table XLVII show a comp r1 on of gain made 1n assoc1a• 
tional re ding by those portions of the control group at dif-
fering re ding achievement levels s meas~red by the Iowa te t. 
TABLE XLVll 
CO~PARISON OF GAIN IN ASSOOIATIONAL READING 
ADE BY THOSE PORTIONS OF THE CONTROL GROUP 
AT DIFFER! G READING ACHiEVEMENT LEVELS 
Statistic High so!( Low 50~ 
No . 48 48 
Gain 5.10 5. 92 
s. E.g 4. 46 4. 22 
D1ff. . 82 
s. E. d 6 .14: 
c. R. .134 
In the control group the difference between the mean 
gaine on th a sociational reading teet tor children with high 
reading and those with low reading achievement is .a2. T.be 
difference 1 in favor of ohildr n with lo re ding achieve-
ment. The critical ratio . 134 i not significant. 
s2eed 2f Handwrfting !B£ Q!!e ill soolational R adipg 
Th children in tho experiment 1 and control group 
ere divided into high r and low r groups on th b 1 of 
scores made on the sp ad o hand r1t1n test. 
Table XLVIII sho a eompar1 on of th m an te t score 
for th higher 50~ nd that of the lower 50~. 
TABLE XLVIII 
CO PARI 80 EAN liA WRITING TEST SCORBS 
HIGHER AND L mR GROUPS 
Group o. iean S. D. S. E. Dltf. s. E.d C. R. 
Exp. -High 50~ 48 75.48 5.98 .883 
21.52 1.34 16.06 
Exp. -Low 50~ 48 53.96 7.11 1.03 
Contro1-H.50~ 48 75.48 7.52 1.09 
21.81 1.53 14.25 
Con trol-L. 50% 48 53.6'7 7.41 1.07 
The dat present d in Table XLVIII show that the if-
terence between the ean handwri t1ng t st cor of the high-er 
50% nd that or the lower so% is highly significant. 
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Table XLIX aho s the initial ssoc1at1onal r ad1ng t st 
scores mad by the equivalent groups on the bas1s of high speed 
of band r t1ng. 
T.f.~LE XLIX 
INITIAL ASSOCIATIONAL READING SCORES 
ON BASIS OF moH SPEED OF HANDWRITING 
Group No. Mean s. D. s. E.m D1ff. s. ~d c. R. 
~. 48 49.48 22.94 3.31 
Control 48 48.63 22.99 3.32 
.ssl 3.46 .246 
The mean 1n1 tial asaoc1at1onal reading test score of 
children with a high speed of handwriting in th exp r1mental 
group is 49.48 compare to 48.63 for those in the contro l 
group. The differenc • 851 is in favor of the experimental 
group. The critical l'atio .246 is not significant. 
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Tabl L shows the 1nt1t1al assoo1at1onal reading te t 
scare made by the equivalent group~ on the basis of low peed 
of handwr1 ting. 
TABLE L 
INITIAL ASSOCIATIONAL READING SCORES 
ON BASIS OF LOW SPEED OF HANDWRITING 
Group No . Mean s. D. s. E.m D1ff. s. E. 4 c. R. 
Exp. 48 41.21 22.46 3.24 
Control 48 42.81 21.94 3.17 
1.60 4.53 .353 
The mean initial asaociational reading test score of 
children with a low peed of handwriting in the expertmental 
group is 41.21 compared to 42.81 for those in the control 
group. The difference 1.6 is in favor of the control group. 
The critical ratio .353 is not significant. 
Table LI shows a comparison of the initial aasoeia-
tional re ding test core mad on the basis of high and low 
speeds of handwriting in the experimental group. 
TABLE LI 
00 PARISON OF INITIAL ASSOCIATIONAL READING SCORES 
ON BASIS OF HIGH AND LOW S EEDS OF HAND\~TING 
EXPER ENTAL GROUP 
Speed of 
Handwriting o. e n S. D. s. E.m Diff. S. E.d 
High 50~ 48 49.48 22.94 3.31 
8.27 4.63 
Low 50% 48 41.21 22.46 3.24: 
C. R. 
1.79 
In the experimental group the mean initi 1 assoeia-
t1onal re ding test score for children with high speed of 
han writing is 49.48 as compared to 41.21 for children with 
a low speed of handwriting. The difference 8.27 is in f vor 
of children ith high speed of handwr.lting. The critical 
ratio 1.79 ls not significant. 
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ble LII sho s a com rison of the initi 1 soci -
tion l reading test cor made on the basi of high and low 
eeds of handwriting in th control group. 
T LE LII 
C ARISON OF INITIAL ASSOCIATIO AL READING SCORES 
ON BASIS OF HIGH AND LO SPEEDS OF HANDWRITING 
CONTROL GROUP 
Speed of 
Handwriting o. en S. D. s. E.m Di:t't . S. E.d 
High 50~ 48 48 . 6~ 22. 99 3 . 32 
5 . 82 4 . 59 
Low 50%' 8 42 . 81 21. 94 ~ . 17 
C. R. 
1 . 27 
In the control group the m n in1t1 1 associ tion 1 
reading scor tor children with a high sp ed ·of handwriting 
is 48. 63 s co pared to 42. 81 for children with a low peed 
of h ndwriting. The differenc 5 . 82 is 1n f vor ot child en 
wit high s eed ot handwriting. The critical ratio 1 . 27 
i not signi.flcan t . 
Table LIII shows the final aaaoc1 tional r ding test 
score made by the equivalent groups on the basis of a high 
speed of handwriting. 
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TABLE LIII 
FINAL ASSOCIATION L READING SCORES 
ON BASIS OF m GH SPEED OF HANDWRITING 
Group No. Mean s. D. s. E. m Dift. s. E. d c. R. 
48 77. 48 22 . 48 3. 2~ 
22 •. 83 4 . 60 4 . 96 
Control 48 54. 65 22. 58 3. 26 
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The mean fin 1 as ociational reading test sco~e of chil-
dren with a high sp d of handwr1 ting in the expe:rim ntal group 
i 77 . 48 compared to 54. 65 for those in the control group. Th 
difference 22. 83 is 1n favor of the experim ntal group. The 
critical r tio 4 . 96 1s ign1f1eant , 
Table XIV shows the final assoc1at1onal reading test 
score m de by th equiv lent group on the basis of a low 
ape d of h ndwri ting , 
TABLE LIV 
FINAL ASSOO!A TI ONAL READING SCORES 
ON BASIS OF LOW SPEED OF HANDWRITING 
Groups o. Mean s. D. s. E. 
Exp. 48 72 . 25 24 . 57 3 . 55 
Control 48 47 . 65 23 . 85 3.44 
Diff. s. E.d C. R. 
24 . 60 4 . 94 4 . 98 
The mean final associational reading test score of 
children with low speed of handwriting in the experimental 
group is 72.25 compar d to 47.65 for those in the control 
group. The diff rene 24.6 is in f vor of the experimental 
group. The critical ratio 4.98 is significant. 
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Table LV shows comparison of the final as oeiational 
reading test scores tor the xperimental group on the basis 
of high nd low spe ds of handwriting. 
TABLE LV 
CO PARI SON OF FINAL ASSOOIATI ONAL READING SO ORES 
ON BASIS OF liT GH . AND LOW SPEEtOS OF HANDWRITING 
EXP ENTAL GROUP 
Speed of 
H ndwr!ting No. ean s. D. s. E.m Diff. S. E.d 
High 50% 48 77.48 22.48 3.24 
5 . 23 4.81 
Low 50~ 48 72.25 24.57 3.55 
c. R. 
1.09 
In th experim ntal group the mean final assoe1at1onal 
reading test score for children with a high speed of handwrit-
ing is 77.48 as compared to 72.25 for ohildr n with a low 
speed of handwriting. The difference 5.23 is in favor of 
children with a high speed of handwriting. The critical r t1o 
1.09 is not sign1f1e nt. 
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Table LVI shows comparison of the final associa-
t1onal reading test scores for the control group on the basi 
or high and low spe d of handwriting. 
TABLE LVI 
COMPARISON OF FINAL ASSOCIATIONAL READING SCORES 
0 BASIS ·OF HIGH AND LOW SPEEDS OF HANDWRITING 
CON'mOL GROUP 
Speed o'f 
Handwriting No . en S. D. s. m Diff. s. E.d 
High 50% 48 54. 65 22 . 58 3 . 26 
7. 00 4. '74 
Low 50~ 48 47. 65 23. 85 
C. R. 
1. 48 
In the control group the mean final assoeiational r d-
ing test score for children with a high peed of handwriting 
is 54. 65 a compared to 47.65 for children with low speed of 
handwriting . The difference '7 . 00 1s in favor of children ith 
a high s eed of handwriting . The critical ratio 1. 48 is not 
s1gnifieant . 
Tabl LVII shows a comparison of gains made in a sooia• 
tional read1na by those portions of the experimental group t 
differing speed of h ndwr1t1ng levels • 
..,;., ..... B ~ ~.:._ .... :.-- --·:.-- .;)f\1 ~:-~ 
School of EducatiOI\ 
_. ·~ Lilirant ..----: .. 
.. -...... ~ .. 
TABLE LVII 
Cm'LPARISON OF GAIN IN ASSOCIATIONAL READING 
MADE BY THOSE PORTIONS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
AT DIFFERING SPEED OF HANDWlUTI NG LEVELS 
Statistic Higher so% Lower 50% 
No. 48 48 
Mean Ga.in 28.00 31.04 
s. 
•m 4.63 4.81 
D1ff, 
s. E.d 
c. R. .455 
l.02 
In the experimental group the difference bet een the 
mean gains on the asaoe1at1onal reading test for children with 
a high speed of handwriting and those with a low spe~d of hand-
writing is 3.04. The difference is in favor of children 1th 
a low speed of' handwriting. The critical ratio .455 is not 
significant. 
Table LVIII shows a comparison of gains made in associ-
ational reading by those portions of the control group at dif-
fering speed of writing lev ls. 
TABLE LVIII 
COMPARISON OI<' GAIN IN ASSOCIATIO AL RF.A i!NG 
MAD BY THOSE PORT! 0 S OF THE CONTROL GROUP 
T IFFERI G SPEED OF HANDWRITING LEVELS 
Stat! tic 
No. 
ean Gain 
Dl:f':f.' . 
High r 50% 
4:8 
6 .02 
4.65 
Lower 50~ 
48 
4.68 
1.18 
6.60 
179 
103 
In the control group th diff nee between the mean 
gains on th ssociational re ding test for children with 
high speed of handwriting and those with a low peed of h nd-
riting 1s 1•18. The difference ia in-favor of Qhildren with 
a low speed of handwriting. The orit1oal ratio .179 1 not 
s1gn1ficen t. 
l 4 
T bl LI show th o :rr 1 tion b t n a soo1at1ona1 
r ding ab111t and nt 1 age, r din chi v nt, a eed or 
handwriting. The a orr 1 t1on a on the te t :re ult 
ot t e nin ty- even ca e in th e rime tal gro • 
T LE LIX 
BETWEE ASSOCIATIONAL READ! G 
TAL G , F DING ACHI 
SP OF HAND TI G 
st n • D. 
In1t1 1 ssoc . 97 45.72 22.50 
Oti 97 148.72 19. 2 
Final soc. 97 74.20 24.58 
Oti 7 8.7~ 19.62 
In1t1 soc. 97 45.7~ 22.50 
Iow 97 · 69. 1 19.82 
1 A soc. 97 7 .20 2 • 8 
Io a 97 5 .61 19.82 
Initial As oc. 97 
H ndwr1t1ng 97 
F l As oe. 
Handwriting 
45.7 22.50 
64.08 14.25 
• E. 
2.28 
l. 
2.28 
2.01 
2.4 
2.01 
2.28 
1.44 
2.49 
1.44 
t1on 
r • E.r 
• 9 .054 
.512 .o 1 
.498 .052 
.45 .081 
.144 ,067 
.149 .067 
The correlation betw en ssoci tional re ding b111ty 
and mental ge is .469 when derived from the initial assoc1a-
tional e t nd .512 h n the results of the final t t er used. 
Th correlation between ssociational re ding bil1ty nd 
r ding chievement is .498 when derived from the initial sso-
ciational test and .454 when the result of th final test re 
105 
used. 
The correlation between asaociational reading ability 
and handwriting is .144 when derived from the initial aasoci-
ational teat and .149 when derived from the resuha of the 
final teat. 
CHAPTER V 
SillmAHY A CO CLUSIONS 
The pur os or this stud w (1) to e sur th extent 
to which children in the sixth grad pr ctice ssoci tional 
thinking hile reading social studies mat rial nd (2) to eval-
uate the effect of planned program to develop associational 
reading ability with sixth-grade pupils . The dat were ana-
lyz d to ascertain& 
1. The ext nt to which children in the sixth gr de 
pr ctice ssociational thinking whil re ing 
soc! 1 studie material 
2. The effect of x eriment 1 terial on associ-
ational rea ing bility 
3. Sex difference in sociational readin 
4 . Ref tionship b tw en ment 1 ability and ability 
in association 1 re ding 
5. Relationship between gener 1 r ad1ng ability 
and bility in as ooi tional reading 
6. Rel tionship between speed of hand rlting and 
ability in associational readin~ 
Tests ere administered in Ap il, 1952. On the basis 
of these test two groups were formed of approximate equ lity 
in saoc1at1on 1 re ding ability, mental ag , reading achieve-
ment, and speed of handwriting. 
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All d t r ported r 
o th following: 
ased on ither one or the other 
1. All o s for 1ch com_plet taw re ail-
ble (180 control--192 experi ent 1) 
2. Equ1vo.lent oups of 97 control--97 xperimental 
00 CLUSIO S 
• A ociat1onal re ding ability _d_i_._.~.-1 ~ 
beginning g! the experiment 
re 
1. S1xth-gr de children practice so e ssociation 1 
thinking while r ding social studies t r1 1. 
a. For 11 c sea for hich com lete dat 
ere available, the mean aaa ciational 
re ding test scor for the xperim ntal 
group w s 45.17 co p r d to 47.24 for 
th contro 1 group. 
b. For the quivalent group the m an sso-
ci tion 1 re ding test scor for the ex-
periment 1 group w 45.72 compar d to 
45.77 for the control group. 
1. Spec! 1 practice in associational re ding app ars 
to be effectiv • The experiment 1 group 1mprov d 
markedly in this ability. 
a. On all case for which complete dat 
were available, the mean gain for the 
experimental group is 27.80 compared 
to 5.12 for the control group. The 
difference 22.68 is in favor of th 
experlm ntal group. The critical 
ratio 5.92 is atat1st1cally signifi-
cant. 
b. In the equivalent groups th mean gain 
for the experimental group is 28.48 
eompared to 5.36 for the control group. 
The difference 23.12 was in favor of 
the experi ental grou • The critical 
ratio 4.90 is statistically s1gn1f1c~. 
c. Sex differences in associational reading 
1. There are no sign1f1c nt sex differences in 
associ a tiona! reading ab111 ty. 
a. The girls in both the experi ental and 
control groups de slightly higher 
score th n the boys on the initial 
and final assooiational reading tests. 
However, the critical ratios do not in-
dicate any difference which is statis-
·tically significant. 
lOB 
b. In the experimental group th me n 
gain for the boys is 29.57 compare 
to 28.32 for the girls. The iffer-
ence 1.25 is in favor of the boy • 
e. In t e control group the me n g 1 n 
for the boys is 5 . 31 oomp r d to 5. 48 
• for the girls. The difference .17 1 
in f vor of the girls. 
b111ty ~ability 1A 
sociational r ading 
1. Ther appe rs to b 1gnif1cant r lationship 
b tween ment 1 ability and b11ity in ssoc1 -
ti ona1 reading . 
• An an 1 si of d ta on the bas a of 
high r and low r mental ag show 
t t on th initial nd final so• 
ci tional r adi t ts, the high r 
so% in b th the e.xp r1 ntal n con-
trol grou s de aignific ntly higher 
cor s th n did the lower 50%. 
2 . The g in made by the lo er m ntal bility gr ups 
is com a ble to th t mad by the higher ent 1 
ag group • 
a . In the experimental group the me n gain 
for the high r 50% is 27 . 64 com red to 
10 
28. 7 for th 1 wer 50%. Th diff r-
enee 1.03 is in f vor of the lower 50, . 
Th cr1t cal r tio .148 i not signif-
icant . 
b. In the control group the me n g in tor 
the higher 50% is 5 . 28 compared to 5.54 
for the lower 50~. The difference . 26 
is in favor of th lower 50%. The crit-
ical ratio . 041 is not significant. 
E. Rel tionship between gen ral reading ability~ ability 
!n associational Feading 
1 . There appe r to be a sign1t1c nt relations lp 
between neral reading a illty and b1lit,y in 
associat!onal re ding . 
• An analysi of dat on th b sis of 
higher and lower reading test scores 
shows that the higher 50% mad s1g-
nific ntly higher scores than did the 
lower 50% on both the init1 1 and final 
assoc1at1onal readin test • 
2. The g in mad by the lo r reading bility groups 
is comp rable to that made by the higher re ding 
bility groups . 
a . In the experimental group the mean gain 
for the higher so% is 28. 98 com r d to 
110 
30.80 or the lower 50%. The differ-
ence 1.82 !a in favor of the lo er 50%. 
The critical ratio .296 is not signif-
icant. 
b. In t control group the mean g in for 
the high r 50~ i 5 . 10 com red to 5. 92 
for the lower 50~. e iff r nee . 82 
is in favor of the low r 50%. The crit-
ical ra io .134 is not significant. 
F. Relationship be d of pandwr1tins ~ b1lity 
!n asaociationnl reading 
1 . Th re appears to be no r lation hip bet een 
speed of hand riting and b111ty in a socia-
t1onal reading . 
• An analysis of data on the basis of 
higher an lower a eed of handwriting 
show there is no ignif1eant ffe -
ence b t e n the cores ade by the 
higher 50% and those made by the lo er 
50% on e1t er the 1n1t1 1 or final a -
sociation 1 reading test. 
b . In the experimental group the mean gain 
for the higher 50% is 28. 00 comp red to 
31. 04 for the lo er so%. The diff renee 
3 . 04 1 in favor of the lo er 50%. The 
111 
11 
cr t 1 r 1 • 1 n t n c t 
c. I ntr 1 g up th 
t r 1 02 0 • ... 
to 50 • l . 8 
11 ot t 0 t-
1c 0 .179 1 n t s1 o nt 
G. 
1 . • orr lat on e s oo1at1o 1 
b111t nt 1 1 . 4 9 wh t 
1n1t1 1 oc1 io l t • 1 en th 
ult ot h nal t u d . 
2. 'l'h c rr 1 t1on tw 1at1on 1 d!n 
b111 ty a oh 1 • 
r1 fro t 1 t1o 
•• " 
n ul ot 1 1 • 
• Th oorrel oo1 tlo ng 
111 7 d 1 .144 r1 
fro the 1n1t1 1 a oo1 t1o 1 t . 14 
h n th r ult ot t f1 1 t tar used. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. Analyze the dat from this stud to a cert in the various 
kinds of question li ted by the children. 
2. An lyze the dat from this study to a certain the various 
kinds of activities suggested by th children. 
3. An lyze the data fr m this study to determine whether 
greater gain was de in the ability to sugg at questions 
or in the ability to augg at activities. 
4. C rry out similar stud with the teaching m terials 
ba ed on th subject m tter content actually in us in the 
classroom. 
5. C rry out similar study at the fourth nd fifth grade 
level • 
e. Carry out a simil r study based on other as oci tional 
reading abilities th n the t o used in this investig tion. 
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APPENDIX 
ASSOCIATIONAL READING SKILLS 
FINDING QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. P ss out test bookl te. 
2. T st booklets mu t not be opened. P noils 
should be left on the desks. 
3. Have pupil fill in the bl nks in the upp r 
right-hand corner of the test oov r, last 
nam first. Then have pupils pl oe p n ila 
on th d sk gain. 
4. Say, 'This is a test of your skill in re ding. 
During the t st I will not an wer questions; o 
listen c refUlly now. As I re d aloud, you 
re d to your elf the directions on the oovar of 
your test booklet." 
5. Re d or lly to the children the "Dir ctions to 
Pupil" on th cover of the t st bookl t. 
6. ow say, "Turn to Page 1. It is 
Read it to yourselves s I re d it 
R d orally the ample directions, 
and th exercise as completed on P 
sk, "Are th r any questions?" 
sampl • 
aloud." 
sam l story, 
ge 2. Then 
7. fter nsw ring questions, ay, "R ember you 
may write you read, you ay hav as much time 
as you need• and you must place your pencil on 
your desk when you have finished. Now tak pen-
oils. R ady--turn." 
a. When approx1m tely 90 per cent of the pupils 
have plac d th ir pencils on their desks, say. 
"Stop." 
9. Collect carefully all test booklets. 
1 7 
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ASSOCIATIO AL READING SKILLS 
QUESTIONS AND CTIVI TI FOR FURTHER STUDY 
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORI G 
In order for pupil's qu tlon to b coapt ble, they 
must eet the following crit ri : 
1 . The question must be relevant to the reading 
selection. 
2. Th n w r to th pupil's question must not 
be st ted in the reading selection. 
3. Even though or mphas1s wa laced upon th 
cont nt of the response than upon the form of 
expre ion, the eaning of th qu tion must 
b intelligible. 
An activity uggeate by pupil must m t the follow-
ing criteria in order to b acceptabl : 
1 . Th suggest d activity must be relev nt to 
the read! selection or to some question 
r ised by the pupil aft r h h read the 
selection. 
2. The suggested cti ity must b feasibl • 
3. The sugg sted activity must be written in 
the form of a st tement . 
4 . Th me ning of the tatement must be intel-
ligible. 
The accept ble re ponse of a pupil' qu tiona hould 
then be cl ss1f1 d und r leven heading , namely, (1) Who, 
( 2) ich, (3) What, (4) How, (5) en, (6) WhBre, (7) Why, 
(8) Can, (9) Is, are, was, or er , (10) Do, does, or did, nd 
(11) Have or has . On point should be or dit d fore ch accep-
table re ponse. 
The acceptable response of activities suggested by a pu-
pil should be classified under eight he dings, namely, 
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(l) Reading~ (2) Writing, (3) Talking, (4) Listening,. (5) Col-
lecting, (6) Dramatizing, (7) Ob erving, and (8} Constructing. 
One point should b scored for e ch accept ble respons • 
A pupil's score of the assoc1at1onal re ding test eon• 
slats o:f the combined number o:f acceptable responses on ques-
tions nd suggested aetiv1t1e • 
01IS QUICK-SCORING MENTAL ABILITY TESTS 
IQ 
By ARTHUR S. OTis, PH.D. 
Formerly Development Specialist with Advisory Board, General Staff, United States War Department 
BETA TEST: FORld B 
For Grades 4-9 
Read this page. Do what it tells you to do. 
Score .. 
Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. 
Fill these blanks, giving your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly 
Name. ... . Age last birthday 
First name, initial, and last name 
Birthday Teacher .. .Date. 
Month Day 
Grade School City 
Beta 
B 
years 
19 
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here 
is a sample question already answered correctly Notice how the question is answered: 
Sample · Which one of the :five things below is soft? 
1 glass 2 stone 3 cotton 4 iron 5 ice 66®66 
The right answer, of course, is cotton, so the word cotton is underlined. 
And the word cotton is No. 3, so a heavy cross has been put in the 3d 
circle. This is the way you are to answer the questions. 
Try this sample question yourself. Do not write the answer; just 
draw a line under it and then put a heavy cross in the right circle. 
1 2 3 4 5 Sample. A robin is a kind of -
1 plant 2 bird 3 worm 00000 4 fish 5 flower 
The answer is bird; so you should have drawn a line under the word 
bird and put a heavy cross in the 2d circle. Try this one 
1 2 3 4 5 Sample: Which one of the :five numbers below is larger than 55? 
1 53 2 48 3 29 4 57 5 16 00000 
The answer, of course, is 57, so you should have drawn a line under 57 
and put a heavy cross in the 4th circle. 
The test contains 80 questions. You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, but 
do the best you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. 
Try to get as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. 
Do not spend too much time on any one question. No questions about the test will be 
answered by the examiner after the test begins. Lay your pencil down. 
Do not turn this booklet until you are told to begin. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Dlinois 
~Y!!ght IOJ7~Y. World Book ComJ>.any:. Coi>Y.!,ight in Great Britain. All rights reser11ed. PRINTED IN u.s.A. BETA: ... 24 
Examination begins here. Page 1 
1. Which one of the :five things below does not belong with the others? 
1 peach 2 banana 3 orange 4 baseball 5 plum 
2. Which one of the :five answers below tells best what a saw is? 
1 something 2 a tool 3 furniture 4 wood 5 a machine 
3. Which one of the :five words below means the opposite of south? 
1 west 2 arctic 3 north 4 tropics 5 pole 
~· A boy is to a man and a lamb is to a sheep as a kitten is to a-
1 girl 2 cat 3 dog 4 wolf 5 pole 
6. If we feel sorry for the suffering of another, we have a feeling of-
1 hate 2 pity 3 contempt 4 disdain 5 eagerness 
6. Which one of the five things below is the smallest? 
1 a twig 2 a limb 3 a bud 4 a tree 5 a branch . 
7. Which word means the opposite of succeed? 
1 win 2 decline 3 try 4 accede 5 fail 
8. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three? 1~ 2~m~ 3~ 4»>» 
9. Which one of the :five things below is most like these three a carrot, an onion, and a 
cabbage? 1 a bush 2 an apple 3 a potato 4 a salad 5 a cherry 
10. A finger is to a hand as a toe is to a what? 
1 foot 2 toenaiJ 3 heel 4 shoe 5 knee. 
11. Which expression tells best just what a floor is? 1 part of a house 2 an inverted wall 
~ 3 the part of a room to walk on 4 it is made of wood 5 a place to put a chair 
12. If we believe someone has committed a crime, but we are not sure, we have a-
1 fear 2 suspicion 3 wonder 4 confidence 5 misunderstanding 
13. Hat is to head as thimble is to what? 
1 finger 2 needle 3 thread 4 hand 5 sewing 
14:. At 4 cents each, how many pencils can be bought for 32 cents? 
1 36 2 8 3 128 4 4 5 28 
16. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three? 1DD 2~~ sD~ 4~~ 
16. Why have the means for air transportation increased? 1 Trains were unsafe. 
2 Roads were crowded. 3 There was a demand for more rapid transportation. 
4 Airplanes furnish work for mechanics. 5 Trains were getting too crowded. 
17. Which one of the five things below is most like these three a pick, a shovel, and a rake? 
1 a ladder 2 a club 3 a garden 4 a hoe 5 a plow 
18. Wool is to a sheep as feathers are to what? 
1 a pillow 2 a rabbit 3 a bird 4 a goat 5 a bed 
19. If the words below were rearranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would 
the last word of the sentence begin? usually cans made tin of are 
1m 2 t 3 c 4 u 5o. 
20. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three? 1-p_ z'¢L sO 4-Q-
21. If a person sleeping quretly is awakened by a sudden cry, he is likely to be-
1 sick 2 dreaming 3 startled 4 paralyzed 5 asleep 
22. Which of the :five things below is most like these three a goat, a frog, and a dove? 
1 a flower 2 a nest 3 a yard 4 a snake 5 a tree. 
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24. Which of the :five words below means the opposite of difficult? 
1 hard 2 quick 3 soft 4 easy 5 common 
26. Food is to the body as what is to an engine? 
1 wheels 2 motion 3 smoke 4 fuel 5 fire 
26. Which of these :five words would come :first in the dictionary? 
1 many 2 obey 3 house 4 porch 5 elephant 
27. Which tells best what a cup is? 1 It has a handle. 
2 something to hold coffee 3 a thin, breakable object 
4 It is used on a table. 5 a small drinking vessel 
28. Which tells best just what a cat is? 1 it drinks milk 
2 something that walks quietly 3 it has soft fur 
4 a small domestic animal 5 a thing that climbs trees 
29. Which of these series contains a wrong number? 
1 3-6-9-12-16 2 1-4-7-1Q-13 
3 2-6-8-11-14 4 1-3-5-7-9 5 2-4-6-8-11 
30. Which one of the :five things below is most like these three: 
a doll, a top, and a scooter? 
1 a box 2 a broom 3 a pillow 4 a yard 5 a kite 
31. If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, 
the last word of the sentence would begin with what letter? 
leather shoes usually made are of 
1u 2s 31 4m 5a. 
32. A church is to a preacher as a school is to what? 
1 study 2 pupils 3 a teacher 4 religion 5 a choir 
33. If John is older than Peter and Peter is older than Harry, 
then John is ( ?) Harry 1 older than 2 younger than 
3 just as old as 4 (cannot say which) 
34:. Bread is to man as hay is to what? 
.; 1 wheat 2 a horse 3 grass 4 a barn 5 flour 
36. Count each 5 below that has a 7 next after it. 
753572375677257347752075783725179657 
Tell how many 5's you counted. 
1 13 2 8 3 3 4 4 5 6 
36. The son of my father's sister is my -
1 brother 2 nephew 3 cousin 4 uncle 5 grandson 
37. Worse is to bad as better is to what? 
1 very bad 2 medium 3 good 4 much better 5 worse 
38. A coin made by an individual and meant to look like one made 
by the government is called a -
1 duplicate 2 counterfeit 3 imitation 4 forgery 5 libel 
39. If the following words were arranged in order, the middle word 
would begin with what letter? 
Eleven One Nine Zero Ten Seven Five 
lZ 2N 3S 4T 5F 
4:0. If George is taller than Frank and George is shorter than 
James, then James is (?) Frank. 1 taller than 
2 shorter than 3 just as tall as 4 (cannot say which) 
4:1. Which one of the :five things below is most like these three : 
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Associational Reading Skills 
QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Name: ......... .. ........ ...................... ......... ................... ...... ..... . . 
Circle one: Boy Girl 
Teacher: ........................... .. ..................... ......... ................ . 
DIRECTIONS TO PUPIL: 
L You will need sharp pencils and an eraser. 
2. Read carefully. 
3. Work neatly and thoughtfully. 
4. You may have as much time as you need. 
5. When you finish, put your pencil on your desk and stay quietly at your seat until your 
teacher collects your test booklet. 
SCORING CHART 
Questions Activities 
Who .......... ...... ...... ... .. . When ........ ................... . Reading .................. . Collecting ................... . 
Which ......... ............... . Where .. ........ .. ... ..... ..... . Writing .......... .......... ... . Dramatizing ......... .. .... . 
What ......... .... ... .. .. ...... . Why ..... .... .. ... ..... .......... . Talking .. ..... ..... ....... .... . Observing ................... . 
How ......... .. .. ...... ....... . . Can .............................. . Listening .. .... .............. . Constructing ............... . 
Is , are, was, were ................ ........ .... . 
Do, does, did ................ .............. .. .... .. . 
Have, has ................... .. .............. ......... . 
Total Score .. ................. ................ . Total Score ................... ........ ... .... . 
Reading Achievement (Grade Equivalent) .............. .................... .. ................. . 
Speed of Handwriting (Letters per minute) ............ .................... ................... . 
M.A .............................. . 
C. A ................................ . 
I. Q ................................ . 
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DIRECTIONS: 
t · .... 
This story is done for you. It shows how to do Exercises I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII. As you 
read this story about nylon, think of QUESTIONS to ask and ACTIVITIES to do to help you find 
answers to your questions. 
THE STORY OF NYLON 
Through the centuries our ancestors learned how to weave, knit, dye, print and finish thE: natural 
fibers of wool, flax, silk, and cotton. In this way they produced many beautiful fabrics. However, 
there were certain factors which set limitations on the supply and durability of these fabrics. 
In 1938, from the research laboratories of DuPont came nylon. The first great use of nylon was 
for ladies' stockings. The year after the discovery of nylon, more than 500,000,000 pairs of hosiery 
were made. 
The making of nylon is a very interesting process. Nylon starts life as a salt, a combination 
of two chemicals. The different ways in which nylon is wound and stretched makes it suitable for 
different purposes. The size of nylon is measur~d in deniers. 
Today nylon is used in many kinds of manufacturing. The strength, long wear, toughness, light 
weight, easy washing and fast drying qualities o,f nylon make it especially desirable not only for 
stockings but for many kinds of clothing. 
As I read this story I thought of questions about nylon and activities I could do to help me 
find answers to my questions. 
I Here are the questions suggested to me by the story. 
1. What were some of the beautiful fabricls which our ancesters produced? 
2. How did they weave, knit, dye, print and finish the natural fibers ? 
3. Who made the first fabric? 
4. When was the first fabric made? 
5. What were the factors which set limitations on the supply and durability of wool, flax, silk, 
and cotton fabrics? 
:~ ' 
6. Where are the research laboratories of DuPont located? 
7. Where is the nearest place to our school where nylon is being made? 
8. How is nylon made? 
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9. What are some of the different ways in which nylon is wound and stretched? 
10. What is a denier? 
11. In what kinds of manufacturing is nylon being used today? 
12. Why is nylon so tough, strong, light in weight, and fast drying? 
13. What kinds of clothing are made from nylon? 
14. What is the natural color of nylon? 
15. How is nylon dyed? 
16. How does the cost of nylon compare vvith that of other fabrics? 
17. What is the possible future for nylon? 
18. Has nylon any disadvantages? 
19. How was nylon discovered? 
II Here 1s a list of activities or things to do, which will help me answer my questions about nylon. 
1. Read about fabrics in books, magazines, newspapers, encyclopedias, and pamphlets. 
2. Write to DuPont for samples of nylon fabrics and pamphlets on the making of nylon. 
3. If there is a nylon manufacturing plant nearby, write to make arrangements to visit the 
plant. 
4. Invite a person who knows about nylo.n to speak to the class. 
5. Make an exhibit of nylon products. 
6. Have a bulletin board display. 
7. See a film or filmstrip on nylon. 
8. Collect pictures and newspaper clippings. 
9. Make something from nylon. 
10. A demonstration to prove that nylon is tough, strong, light weight, easy to wash, and that 
it dries quickly. 
11. Have an exhibit of samples of many different kinds of fabrics . 
12. Give a report on how nylon is rr..ade. 
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EXERCISE 1-A 
If your mind is alert, you are a "question box". Each story will make you think of questions to 
ask and activities to do. As you read the following story, think of questions about this story and 
activities you and your classmates could do to help you find answers to your questions. 
THE KING OF BASEBALL 
We have not always had big World Series games in America. Do you know how people became 
interested in baseball? 
Many years ago in a Southern city lived a little boy named George Herman Ruth. He was 
brought up in an orphanage. At an early age, he was given the opportunity to play with a big base-
ball team. You have probably guessed that this fellow's nickname was Babe Ruth. Babe Ruth 
later played in several major leagues for twenty-two seasons. He appeared in many large cities 
and small towns and in many countries. 
Once Ruth was asked what he liked best in the world and what he would do if he had a million 
dollars. He replied, "What I like best in the world, even better than baseball, is kids, and if I had 
a million dollars, I'd use it to get a private home for every orphan in the country, so none of them 
would have to go to an orphan's asylum." 
Often when he visited sick and crippled children in homes and hospitals, he told them baseball 
stories and gave them gifts which he autographed for them. 
One of the many interesting stories told about Babe Ruth was the time he found a little news-
boy crying because he had not sold his papers. Babe took the papers and sold them for him. He got 
anywhere from a dime to a dollar for each copy. 
Babe Ruth was the most popular player that baseball has ever known. He made many people 
ha,ppy, young and old. A million boys will tell you he was - "one grand guy." 
I Now list the questions you thought of as you read this story about Babe Ruth. 
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II Now make a list of activities. 
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EXERCISE II-A 
Here is another story for you to read. As you read it, think of questions to ask and activities 
to do related to the story. 
THE ALPHABET 
When you were little, you said your A B C' s. Now you call it the alphabet. Did you ever stop 
to think what it would be like not to have an alp habet ? How would you write a letter? How could 
you read this page? 
There was a time when people could communicate only by talking with each other. Think how 
it would be if you couldn't write to your friend to visit you. You would have to go to his house to 
invite him or have someone else deliver your message - all through talking and remembering. 
Long, long ago people realized that they could not get along without writing down theirr 
thoughts, so the Egypt ians began to use pictures to let others know what they wanted. At firs~ 
these pictures were not used as words. They were ideas in the mind of the writer. Later each pic-
ture was used as the sound of a word. Still later the pictures came to represent the first sound of 
a word. 
People who lived in the Sinai ,peninsula about 4000 years ago learned something about the 
way the people in Egypt wrote; so they borrowed what they needed and improved upon it. Then 
they passed their alphabet on to another group of people, the Phoenicians. 
It took a long time to develop the alphabet we use today. There is a history behind each one of 
our twenty-six letters. However, even cur alphabet is not a perfect one. There are several different 
kinds of alphabets in use throughout the world today. Do you know which is the most nearly per-
fect alphabet or why it takes the Chinese so long to write? 
l Now make a lis t of questions you thought of a s you read this story about the alphabet. 
1.<:6 
II Now make a list of activities. 
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EXERCISE III-A 
As you read this, think of questions to ask and activities to do related to the story. 
ICE CREAM 
The most ,popular food at a party, a picnic, or even at home is ice cream. With its many flavors 
it can suit the taste of each and every member of the family. It is nourishing and wholesome as 
well as delicious. 
It was first made m hand operated freezers consisting of two compartments. Care had to be 
taken not to get the salt from the outside compartment into the cream. The crank, which was at-
tached to the dasher, had to be turned by hand for about twenty minutes. 
Today commercial ice creams are made on the same general principles. There are many large 
plants throughout the United States where ice cream is made. Often the ice cream is packed in 
"dry" ice before it is shipped to stores. The cost of ice cream varies greatly. Even in one store 
prices might range from twenty-five to fifty cents a pint. 
lee cream can also be made in electric refrigerators at home, but it is not as fluffy and smooth 
as the old-fashioned ice cream, or the u,p-to-date commercial product. 
Many varieties such as frozen polar bars, ice-cream pies, and cake rolls have been created to 
tempt our sweet tooth. Ice cream is served in a variety of ways. What would we do today without 
the great ice cream industry ? 
Ice cream was known to the early Romans. It was served in France and England in the 17th 
century. George W ashingtton often had ice cream at Mount Vernon. Dolly Madison was the first 
mistress of the White House to serve ice cream to her guests. 
I Make a list of questions about this story you have just read. 
1~8 
U Now make a list of activities. 
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EXERCISE IV -A 
As you read this story about boats think of questions to ask and activities to do. 
BOATS 
For many thousands of years, people have traveled on the water. During the Stone Age man, 
discovered that some things float. He tied together a bundle of reeds to make a raft. Next man 
learned to make canoes from logs. These first canoes were called dugouts. Thousands of years later, 
man invented oars. The Phoenicians devel~ped ships called galleys. The galleys often used three 
hundred oarsmen. 
The next important discovery in boats came when man learned how to make the power of the 
wind move his ships. However, he soon realized that sails were not enough because when the 
wind died down the ship would not move. Some of the best sailing ships were built in the United 
States in the 19th century. 
More recent developments m water transportation were the steam boat and motor ships. The 
invention of the compass also helped navigators. There are many specialized types of boats as oil 
tankers, ore boats, fruit ships, and refrigerator ships. Today we use hundreds of products such as 
coffee, bananas, rope and rubber which are brought to our country by ship. 
I Now make a list of questions you thought of as you read this story. 
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II Now make a list of activities. 
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E XERCISE V-A 
As you r ead this story, think of questions to ask and activities to do related to this topic. 
THE ATLANTIC CABLE 
A hundred years ago, if someone in America wanted to send a message to someone in Euro.pe, 
the only way he could do it would be to write\ a letter. This letter would be sent by boat across the 
ocean. The message would arrive at its destination about two or three weeks after it had been 
written. This was a long time. Business men wanted and needed some way to carry on communica-
tion in a faster way. 
The Atlantic Telegraph Company was organized for the purpose of laying telegraph cables 
across the Atlantic Ocean. In 1857 two ships each with half a cable on board steamed to the middle 
of the Atlantic. This was halfway between Newfoundland and Ireland. The cable was spliced and 
then the ships steered in opposite directions. It was a discouraging ~task as the ,_cable broke several 
times while being laid. Finally on August 5, 1858 the cable was safely landed. 
A few days later on August 13, the first message crossed the ocean on this cable. Queen Victoria 
sent a ninety word message to President Buchan an which took sixty-seven minutes to send. Be-
cause the current was very weak, the cable was practically useless. It worked for only about three 
months and then burned out. 
Much thought was given to the materials which might be used to make a better cable. Finally, 
1n 1866, after twelve years of hard work, the first; successful Atlantic Cable was laid. Cyrus W. 
Field deserves much credit for this work. 
In order to send a message of twenty wor~s, you would have to pay $100.00 with $5.00 for 
each additional word. It was not until 1872 that a flat rate of $1.00 a word was charged. Men of 
industry, particularly, were pleased to have this speedy means of communication to help them tn 
their business dealings. 
I Make a list of questions. 
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II Now make a list of activities. 
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EXERCISE VI-A 
Here 1s a story about housing projects. As y ou read it, think of questions to ask and activities 
to do. 
HOUSING PROJECTS 
The early housing projects were attempts to ,provide adequate shelter for people who crowded 
into the cities after the Industrial Revolution. The public housing movement expanded in Europe 
after World War I. At this time the "project" idea was developed. In the project, there were some 
individual houses, some duplex flats and some apartments. Every effort was made Ito keep this 
housing inexpensive but of good quality. In Europe, housing projects differ greatly according to the 
countries where they are built. Great Britain, Germany, Austria, and the Scandinavian countries have 
many housing projects. 
The United States became interested in these projects about 1930. The United States Housing 
Act provided several kinds of help to groups inte.rested in developing projects. Some of these pro-
jects were built on the garden city idea. World War II brought about a need for defense housing. 
Today housing projects in the United States provide four types of homes. The first type is 
those built to replace very old homes which are dangerous for people to continue to live in. The 
second house temporary war workers. The third is the Veterans' housing project. The fourth is 
to meet the needs of families with moderate incomes. 
Most of these homes are built for people with children and the number of rooms a family may 
have depends on the number of children in the family and their ages. The rent to be paid depends 
upon which of the four types the family lives in. 
With the increased interest of the Federal and State governments in financing and planning, 
more and better housing is being made available at lower costs. 
I Make a list of questions. 
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II Now make a list of activities. 
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EXERCISE VII-A 
As you read this story about water, think of questions to ask and activities to do. 
WATER 
If we study a globe, we find that sections of it show water in greater areas than land. There is 
water, water everywhere. Almost three-fourths of the surface of the Earth is water. 1There is water 
below the surface of the earth which we don't often think about until some of it reaches us in some 
way. That is the water which is essential for our living. Water is a necessity. All living and grow-
ing things in Nature's World need water, and get it in various different ways. We realize the im-
portance of water to growing things after a season with little or no rain. 
If for a long, long period of time, we and all the rest of the world had no rain, how different 
everything would look and how differently we would be living. There are the desert regions of the 
world where people are living the way they do because of the dryness of their climate. 
Should we think of the other extreme and have rain, steady rain, for weeks and weeks at a time, 
we no longer would want to think of the great importance of water. We have all heard of the des-
truction of floods and most of us, no doubt, have seen some scenes of it. 
Unfortunately, there is some destruction of rain and water going on all the time. Man and 
science are attempting to control this destruction in order to conserve our land and keep Nature's 
beauty. 
The many helpful and favorable things about water out-number those which are unpleasant. If 
we include in our thinking the many different things we use which come from oceans and seas, we 
can easily decide that the water part of the earth, as well as the land part, has many important 
things about it. 
I Make a list of questions about this story. 
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II Now make a list of activities. 
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EXERCISE VIII-A 
Here is the last story for you to read. It is a bout the interesting subject of weather. As you 
read it, think of questions and activities related to this topic. 
WEATHER 
Many times you have heard people talk about the weather. Weather is of great importance 
in many kinds of work such as fishing, farming, and aviation. Years ago people tried to predict the 
weather by the colors of the sunset, how the birds flew, and by other signs. Today scientific know-
ledge is used to predict the weather. 
The United States Weather Bureau in Washington, D. C., makes several weather reports each 
day. The work of this Bureau includes many activities. There are at least five forecast centers and 
about four hundred observing stations in the United States, Canada, Alaska, and the West Indies. 
Weather reports are also received by radio from ships at sea. Barometers, thermometers, anemomet-
ers, wind vanes, and sounding ballons are some of the instruments used to predict weather condi-
tions. 
The daily forecasts which we hear on the radio or rf?ad in the newspapers have been shown to 
be correct from 85 to 90 per cent of the time. Therefore, each time you hear a weather report, it has 
nine chances out of ten of being correct. 
The Weather Bureau is well known for its daily weather maps. The Bureau also has an Aero-
logical Division which does much work to help a via tors. 
The air, the water that air contains, and the sun make weather. Today man is doing many things 
about weather. He has learned not only how to forecast weather, but how to prevent floods and how 
to irrigate dry land. As you study more about weather, you will learn why the sun shines, clouds 
fly, winds blow, and rain falls. 
I Make a list of questions about weather. 
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COPY THIS STORY ABOUT RUBBER AS QUICKLY AS YOU CAN. 
Many years ago some men found the Indians playing with balls made from the gum of a tree. 
These men brought some of this gum back to Europe. One man told how he had seen people use the 
gum to rub pencil marks from paper. It was better than the bread crumbs they had been using. They 
called this gum rubber. Rubber comes from rubber trees. These trees grow in rows like our apple 
trees. The trees need great care as they grow. A tree is ready to be tapped when it is about five or 
six years old. Inside the bark of the tree is something that looks like milk. It is called latex. It is 
this latex that makes rubber. Some of the clothes we wear as well as many things we use every day 
are made of rubber. 
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Associational Reading Skills 
QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Name : ............. ....... .......................................... ........ ........... . 
Circle one : Boy Girl 
Teacher : ········ ················································-··-··-············· 
DIRECTIONS TO PUPIL: 
1. You will need sharp pencils and an eraser. 
2. Read carefully. 
3. Work neatly and thoughtfully. 
4. You may have as much time as you need. 
5. When you finish , put your pencil on your desk and stay quietly at your seat until your 
teacher collects your test booklet. 
SCORING CHART 
Questions Activities 
Who ........ --------------- ----- When ...................... .. ... . Reading ... ............... . Collecting ........ _____ _____ _ _ 
Which ________________________ _ Where ........................ .. Writing .................. ..... . Dramatizing ............... . 
What ____________ ______ ___ _____ _ Why ..... ........ ... ............. . Talking ...................... . Observing ......... .......... . 
How ........................... . Can ............... ..... .......... . Listening.-------------------- Constructing __ _____ ______ __ _ 
I s, are, was, were ............................ . 
Do, does, did .. ................................... .. 
Have, has ................ .................... ........ . 
Total Score ...... .... ........................ .. Total Score ....... ............ .... ____ .. . ... .. 
Reading Achievement (Grade Equivalent) .............. ... .................................... . 
Speed of Handwriting (Letters per minute) ............ ...................................... .. 
M . A .............................. . 
C. A ............................... .. 
I. Q ............................... .. 
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DIRECTIONS: 
This story is done for you. It shows how to do Exercises I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII. As you 
read this story about nylon, think of QUESTIONS to ask and ACTIVITIES to do to help you find 
answers to your questions. 
THE STORY OF NYLON 
Through the centuries our ancestors learned how to weave, knit, dye, print and finish the natural 
fibers of wool, flax, silk, and cotton. In this way they produced many beautiful fabrics. However, 
there were certain factors which set limitations on the supply and durability of these fabrics. 
In 1938, from the research laboratories of DuPont came nylon. The first great use of nylon was 
for ladies' stockings. The year after the discovery of nylon, more than 500,000,000 pairs of hosiery 
were made. 
The making of nylon is a very interesting process. Nylon starts life as a salt, a combination 
of two chemicals. The different ways in which nylon is wound and stretched makes it suitable for 
different purposes. The size of nylon is measured in deniers. 
Today nylon is used in many kinds of manufacturing. The strength, long wear, toughness, light 
weight, easy washing and fast drying qualities Qf nylon make it especially desirable not only for 
stockings but for many kinds of clothing. 
As I read this story I thought of questions about nylon and activities I could do to he~p me 
fi nd answers to my questions. 
I Here are the questions suggested to me by the story. 
1. What were some of the beautiful fabric\s which our ancesters produced? 
2. How did they weave, knit, dye, print and finish the natural fibers ? 
3. Who made the first fabric? 
4. When was the first fabric made? 
5. What were the factors which set limitations on the supply and durability of wool, flax, silk, 
and cotton fabrics? 
6. Where are the research laboratories of DuPont located? 
7. Where is the nearest place to our school where nylon is being made? 
8. How is nylon made? 
9. What are som e of the different ways in which nylon is wound and stretched? 
10. What is a denier? 
11. In what kinds of manufacturing is nylon being used today? 
12. Why is nylon so tough, strong, light in weight, and fast drying? 
13. What kinds of clothing are made from nylon? 
14. W hat is the natural color of nylon? 
15. How is nylon dyed? 
16. How does the cost of nylon compare ~rvith that of other fabrics? 
17. What is the possible future for nylon? 
18. Has nylon any disadvantages? 
19. How was nylon discovered? 
II Here 1s a list of activities or things to do, which will help me answer my questions about nylon. 
1. Read about fabrics in books, magazines, newspapers, encyclopedias, and pamphlets. 
2. Write to DuPont for samples of nylon fabrics and pamphlets on the making of nylon. 
3. If there is a nylon manufacturing plant nearby, write to make arrangements to visit the 
plant. 
4. Invite a person who knows about nylon to speak to the class. 
5. Make an exhibit of nylon ,products. 
6. Have a bulletin board display. 
7. See a film or filmstrip on nylon. 
8. Collect pictures and newspaper clippings. 
9. Make something from nylon. 
10. A demonstration to prove that nylon is tough, strong, light weight, easy to wash, and that 
it dries quickly. 
11. Have an exhibit of samples of many different kinds of fabrics. 
12. Give a report on how nylon is rr:ade. 
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EXE RCISE I-B 
If your mind is alert, you are a "question box". Each story will make you think of questions to 
ask and activities to do. As you read the following story, think of questions about this story and 
activities you and your classmates could do to help you find answers to your questions. 
THE GREAT ADVENTURER 
Some people never have time to grow old because they do so many interesting things. One such 
person was Luther Burbank. He was a hor ticulturist born about a hundred years ago on a little farm 
m Lancaster, Massachusetts. 
As a child, h e loved the flowers that grew around his home. He pretended that each flower was 
his friend and that he had to take good care of it. One day, he became very angry with. a bird be-
cause it was eatin g a lovely flower. He often dreamed of the day when he would know a great deal 
about tiny seeds and the beautiful plants which they made. Each year he gathered the best seeds to 
save for his garden the following year. Once he delighted his friends with funny pictures of animals 
and people which they saw on the pumpkins which came from his garden. When the plants were 
very small he had cut out the pictures with a knife. [ 
This young Luther later became one of the best-known plant breeders in the world. Each year 
he raised over a m illion plants for testing. These plants included flowers, fruits , vegetables and trees. 
Whenever he found a new plant, he would hurry to the library to find out what it was. 
When he was sixteen years old he went to work in a factory. However, after a few years he re-
turned to his studies. While he was studying to become a doctor, something ha,ppened that changed 
all h is plans. 
H e produced variet ies of fruits and flowers having new flavors, odors, and color combinations. 
Some of these varieties we know of as the stoneless prune, the edible cactus, seedless grapes, Bur-
bank potatoes, w hite blackber ries and the Shast a daisy. Today, because of Luther Burbank's work, 
we have better gardens and a greater variety of flowers and vegetables. 
I Now make a list of quest ions you thought of a s you read this story about Luther Burbank 
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II Now make a list of activities. 
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EXERCISE 11-B 
Here is another story for you to read. As you read, think of questions to ask and activities to 
do relat ed to the story. 
THE WHEEL 
Although wheels seem simple to us, there was a time when the early people of the world had 
no wheels of any kind. They pushed ana dragged their heavy loads along the ground. We know that 
it is easier to pull a heavy load on wheels than it is to drag it. However, no one knows when man 
learned to roll things on wheels. Perhaps a man rolled a log downhill and saw how much easier and 
faster it moved. Perhaps a heavy sled happened to pass over a log which was lying on the ground 
so that the log rolled while the sled was on it. 
From the logs rolling under the heavy sleds so long ago, came one of the most important things 
in all the history of the world. This is the wheel. The wheel took the place of the logs or rollers about 
six thousand years ago. 
Probably the first wheels were just slices cut from the log and fastened to the two ends of a 
long piece of wood called an axle. Sometimes, too, a wheel was made of planks of wood fastened 
together and then cut into a circle. From the solid wheel, which was very heavy, came the wheel 
with s.pokes. By cutting holes in the wheel, the wheel was made lighter. After this came the beauti-
ful wheel of the chariot, with light spokes. 
Som e of the wheels of long ago even had tires. The tires were sometimes made of iron or twist-
ed leather. Thousands of years later came the wheels we know - the bicycle wheel with iron spokes 
and rubber tires, and the automobile and airplane wheels with great balloon tires of rubber. 
I Now make a list of questions you thought of a s you read this story about the wheel. 
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II Now make a list of activities. 
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EXERCISE 111-B 
As you read this story, think of questions to ask and activities to do related to the story. 
GLASS 
Glass was invented several thousands of years ago. Today glass is used so commonly that we 
should not know how to get along without it. Every person uses glass in many ways. We have win-
dows in our homes, many foods and beverages are sold in bottles or jars, some houses have walls 
made of glass, and glass wool is often used for insulation. These are but a few of the many uses 
now being made of glass. 
The science of chemistry brought about many changes in glass making. Henry Williams Stiegel 
was one of the early American glass makers. Glass is made by melting silica in combination with 
soda, lime and other materials. Different kinds of glass are made by mixing different substances 
with silica. Glass can be molded into various designs. Sometimes glass is blown into different shapes. 
The making of glass is a dangerous job. 
I Make a list of questions you thought of as you read this story. 
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II Now make a list of activities. 
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EXERCISE IV -B 
As you read this story about trucks, think o f questions to ask and activities t o do. 
TRUCKS 
In recent years, more and more freight is be ing carried on our highways. Livestock, machinery, 
coal, gasoline, frozen foods, fresh milk and many other products are carried by truck. For different 
kinds of cargoes, there must be different kinds of trucks. Today's trucks have hundred of designs 
to fit a wide variety of special uses. 
Among the freight carrying trucks are the cattle t rucks. They are cage-like trucks in which the 
animals stand while they are being taken to mark et by the farmer. 
The frozen foods truck and the ice-cream truck have refrigerator units which keep the foods 
frozen until they are delivered to the stores. 
Among the larger trucks are the moving vans, which have padded inside wall:; t o keep t .e I <t .l t•· 
ture from being scratched while it is being moved. The machinery truck carries heavy machinery 
such as steam shovels. It has a trailer platform on back and is built very low. The trailer truck is 
the biggest truck of all. It has a cab in front an d a huge trailer in back. 
Trucks work for everyone. They work for the fire department, the bus company and the butcher. 
T hey work for the baker, the merchant and the manufacturer. They work in the dust of a thousand 
construction jobs and in the field with the farmer. They help in the delivery of mail. Thus we see 
that whether the job is large or small, there is a t ruck built for it. 
I Make a list of questions you thought of as yo u read this story. 
• 
. .
II Now make a list of activities you and your classmates might do to find answers to your ques-
tions . 
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EXERCISE V-B 
As you read this story, think of questions to ask and activities to do related to this topic. 
THE TELEGRAPH 
The word "telegraph" means to write afar off. Telegraph is the name of the marvelous instru-
ment which was invented by Samuel F. D. Morse. It is a device for sending messages to a distant 
place by means of signals which reprsent words or ideas. 
In 1844, the first message sent over the telegraph wire was, "What hath God wrought!" This 
message shows how the people, using this instrument for the first time, felt about the wonder of 
such an invention. 
The first method of sending messages by telegraph is known as the manual method. This is 
a system of dots and dashes. When a telegraph operator presses the key of his instrument it clicks. 
A sounder at the other end of the line responds to this click in a small fraction of a second. This 
sound may be sent to almost any place in the world, from one distant point to another. 
This system of dots and dashes is not used a,s much today. A more modern method of auto-
matic telegraphy is used in sending more than three quarters of the world's telegrams. It has been 
found that messages can be sent more quickly and more accurately through the use of this new 
method. Also, telegraph operators can be trained more rapidly and easily for this method of tele-
g raphy. 
In early colonial times, it would take about twenty days for a message to be delivered from 
Boston to New York. Today, a man can lift his telephone receiver, ask for the telegraph company, 
and give his message to the waiting operator, who writes it immediately on a noiseless typewriter. 
The signals are sent flashing over the wire, and the message is delivered in a matter of minutes or 
a very few hours. 
Sending messages is only one of the many uses of the telegraph. Money, photographs, and mes-
sages in one's own handwriting can be sent over the wires. The correct time is given hourly to 
thousands of ,persons by telegraph. Colorful telegraph blanks are provided at no extra cost for spe-
cial greetings on holidays and other days of remembrances. Probably the sending of stock market 
quotations and the spreading of world-wide news are two of the most important tasks performed 
by the telegraph companies of today. 
I Make a list of questions. 
... 
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II Now make a list of activities. 
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EXERCISE VI-B 
Here is a story about trailers. As you read it, think of questions to ask and activities to do. 
TRAILERS 
Trailers have become a means of getting shelter in a quick and satisfactory manner. A trailer 
can be moved easily from one location to another. There are many different kinds of trailer homes. 
For about $5,000 it is possible to buy a trailer that has a complete bathroom, a kitchen with a 
gas stove, an electric refrigerator, a hot water heater, a fan to remove odors and air conditioning. 
The breakfast nook will seat six people. The two bed rooms are equipped with double beds. With 
the press of a button or two, each room can be m .ade private with hidden sliding doors. 
A range-management expert for the United States Department of the Interior has invented a 
horse-house trailer. The trailer cabin can be lifted off the truck. The cabin has hot and cold running 
water, a cooking stove, and bunk beds for four. Under the cabin is a space to carry a horse and when 
the horse is outside the bunk beds fold down. All this fits on a standard picku,p truck. 
Another type of trailer is equipped with telescoping rooms so that by merely turning a crank 
for 100 revolutions a trailer can double its size. 
One man has a boarding house on wheels. This trailer is built to accommodate eight boarders. 
In this way the owner is able to earn a living and to live in luxury. 
Each state has laws to control the maximum width and length of a trailer that may tra vel on 
its highways. There are many trailer parks throughout the United States. 
I Make a list of questions you thought of as you read this story. 
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II Now make a list of activities. 
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EXERCISE VII-B 
As you read this story about soil, think of questions to ask and activities to do. 
A STORY ABOUT SOIL 
The soil may be called a factory because it helps produce the food that we eat. The soil is a 
living and working factory. The seeds that are put into the soil are fed, nourished, and helped to 
grow into plants which we need. 
The soil can do all these things because it is alive and changing. It was first formed by the 
wind, rain, and sun which chipped and wore away big rocks into tiny pieces. The soil contains bit~ 
of plants and leaves that have decayed as well as very small creatures that can not be seen. The 
soil also contains water and gas. 
The soil on top, which may be a few inches or a few feet deep, i~ called "topsoil". I~ is a dark-
er color than the soil underneath which is called "subsoil". The subsoil is finer and not as rich as the 
topsoil because the roots of plants have taken much of the food out of it. 
If the farmer plants the same crops every year, the soil wears out. He must rotate his crops. 
This means growing different plants in a field each year. Then different foods are taken from that 
plot. Clover and alfalfa are good cro,ps to grow in a field. 
There are many different kinds of soil. Some kinds are sand, sandy loam, silt loam, and clay loam. 
Soil is held together by rocks, water, and air - all of which help it to live. Soil is very important to 
us. The soil feeds plants, plants feed animals, and both plants and animals feed us. 
I Make a list of questions. 
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II Now make a list of activities. 
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EXERCISE VIII-B 
Here is the last story for you to read. It is about the sun and its family. As you read this story, 
think of questions and activities related to this topic. 
THE SUN AND ITS FAMILY 
The sun is the most important star because it gives us heat and light. There could be no life 
on earth without the sun. The sun has a family. We call the sun and its family the solar system. Solar 
is another word for sun. The sun is the only star in the solar system. Planets, planetoids, comets, 
and meteors all circle the sun. 
There are nine planets belonging to the solar system. The word "planet" means "wanderer". 
These planets travel around the sun. We live on a planet. The planets have no light of their own. 
The people of ancient times named five of the planets. These five . planets were named fo11 
Greek and Roman gods and goddesses. Mercury is known as the baby planet. 
The sun is a medium-sized star. The sun seems much brighter than the other stars because it 
is much nearer the earth. The sun is more than one hundred times larger than the earth. 
The sun is in the center of its family. The sun does not move. Besause the sun is so large and 
so near it has ,power to hold its family,. This pow.er or force which keep the solar system together 
is known as gravity. 
I List questions you thought of as you read this story. 
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II Now make a list of activities. 
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COPY THIS STORY ABOUT RUBBER AS QUICKLY AS YOU CAN. 
Many years ago some men found the Indians playing with balls made from the gum of a tree. 
These men brought some of this gum back to Europe. One man told how he had seen people use the 
gum to rub pencil marks from paper. It was better than the bread crumbs they had been using. They 
called this gum rubber. Rubber comes from rubber trees. These trees grow in rows like our apple 
trees. The trees need great care as they grow. A tree is ready to be ta,pped when it is about five or 
six years old. Inside the bark of the tree is something that looks like milk. It is called latex. It is 
this latex that makes rubber. Some of the clothes we wear as well as many things we use every day 
are made of rubber. 
ASSOCIATIONAL READI~G SKILLS 
TEACHERS tiUIDE 
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What? Fourteen reading lessons 
Why? To give sixth grade pupils skill in asking questions and suggesting 
activities they could do to find answers to their questions. 
~? Two lessons a week during a seven week period 
~? 
LESSON I ---(2pages) 
1. Read to pupils the story about Daniel Boone. 
2. Read to pupils the list of question words printed inside the 
front cover of their green folders. 
3. Ask pupils to give orally questions related to the story. 
4. List questions on blackboard. 
5. Have at least one question for each of the following: ~~ 
which, ~' why, where, ~' and ..!!Q!!. 6. Encourage pupils to ask questions using other question words. 
7. Have pupils read to themselves the story about Walt Disney. 
8. Divide class into small groups with a leader for each group 
and ask pupils to list on the space provided, questions related 
to the story about Walt Disney. 
9. Remind pupils to refer to the list of question words printed 
on their green folders. 
10. Ask one pupil from each group to read orally the questions 
suggested by members of his group. 
LESSON II ---(1 page) 
1. Have pupils turn to the back cover of their green folders. 
2. Read to pupils the list of activities. 
3. Have pupils look at Lesson II. 
4. Read to pupils the questions related to the story about 
Daniel Boone. 
5. Discuss with pupils suitable activities which would help 
them find answers to the questions. 
6. Have pupils work individually on the exercise on the lower 
half of the page. 
7. Ask several pupils to read their list of activities to the class. 
8. Suggest to pupils a variety of activities which would be 
related to the story about Walt Disney. 
LESSON III ---(2 pages) 
1. Read to pupils the story about Benjamin Franklin. 
2. List on blackboard questions given by pupils. 
3. List at least one question for each of the following: 
~; .!§ or are; ~ or ~; 2.<!, d~~, o::- ~; ~-or has. 
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4. Have children read to themselves the story about Will Rogers . 
5. Divide class into small groups with a leader for each group . 
6 . Ask each group to prepare a list of questions related t o t he 
story a bout Will Rogers . Use space provided on the sheet headed 
"LESSON III (CONT.)". 
7 . Have one person from each group report to the class the list 
of questions prepared by his gr oup. 
8 . Use t he followi ng cri t er ia for eval uating t he questions: 
a. Is the question r elated t o t he s tory? 
b. Is the question stated clearly? 
c. Is there a good variety of question words being used? 
LESSON IV ---(2 pages) 
1. Read to pupils the story about Electric Lights. 
2. List on blackboard questions suggested by the chil dren . 
3. Evaluate questions using the criteria gi ven in LESEON III. 
4. Have children read independently the story about the Printing 
Press. 
5. · Have pupils work individually on "LESSON IV(CONT .. }'. 
6. Class evaluation of questions suggested by i ndividual pupils. 
LESSON V --- ( 2 pages ) 
1. Work out with pupils the exercise ·about the St ory of Steam. 
2. Use the following criteria for evaluating the activities 
suggested by pupi ls: 
a. Is the activity related to the s tory? 
b. Is the activity specific? (e. g .-- - Does it tell where to 
write·;~ what to constr uctS what to observe, what to dramatize~ 
what to display, et c. ? 
3. Use the printed list of activiti es on t he back of the green 
folder as a guide. (This list i s general rather than specific) 
4. Have child~en work individual ly on "LESSON V (CONT . )" • 
LESSON VI --- ( 1 page ) 
1. Read to pupils the story about Petroleum. 
2. List on blackboard QUestions given by pupils. 
3. Divide class into small groups with a leader for each gr oup. 
4. Have pupils list as many different kinds of activities as tl1ey 
can which would help them find answers to t he questions you have 
listed on the blackboard. 
5. Ask one pupil from each group to report to the class. 
6. Class evaluation of suggested activities. 
LESSON VII --- ( 2 pages ) 
1. Have pupils work individually on the exercise about Motion 
Pictures. 
2. Cl ass evaluation of activities suggested by individual pupi l s. 
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LESSON VIII--- ( 2 pages ) 
1. Read t o pupils 1.~he story about Automobiles. 
2. Have pupi l s give orally questions related to the story. 
3. Evaluate each questi on as it is given. 
4. Di vide class into small groups with a l eader for each group. 
5. Have each group work out a list of questions related to the 
story about Airplanes. 
6. Visit each group and encourage pupils to evaluate each question 
as it is given. 
LESSON IX ---( 2 pages ) 
1. Read to pupils the story about Television. 
2. Have each pupil make a list of questions and activities related 
to the story. 
3. Class evaluation of questions and activities suggested by 
various mambers of the class. 
4. Divide c1ass into small groups with a leader for each group. 
5. Have each group work out a list of questions and activities 
related to the story about the United States Postal System. 
LESSON X --- ( 1 page ) 
1. Have each'pupil do independently the exercise about Homes---
Then and Now. 
2. Suggest that pupils refer to the list of activities priz1ted 
on their green folders. 
3. Class evaluation of activities suggested by various members 
of the class. 
LESSON XI ---( 2 pages ) 
1. Read to pupils the story about Forests. 
2. Have each child make a list of the questions he thought of 
as you read the story. 
3. Class evaluation of questions listed by various pupils. 
4. For LESSON XI(CONT.), divide class into small groups. 
5. Have one person from each group present the list of questions. 
6. Class evaluation of questions. 
LESSON XII ---( 2 pages ) 
1. Have each pupil work by himself on both of the exercises. 
2. Class evaluation of the two exercises. 
LESSON XIII--- (1 page ) 
1. Have each pupil do "Gl:le entire lesson by himself. 
2. Have several P.Upils read orally their list of questio!ls. 
3. Class evaluation of the questions. 
LESSON XIV ---{ 2 pages ) 
lQ Have each pupil do this lesson by himeslf. 
2. Have several pupils read orally thei r list of a ctivities 
about Air . 
3 . Class evaluation of activities suggested. 
Any c ::-i ticism or suggestion you care to make about these 
lessons will be greatly appreciated. 
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Many, many thanks for your willingness to try out tlds material. 
Please give all work sheets and folders to your supervi sor . 
You wil l receive a record of the results of the Associational 
Readi ng Test which you gave to your pupils. 
\ 
LESSON I. 
'vVhen a newspaper reporter goes out to cover a story there 
are seven question ·Nords that help him to get the important 
news. These seven question words are: who, wl!ich, . Vvhen, why, 
where, what, and how. 
If your mind is alert when you read, most stories will 
suggest qUE!Stions to you. As your teacher reads aloud the 
following story about Daniel Boone, try to think of at least 
one question for each of the seven question "Words. 
DANIEL BOONE 
Daniel Boone was one of the be~t hunters who ever lived . 
When Daniel was a boy there were many Indians in the United 
St<=~,-te·s. Daniel's nome was in a forest and he spent much of 
his time hunting. 
W'hen Daniel became a rnc.n he ·went to live in Kentucky. 
One day while Boone and his friend, James Stewart, were out 
hunting they were surrounded by Indians. It was about a v.eek 
before the two men were able to get away. Once tile Indians 
captured one of Da.Riel's c11ildren. Boone foun:i his little 
girl in an Indian village and rescued her. An)ther time 
when Daniel and his friends were captured, he made the Indi ans 
believe that he was very happy to go to the Indian village. 
He even tried to do inany things that the Indians did. The 
Indian Chief liked Boone so well that he keyt him even t110ug.n 
he let Daniel's friends go home. Of course Boone was very so.d 
but he pretended to be hap~y. 
Many interesting stories have been written about the 
adventures of this great hunter. He continued to hunt wild 
animals w1til he was eighty years old. 
As you read this story about Walt Disney, think of 
questions related to the story. 
WALT DISNEY 
ilave you ever heard of a mouse that is 
million dollars? Do you know Mickey Mou~e? 
is t!le man who made J!ilickey 1\'i.ouse so popular 
a millionaire. . 
worth over a 
Well, Walt Disney 
that he has become 
Although Mr. Disney was born in a large city, he spent 
most o! his boyhood in the country. He enjoyed the farm 
~.nimals Ft:> "l_i.K~-.:1 to (1 -N11/'i lJj_rotu:ref' :>f thomo 
Walt ~ ... a.rted uork..:...Ag wtwn ·le was onlJ 1w...ae ~ ....... ~~ o:. .1 
Late.,., he usee Ei.R.ny of .hi~ drr4 Wi!J'"S for .waving .victures-. o- €? 
day u.e decici ,d to Pv-1..1 J -- ..,CJ ~ c) ..I.. .... -l~l .. U ' t; <... .!. ,, _..!.. L. Lt' ~ '- 5-= - -- ' 
was crawling over his ctesk. Mr. Disney made sucrJ. good drawings 
of L.licl~ey :Jouse that wi-1e11. people fi rst saw the moving picture 
they didn't know that it was Vlalt DisHey's voice which wade the-
l$5 
LESSON I(CO~T.) 
squeaking sounds. It takes many different drawings to have Mickey say just one word. Also, many different colors are us ed to make a Mickey 
Mouse picture . 
Today we see Mickey's pictur e many places besides -at t he movi es. 
Mickey is the best known of Walt Disney's characters. 
Now try to write at least one question for each of the seven 
question words used by newspaper reporters. The list of question 
words on your green folder will help you think of questions. 
Who? --------------------------------------------------------------
Which? 
When? 
Vhy? 
Where? 
What? 
How? 
Now list any other questions ~.-elated to the story about Walt Disney. 
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LESSON II 
On this page you will find a list of questions about Daniel Boone. 
As your teacher reads each question aloud, try t o think of an activity, 
or sometJdug t o do, which ~ould hel p you to answe~ each question. 
Questions Related t o the St ory about Daniel Boone 
1. !aQ were some of Daniel's f~iends? Activitl : 
2. Which tribe of Indians lived in Kentucky? ~ctivity: 
3. ~ was Daniel Boone born? Activity: 
4. Why did Boone go to live in Kentucky? Activitx: 
5. Where was Boone born? Activity: 
6. ~ are some of the interesting stories about Boone? 
Activity: 
7. did Daniel Boone make his escape from tne Indians? 
Activity: 
Read the questions on this page about Walt Disney. At t he end of 
each question list sorae activity you could do to help you find a good 
answer for the question. 
There are many kinds of activities. The list given on the ba ck 
of your green folder will help you think of some interestiHg activi ties. 
Questions Related to the Story about Walt Disney 
1 . !!!Q are some of Walt Disney's characters? Activity: 
2 o Which characters are most popular? Activi t y: 
3 . ~ was Mr. Disney born? Activity: 
• 
6. 
vVhy does it take many different drawings to nave Mickey say jus t 
one word? Activity: 
~tt_do we see Mickey's plcture besides at the movies? 
Activity: 
~are some of Walt Disney's moving pictures? 
Activity: 
7. EQ! a re moving pictures made? Activity: 
LESoON III 
In the stories about Daniel Boone and Walt Disney, you thought 
o£ questions that began with the seven question words used by newspaper 
reporters. Not all questions begin with one of these seven words. 
Some of the other important words used in asking questions are: can; 
is or ~; ~ or~; do, does, or did; have or has. Perhaps you 
can think of ather question words. 
Here is a story about Benjamin Franklin. As your teacher reads 
t he story aloud, try to think of a question for each of the new ques-
tion words. 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 
Benjamin Franklin was born in Boston in the year 1706. He had 
sixteen brothers and sisters. He was always thinking of new ideas. 
Once while he was floating he held the string of a flying kite and he 
was thus able to float across a large pond. 
When Ben was a boy people used candles to light their homes. Ben's 
father was a candlemaker and he taught Ben how to make candles. How-
ever, Ben did not'.· enjoy this work and his father sent him to work with 
one of his brothers in a printing shop. Ben liked this job better 
because he had more time to read. After a few years Ben got a job as 
a printer in Philadelphia. Soon he began to print a very interesting 
little book. In this book he printed many wise sayings as well as. a 
description o£ the klnd of weather there might be every day for a 
whole year. 
Later Franklin discovered that lightning was electricity. Many of 
the many wonderful inventions we know of today were based on this dis-
covery. He did a great deal to help the United States become a free 
country. He lived for eighty-four years. Today, boys and girls all 
over the world are interested in learning about the wonderful things 
Benjamin Franklin did many years ago. 
Read to yourself this story about a famous cowboy. Then try to 
write a question for each of the question words. 
WILL ROGERS 
Wil+ Rogers was a cowboy who never carried a gun. He was the 
great grandson of an Indian. When Will was a boy he liked to play 
baseball and football. However, riding horses was the most wonderful 
t hing in-the world to him. When he was fourteen years old he entered 
rodeos. People enjoyea his tricks so much that. he put on cowboy shows 
all over the world. He not only made people laugh, but he also made 
them think. 
Mr. Rogers didn't enjoy being on the radio. Once during a show 
in New York City, a wild steer got away. Will then proved that he was 
a wonderful cowboy. This cowboy appeared in several moving pictures. 
Will Rogers had several cldldren. They were allowed to have 
many pets. At one time they even had a babv calf in their house. 
' Whenever possible Will traveled by airplane. Charles Lindbergh 
~ and Wiley Post were two of his best friends. In fact, Will Rogers 
andone of his best f riends were kil l ed i n an ai r plane crash. Today 
people still enjoy readi ng Mr . Roger ' s jokes and stories. 
LESSON III (CO~T.) 
Now try to write at least one question for each of the seven 
question words used by newspaper reporters. The list of question 
words on your green folder will help you think of questions. 
Who? 
, 
Which? 
When? 
Why? 
Where? 
What? 
How? 
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Write at least one question for each of the following question words. 
Can? 
Is? or Are? 
Was? or Were? 
Do? Does? or Did? 
Have? or Has? 
On the other side of this paper write questions using other question words. 
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L~\:'S0r 1 IV 
As your ~eacher reads aloud he following story, try to think of 
one question for each of the seven question words used by newspaper 
reporters . The seven words are: who, whi ch, when, where, why, what, 
and how. 
ELECTRIC LIG HTS 
As early as 1859, lamps which contained a glowing platinum were 
used in Salem, Massachusetts. These lamps had to have batter ies . 
Several years later, Thomas Edison made the first successf ul carbon 
lamp. Edison used bamboo to make the carbon. The f irst con:u.11ercial 
lamp appeared about 1881 . 
Later a tungsten filament was used because it would last l onger 
and be ·more efficient than a filament made from carbon . Some t ungsten 
lamps have 30,000 watts. These lamps are used in the motion picture 
industry, in searchlights, and in several other ways . 
Today we find that the fluorescent light is very efficient . 
Fluorescent light tubes give off various colors. The coating on the 
inside of the tube determines the color . If zinc silicate is us ed as 
a oatiJ.g 1 a green light is given off . 
Lamps are made in a great variety of sizes, shapes, and colors. 
,\'e use lamps in many ways . 
Read to yourself this story about the Printing Press . Then try 
to write a question for eac.i1 of the question words. 
THE PRHJTING PRESS 
For thousands of years after man had learned to write, the 
material for all books had to be copied by hand. This meant that very 
few books were written. The first books were very expensive. As soon 
as man d scovered how to make the raised image of a single letter on 
a block of metal , books could be printed by machine. 
As early as A.D. 770, the Chinese made wood-block prints. The 
orf>ans u s ed movable type in 1403. However, these early effo.r t s 
to print were very crude o Guttenberg's prir!ting press made prill t illg 
much easier and faster . Until the latter part of the 1800's, all 
pr 1 ting had t o be done on wet paper . 
Modern pr inti ng presses are of three kinds. The largest and 
1ast~s of these i s the ro t ary press. Some of these presse~ cau be 
run at the r a t e of 400 impressions per minute . 
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LESSON IV (CO~T.) 
Now try to write at least one question for eacn of the seven 
question words used by newspaper reporters. The list of que:::stion 
ords on your green folder will help you think of qu.estions. 
Who? 
M ll? 
------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------
'I y? 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
r r ? 
-------------------------------------------------
·a leas on qllest:i on for each of the followir.g questio.u words. 
? 
------------ ----- --
-------------·---------------------
Ar ? 
----------------
1. otuer q s ,, res .. 
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LESSON V 
THE STORY OF STEA:.cl 
When water is heated it turns to steam and expands. This 
expansion or "getting bigger" has force to push. This "push" can-
not be held back. 
Probably the first machine driven by steam was invented in the 
ancient city of Alexandria about 500 B.C •• A Greek named Hero in-
vented that first crude steam engine. So far as the ancient people 
were concerned this engine was not used to help tl1em do their hard 
work. However, after many years slaves were freed and labor became 
expensive . Then men became interested in finding ways of doing 
things easier and cheaper. 
The need for great quantities of coal· was responsible for the 
development of the steam engine. One of the first men to contribute 
to the perfecting of the steam engine was 01~to Von Guerecke. Then 
an Englishman perfected an extre!!.iely simple steam pump. In 1698, 
Thomas Savery invented a cooling device. A French scientist dis-
covered that steam could be used to drive. a piston in a cylinder. 
Thomas Newcomer invented an engine which was used in coal mines for 
about seventy-five years. James Watt gave us the steam engine very 
much as we have it now. 
The steam engine is on.ty one of the many uses beiug made of 
steam today. 
Here are some questions related to the story you have just read. 
List at least one activity for each question. 
1. Who was the French scientist that discovered tltat steam could be 
used~ drive a piston? Activity: 
2. Which weighs more, water or steam? Activity: 
3- When did James Watt invent his steam engine? 
Activi'fY: 
4. Why was the need for great quantities of coal responsible for the 
development of the steam engine? Activity: 
5. Where could we go to see a steam engine? 
Activity: 
6. What are some of the many uses beiug made of steam today? 
ActiVITY: 
7. How is a steam engine b1.1.ilt? Activity: 
8. Can a steam engine go as fast as a Diesel engine? 
ActiVITy: 
9. Is it more expensive to run a steam engine than a Diesel engine? 
• Ac ~fvTty: 
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LESSON V (CONT.) 
Read to yourself this story about United States Money. Then 
write as many questions as you can think of related to the story. 
UN ITED STATES IvlONEY 
Long years ago people who lived in our country did not have 
money like we have. They didn't really need money. After a while 
people were able to grow more things in their gardens than they 
needed for their own families. Sometimes they traded things with 
their neighbors. This was called barter. 
At one time people used to i-'iear money on strings around their 
necks. Even boys and men wore them. When the Pilgrims came to our 
country they found Indians using beads for money. The beads were made 
from the shells of certain fish. This kind of money was called 
wampum. Not all the beads were the same color. The color of the 
beads was important. 
The money we use today is made of either metal or paper. 
Pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters, and half dollars are called coins. 
All coins are made in a mint. There are three mints in our country. 
There are many new coins made each year. You can tell in wldch of 
the three mints each penny was made if you examine the penny care-
fully . Since 1909, the picture of one our famous presider1ts has been 
on every penny. 
Now make a list of r.uestions related to the story you have just read. The list of question words printed on your green folder 
will help you think of questions. 
1'7"' 
LESSON VI 
As your teacher re.ads this story aloud, think of many questions 
to ask about petroleum. 
PETROLEUM 
As far back as history goes, man knew about petroleum. Oil 
was formed from organic matter. In ancient times, even though 
petroleum or oil was known, it was not greatly used or was it valued. 
Oil was used as a remedy by the Indian medicine men. The 
Seneca Indians used oil in trading with other tribes. This tribe of 
Indians also discovered that oil would burn. The way by which they 
gathered oil is an interesting story. 
The first drilled oil well in the world was in Titusville, 
Pennsylvania. If we were to visit an oil field we would see many 
tall structures, much apparatus, and many unusual buildings. 
Scientists throush their many inventions have changed petro-
leum into numerous forms. Gasoline, plastics, and perfumes are 
among the valuable products made from petroleum. The rapid develop-
ment of motor vehicles and airplanes has increased the importance 
of petroleum. Today, the petroleum industry is of great importance 
to all of us. 
Read carefully each question your teacher has written on the 
blackboard. Think of several activities you and your classmates 
could do to help you answer each of the questions. The list of 
activities on the back of your green folder will help you think of 
some interesting activities. 
7 
LESSON VII 
Read to yourself the following story. 
TliE STORY OF MOTION PICTURES 
. , Did you. ever .. stop to think t,hat a motion picture may have as 
many· as 90 ,ooo 'separate photographs pa-ssi-ng through a lantern at a 
rate of twenty-two every second? That is one of the secrets of motion 
pictures. Many still pictures pass before your eyes so quickly that 
your eyes deceive you and make you think that the pictures move. 
A motion picture f~lm is a thin strip of transparent celluloid 
a little over an inch and a · quarter wide. The film comes in strips 
two thousand feet in length. Each picture is smaller than an ordinary 
postage stamp. To make a full-length motion picture, cameramen often 
use thirty thousand feet of film. They make more than five thousand 
individual pictures. 
Motion ·picture companies go to much trouble and expense to give 
reality to the pictures they make. Scenario writers, directors, and 
producers spend much time in planning pictures. Artists sketch the 
scenes where events are supposed to take place. Carpenters and scene-
makers, costumers and make-up people, help to make the pictures appear 
to be very real. 
If you were to visit a motion picture company non location" ~ you 
would see. people in costume with faces that appear overpainted. You 
would hear the director telling the actors what to do, how to act, and 
then you would see them practice again and again before they begin to 
make the picture. You would see large metal reflectors that throw 
light upon the actors faces, and the microphones over the heads of the 
actors, catching the speech and sending it to be recorded upon the film. 
In another place writers would be planning the picture so that it 
will be interesting. In the property room your guide would show you 
something that looks like a large department store. On your tour you 
would see a machine called a moviola. 
Today motion picture work draws the most talented writers, the 
most pleasing actors, and this industry makes jobs for many kinds of 
workers. Huge sums of money are paid to reproduce the best-selling 
books. Motion pictures show us many unusual and dangerous scenes. 
Here is a list of questions related to the story you have just 
read. After you have read each question, list one or more activity. 
The list of activities printed on the back of your green folder will 
help you think of some interesting activities. See how many different 
kinds of activities you can think of. 
1. Who made the first motion picture? -------------------------
J!. 1!.hQ. selects the best-selling books? _________________ _ 
3. Who were some of the first actors? __ · ------------------------
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LESSON VII(CONT.) 
4. Who are some of the costume designers and producer~? 
5. Which motion picture actors appear on television? _____ _ 
6. When was the first motion picture made? __________________ _ 
7. Why do actors use a great deal of make-up? ___________ _ 
8. Why does it take so many photographs to make a motion picture? 
9. · Where was the first motion picture made? _______________ _ 
10. Where are the motion picture companies located? ____ _ 
D .o What does "on location" mean? 
------------------------------
12. ~ are the names of the motion picture companies? ____ __ 
13. What are the different kinds of workers employed by the 
motion pic~ companies? -------------------------------------------
14. How much money does an actor make? ______________________ __ 
15. How much does it cost to produce a motion picture? ______ _ 
16. How is a motion picture made? ____________________________ _ 
17. How is film cut? ________________________________________ __ 
18. Are IUany ca!ll.eras used· at one time in making a motion picture? 
19. Do children actors have to go· to school? ______________ _ 
20. Has television hurt the motion picture industry? 
21. Were the first motion pictures very different from tt.le ones 
we have tc;rlay? 
17 
LESSON VI II 
As your teacher reads aloud thib story about ~utomobilcs, see 
how many questions you can think of rel<...ted to the story. 
THE STORY OF AUTOUOBILES 
The first automobiles would look queer to us. They went very 
slowly and often they broke down. These early automobiles were called 
horseless carria.ges. Steam \'iClS used to run trains on tracks , but 
people wanted something that would run on the road. .Ma.ny inventors 
worked hard and finally an engine small enough to attach to a 
carriage was built. That is how these first autol!l()biles got their name. 
At first cars used steam or electricity. Soon gasol:.ne was 
used. It cannot be said definitely to whom the credit for the first 
gasoline aut.omobile should be given. Many men were working on the 
idea of a gasoline engine at the sam.f; time. Some of these men were 
Charles Duryea, Elwood Haynes, R. E. Olds, and Henry Ford. According 
to the Smithsonian Institute, credit for the first American-made car 
goes to Charles Duryea. This first car has been preserved. Henry Ford 
completed his first machine in 1893. 
The automobile has made many changes in business, society, and 
recreation. The automobile has made travel possible to many people. 
Motels and hotels have been built to serve motorists • It makes more 
business for many people. The automobile also makes itpossible for 
people to live many miles away from the city but still get the 
benefits of a city. 
The automobile performs many tasks for us. A store or library 
can travel on wheels. All equipment necessary for a dentist to care 
for your teeth can be carried on wheels. Motor buses are equipped with 
seats by day and sleeping bertus by night. 
Do you know of any problems that have been brought abou.t by the 
growing use being made of automobiles? 
Read to yourself the following story about airplanes. 
THE STOnY OF AIRPLANES 
Leonardo da Vinci, one of the world's most famous artists, was 
greatly interested in the idea tha t a flying machine could be built. 
Nearly 450 years ago he invented the propellor. 
Machines which were lighter than air were the first oues used. 
There were balloons wllich rose into the air by means of hot air. 
The first passengers rode in t.i.1is kind of balloon. Later, gas was 
used to lift the balloons. ~alloons never were very useful. Dirigible 
balloons were made after gasoline engines were invented. 
Many people worked long and hard before machines that were heavier 
than air would fly. Men who studied flying birds learned some of the 
secrets of flying. Gliders were built with wings, a body, and a tail 
for controlling the flight. The Wright brothers studied the work other 
men had done with gliders. 1'hey decided they needed to use gliders to 
learn all they could about how to steer them. Since many men had died 
hile testing their machines, they decided to fly them like a kite. 
After many years of work, they finally built a motor driven plane which 
flew for seventeen seconds. 
)7 
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LESSON VIII(COtT.) 
Today we have many kinds and sizes of flying machines. 'l'h e are 
t.he helicopters which can fly straight up or down and so can la!· or take 
off in a small space. Huge pla11es carry parrcngers, mail, or r rgo. ~o~e 
people own and fly planes of their ov;n. The Air Force and tue La vy have 
lllany 9wift, powerful planes---fighters, bombers, and other ki •s. ~ost 
of the jet planes are flown by military pilots. 
Our way of life has changed since tne inven tiou of t ai rplazte. 
Today it .i s possible to fly to any place on the earth in a atter of hours 
----------------------- ----------
1 ow list all the questions you can think of related to e .rpla.nes. 
·------------------------------------------------------------------
----~------ -----
------- ------- -----~ 
·------~-------------- ·----
-------------------------------
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LESSON IX 
As your teacher reads aloud this story about television, think of 
questions related to the story. 
TELEVISION 
In 1923, televised shadows were projected on a screen by a Scotch 
inventor. Sixteen years later, following much· research in several ~ell­
equipped laboratories, the first regular television progra~ was presented 
for the public. 
The F.C.C. approved sponsored television programs in 1941. Now 
television programs are supported by advertisers . The best programs 
usually come in the evening. 
More than 15,000,000 black-and-white television sets were being 
used in the United States in 1951. During that year, programs were 
televised from 107 stations • 
. An English inventor was one of the p.:i.oneers in the field of color 
television. There are two systems of color television. Color televisjon 
sets are more difficult and expensive to make than the black-and-white 
sets. The research laboratories of several large companies such as tDe 
General Electric Company are constantly working to discover ways by 
which television can be improved. R.C.A. has already developed a 
tri-color picture tube. 
Since the beginning of World War II, the dem~1d for materials 
to -aid in national defense has set a limit on tne number of television 
sets manufactured. It is expected that television will have a wouaer-
ful future as soon as more materia~s are released for civilian use. 
Make a list of questions about television. After each ques-
tion , list one or more activity. 
1. 
If more space is needed, use other side of this paper. 
LESSON IX (CO~T.) 
Read to yourself the following story. 
Tlffi UNITED STATES POSTAL SYSTEM 
For hundreds of year s in anciez1t t i me s mail was carried by 
r~~ers. When di s t ances grew too long for runners, horses and 
camels were us ed t o help carry the mail. 
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In 500 B.C. , the king of Persia established an organized 
postal system. Private postal routes were started during the Middle 
Ages. However , for many centuries only the government and very rich 
people en joyed t he mail service. 
The ear ly white settlers in America found it difficult to send 
letters to Europe. To send mail to otl1er parts of America was also 
extremely difficult. Not only was it expensive and slow, but t he 
hostile Indians presented problems. There are many thrilling s t ories 
about the carrying of mail in early America. Several stories have 
been wr i tten about Buffalo Bill who was a famous Pony Express rider. 
. Post offices today are of three classes. In addition to fou~ 
classes of mail, we have many special services. During a single 
yea~, t he United States has delivered more then l,OJO,OOO,OJO postal 
ca~ds and 20,00J,OOO,OOO other pieces of mail. The cost of sending 
mail is very small. Trains, trucks, airplanes, and steams~i ps all 
help in carrying mail . Postage stamps were first sold in t he United 
States in 1847. The first series consisted of two stamps. 
The Universal Postal Union makes it possible to send let ters to 
any country in the worldo 
Now list questions and activities related to the story you 
have j ust read. 
1 . 
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LESSON X 
HOMES ··· THEN Ai~D NOW 
Read to yourself the following story. 
A very long time ago men lived in trees. These people were 
called tree dwellers. They · chose their homes in trees that were near 
rivers or lakes. They ate their food raw. 
Later; after men had learned to build fires, they could live i n 
caves . It was dark and damp inside the caves. The next homes were 
made from sticks and animal skins. 
During the Middle Ages, the noblemen lived in castles which were 
very strong and difficult to capture. The serfs lived lived near the 
castles. Their homes were one-room houses • . 
Toward the end of the Middle Ages, manJC towns and cities were 
built. The homes were much better. During this period, Gothic archi-
tecture was developed. 
In early America, most of the homes were log cabins. Fireplaces 
were used for heating the homes as well as for cooking. .Men, women, 
and children had to work very hard. 
Today, homes are very comfortable. Many of our modern home con-
veniences have been made possible because man has learned to make things 
cheaply and quickly. Many different materials are now used in building 
a house. Several kinds of workmen who did not help build houses in the 
18 th~ century are needed today. Modern homes include single houses, 
two or three family houses, tenement houses, apartments·, hotels, housing 
projects, and trailers. 
After each of the following questions, list one or more activities. 
1 . 
2 .. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
,.., 
I • 
8. 
How were homes made from sticks and animal skins? 
-----------------------
Who discovered how to build a fire? --~--------------------------------
What were some of the towns and cities built during the Middle Ages? 
What is Gothic architecture? 
------------------------
What kinds of furniture did they have in the homes in early Ameri ca? 
What kinds of workmen are needed to build houses today? ________ _ 
What materials are used in building a modern home? 
-------------------
How did man learn how to make things quicly: and cheaply? ____ , 
9. Did the people in the Middle Ages have diff'erert food from what ,Ne 
1-u:. \7 e today? 
LESSON XI 
As your teacher reads aloud the following story, think of 
questions related to the story. 
FORESTS 
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When the early settlers came to New England, they found virgin 
forestsc Now we fi~d that this section of the United States has mostly 
second~growth forests. 
Have you ever stopped to think what our world would be like with-
out trees? Next to our soil, forests are man's most useful servant. 
Forests provide homes for our wild life. Besides the values of stand-
ing fore:sts·, trees have many uses when they are cut.. A few years 
ago about five hundred articles were made from wood. Today there 
are about .four thousand articles being made from wood. You may be 
wearing something made from wood. 
Great care should be taken in cutting down a tree. Before 
trees are cut down, men called cruisers are sent into the forest to 
study the trees. Only a limited number of trees should be cut each 
year. Young trees should be planted to replace those that are cut . 
It takes many years for trees to get big enough to be cut. 
We need to protect our forests from such enemies as fire, dis-
ease , and insects. The forest ranger and our government need our 
help in protecting the forests. 
Now list as many questions as you can think of which are related 
to the story that your teacher has just read.· 
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LESSON XI ( COiJ T.) 
Read to yourself the follovling story; 
MINERALS 
Uinerals are one of our natural resources. The United States 
has a good supply of such minerals as coal, iron, copper, zinc, and 
petroleum. VIe depend on other nations for manganese, nickel, and tin. 
Uranium is scarce and is found in only a few places in the world. 
Steel is made from several minerals. 
We must be careful how ·lle use our minerals. ~etals and other 
minerals are used in making machines. Wars have used great quantiti es 
of minerals. We are often careless in mining minerals. There are 
many ways by which we can use our minerals wisely. One way is to 
save scrap metal so that it can be used again. Then, too, plastics 
will help us to conserve some of our -precious metals. 
Here is a list of questions rel~ted to the story you have just read. 
1. Why must we be careful how we use our minerals? 
2. How many minerals are there? 
3. What are the names of tne different r,linerals? 
4. How does each mineral look? 
5. How are plastics made? 
6. Which nations supply us with manganese, nickel, and tin? 
7. Where is uran~.l.lm found? 
8. Why is uranium very important? 
9. W here in the United States are the different minerals found? 
J.O. How was the first mineral discovered? . 
11. WhO first learned how to make plastics? 
12. Whit was the firstkind of plastic made? 
13. WhiCh minerals have been used in wars? 
14. How can we use our mir.Lerals wisely? 
15. Ilow will plastics help us to conserve some of our precious metals? 
Now make a list of activities which would helQ you to answer the·guestions. 
------------------ ------ ··----
Use other side or paper. 
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LESSON XII 
Read to yourself the following story. 
SOU~D 
Sound is made when something vibrates. Its source is always a 
moving body. If the motion is abrupt, the sound is sharp. If it con-
tinues, the sound may be harsh and unmusical, or smooth and pleasing . 
The vibration of an object makes the air waves vibrate. The air waves 
reach your ears and you hear sound. 
Light travels faster than sound. We see the lightning before we 
hear the thunder. Very loud sounds travel faster than faint ones. Sounds 
are loudest in the open air. Sound can travel through air for many wiles. 
Sounds differ in three ways. 
Air conducts sound. Sound is conducted better by metal than by 
air. Sound can also travel through soil and wood. \"Jell-packed soil 
conducts sound better than loose soil. Sometimes as the som1d vibra-
tions travel, they are stopped by something. 
The vocal cords in your throat vibrate when you talk. They make 
the air around them vibrate. The air waves travel to your ears ar1d you 
hear the sounds that your throat makes. Do you know why people's voices 
are not all alike? 
After each question, list at least one activity. 
1. What causes people's voices to differ? ____________________ __ 
2. How do sow1ds differ? ______________________________________ ~------
3. What is an air wave? _____________________________ _ 
4. How do air waves vibrate? ________________________________ ___ 
5. What do vocal cords look like? 
---------------------------------
6. What stops sound vibrations as they travel? _____________________ __ 
7. Why is sound co11ducted better by metal than by air? _______ _ 
8. Why are sow1ds loudest in the open air? _____________________ _ 
9 . How fast does sow1d travel? _________________________________ __ 
10. How can we measure ho·;; fast sound and lit;ht travel? __________ _ 
11 . How fast does light travel? __________________________________ __ 
12. Why is well-packed soil a better conductor of sound than is loose 
soil? 
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LESSON XII(CONT.) 
Read this story to yourself, then raake a list .of the questions you thought 
of as you read the story. 
MAGNETS AND ELECTRICITY 
Have you ever played with a magnet? Have you seen objects jump 
toward it and stick to it? However, not all objects are attracted to a 
magnet . 
We have discovered that the whole earth is a magnet much like the 
one you have probably played with. When sailors are lost at sea they use 
a compass to help them find their way. The needle of the compG~.ss is 
attracted to the north magnetic pole of the earth. The north magnetic 
pole is many miles away from the true north pole. 
By wrapping an insulated _wire l:l.round a nail and connecting it to 
a dry cell you can make a magnet that is run by electricity. When the 
wires are connected so that the electricity makes a circle through the 
wi res, the nail will draw a paper clip to it. When you break the circuit 
by disconnecting one of the wires from the dry cell, the magnet which you 
have made will drop the paper clip. This is called an electromagnet. 
Electromagnets have many uses. It is this kind of magnet that makes your 
doorbell ring. Do you know about other kinds of magnets? 
p 
LESSON }'/II 
A. List as many of the question nrds as you can remember . 
1 . _ ___ _ 2 . ____ _ 3. 
7. 5. 
----6. 
9 . ---~10. ----=11. 
4-
g. 
____ 12. 
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B. Check your list of question wo:ds with the list printed on your 
green folder. Copy any of the woru you forgot. 
C. Read to yourself the following story. 
THE EAR~ : I 
The Earth is a large globe. :.t rotates in the sky carrying with 
it the millions of people who live (\n it. The people don't even feel 
that they are moving. Some of the ~ ~ ! people are traveling at a rate of 
nearly a thousand miles an hour. Other people who live on the parts 
of the Earth called the North and ~: ,uth Poles travel at a speed less 
t han one mile an hour. This rotatjng of the Earth makes day and night. 
I n certain parts of the Earth, nigt.t. sometimes lasts for three months. 
The surface of the Earth is m:de up of land and water. W~ter 
covers much of the Earth. From und:r the surface of the Earth come 
valuable minerals. Some parts of t ·.e Earth have a hot climate, whil-e 
other parts have almost c·ontinual c ~ ld. The climate changes gradually 
as you go north or south. There arn hot places on the Earth where it 
is very dry, and hot places where it is very wet . The same is true of 
cold places, some are wet and some a1e dry. 
We get food from the Earth. Dieferer.Lt kinds of plants, animals, 
and fish grow in the places where the land or water and the climate are 
best for them. So do people live on 1he parts of the Earth whicl1 suit 
t hem best. 
There are many wonderful things to be learned about our F:arth. 
D. Make a list of questions related r,o the stor y you have just read. 
l8Ei 
LESSON XIV 
A. List as many different kinds of activities as you can thiruc of 
for each of the following: 
1. ·Reading Activities 5. Observing Activities 
• 2. Listening Activities 
3. Writing Activities 
4. Constructing Activities 
6, Talking Activities 
7. Collecting Activities 
8. Dramatizing or Entertaining 
Activities 
B.. Now check your list of activities with the list printed on the 
bac~ of your green folder. 
LESSON XIV (CONT.) 
C. After you have read the following sto:y and list of questions 
about air, list as many activities as you can think of that would 
help you to find answers to the questions 
AIR 
We cannot see air, smell it, or tas;e it. Yet it is all about us. 
There are many experiments you could do b prove that air is really 
something . Air takes up space just as rc~ks and wood do. However, 
air is not like rocks or wood. Rocks anc wood are called solids. These 
solids can not be poured like water. wa·er is not a solid, it is a 
liquid. Air is not a solid and it is no a liquid. Air is a gas. 
In fact, air is made up of several gases 
All living things use air. We cou.d not live without air. Plants 
and animals must have air. Even a fire vill not burn without air. 
· Air has dust in it. It is this dust which gives color to things. 
Without the dust in the air, the sky wo1ld look black~ 
Air works for us. It turns windm~lls, pushes sailboats, keeps 
parachutes from falling quickly, pushes soda through a straw, fills our 
automobile or bicycle tires, and helps ~ s to play many musical instru-
ments. These are but a few of the many uses of air. New uses are 
being discovered every day. 
Here are some questions related to the story you have just read. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .. 
~· 
~ 
8. 
9. 
How can we prove that air is all a ·)out us? 
Which gases does air contain? 
What is a liquid? 
How many liquids are there? 
How does dust give color to things? 
How do living things use air? 
What are some of the many uses oJ air? 
Who are some of the people who have discovered uses for air? 
When did man first discover how ~o make air work for him? 
Now make a list of activities relate l to the story about air. 
Kinds of Activities 
----
1. READING 
Textbooks 
Library books 
Duplicated materials 
Newspapers 
Magazines 
Pamphlets 
Dictionaries 
Encyclopedia 
Atlas 
World Almanac 
Reports 
2. LISTENING 
Concert 
Community resource speakers 
Recordings 
Radio programs 
Storytelling 
Special reports of classmates 
3. WRITING 
Letters 
Arrangements for excursions, guest 
speakers, etc. 
Send for samples, exhibits, research 
materials. 
Diary or log 
Reports on special topics 
Captions for pictures 
Stories to accompany slides, pic-
tures, etc. 
Compose ~songs, poems, play, s1dt, 
pageant, etc. 
Outlines and summaries 
Questions for a quiz program 
4. CONSTRUCTING 
Posters 
Some useful article 
Photography 
Murals 
Original drawings- crayon, pencil, 
pen, brush 
Modeling - clay, plasticine 
Use of wood, paper, cardboard, etc., 
in constructing 
Slides 
Movies 
Sculpture 
Painting 
Cartoons 
Pictorial charts, graphs 
Scrapbooks 
Time lines 
Maps - pictorial, outline, project 
Marionettes or puppets 
Weather charts 
Graphs - bar, line, picture 
Cooking 
Sewing 
5. OBSERVING 
Exhibit 
Excursions and field trips 
Lantern slides 
Experiments 
Bulletin Board 
Hobby show 
Maps 
Charts 
Globes 
Models 
Filmstrips 
Films 
Demonstrations 
Graphs 
Diagrams 
Time lines 
Tables 
Pictures 
Inspecting 
Specimens 
Weather reports 
6. TALKING 
Reports 
Interviews 
Conferences 
Pebates 
Quiz programs 
Forums 
Class discussions 
7. COLLECTING 
Pictures 
Posters 
Newspaper clippings 
Photographs 
Models 
Specimens 
Post cards 
8. DRAMATIZING or ENTERTAINING 
Program for parents 
Present a radio skit 
Play 
Puppet show 
Television program 
